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ABSTRACT

CONTROLLABILITY, TYPE A BEHAVIOUR AND CORONARY PRONENESS

Psychophysiological research has identified a behavioural

syndrome which is associated with coronary heart disease. This

syndrome, labelì.ed the Type A Behaviour Pattern (TABP), typified by an

exlreme sense of time urgency, excessive conpetitiveness and

aggression, and an intense drive to succeed, is neported to identify

individual-s according to their likelihood of developing coronany heart

pathology in comparison to Type B individuals. Nevertheless the

majority of Type As do not develop CHD. The effect of stress rel-a-

tive to the elicitation of the TABP suggests, however ' that per-

sonality and environmental- factors combine to yield the individualrs

perceived degree of control over any specific threat. This strtdy

hypothesized that individual differences based, in part, on self per-

ception of controL interact wilh the TABP to create coronary-

proneness. Therefore the inter-relationship between controllability'

lhe TABP, traditional risk factors and CHD was examined.

Subjects, staff officers of the Canadian Armed Forces ( Rir

Command), compteted a battery of tests which measured Job Involvement,

Locus of Control, Job Satisfaction, Masteny (the pneference for

challenging tasks), Work Altitude, Conpetitiveness, Field Dependence/

Independence, Social- Strpport and satisfaction with that support, and

Type A behaviour using the Jenkins Activity for Health Survey (JAS).
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In addition, risk of devel-oping CHD was estimated using the Coronary

Risk Handbook and medical records. AlI data except risk of CHD and

Type A scores were factor analysized and controllability emerged as a

prime dimension. A highly significant canonical correlation was

obtained between factor scores on the ten relained factors and the

Type A and cononary risk scores. Further examination of the data

indicated that extrene Type As who were physioJ-ogically at risk of

developing CHD could be identified on the basis of scores on the

controllability factor. These results suggest that measurement of the

individtralrs perceived (self-atlribufed )need to control may more

accurately identify lhose at risk of CHD than self report measrrres of

the TABP.
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CONTROLLABILITY, TYPE A BEHAVIOUR AND CORONARY PRONENESS

The 20th century has been remarkable in lhat il has witnessed a

. dramatic increase in coronary heart disease (CHD), (Rosenman &

Chesney, 1980), with the victims fnequently being yo.ung and belonging

to Western industrialized societies (Michaets, 1966; I'Ùhite, 1974). In

the United States, the disease affects nore than 700'000 persons each

yean. It can be forecast, for example, that one out of 10 males will

deve1op CHD in his middle years and that in 50f ofl cases, the first

symptom will be a heart attack. Also, in 50f of the cases' CHD will

United States Air Force al-one, DeHant (1980) indicates that 500-800

personnel are affected each year at an estimated cost of about

$50 miffion in non-effectiveness, personneL neplacements, medical

care, disability and death benefits. Given that military personnel

have compuJ-sory medicaL examinations and are required to maintain par-

ticular 1eve]s of physical fitness, it is likeIy fhat this figure

would be higher in civilian society.

In its early stage, CHD refers to lesions of the coronary

arteries, a condition known as antenioscl-erosis, which results in the

inifiation of a sel-f-healing process. Newly formed cefls create a

plaque to cover the lesions, and a thickening of the inner wall of the

artery occurs. These cells, consisting of tipids, form the fatty

streaks which become atheromatous and are rrconsidered lhe basis of
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coronary artery diseasefr (Glass, 1977, p. 3). Srrch a state may deve-

ì-op into one of two forms of CHD: angina pectoris, in which blood

fLow in the heart muscle is nestricled, or acute myocardiaf infanc-

tion, in which the plaque decays and ruptures due to a growth rate

exceeding the available nutrition from the blood supply (Glass , 1977).

Biomedical research and praclice are reported to have nade

nimpressive gainsrr duning the tast 30 years (Cooper, Detre, Weiss,

Bristow, Carleton, Dustan, Eliot, Feinleib, Jesse, Klokhe, Schwartz'

Shields & Stallones, 1980). Between 1920 and 1967, tne death rate

in the United States due to CHD exceeded the death rate for all non-

cardiovascular diseases combined. Since that tine, the situation has

reversed and in 1976 Lhere blere approximately 150 fewer deaths per

100,000 poptrlation due to CHD than other diseases (Nalional Center for

Health Statistics, 1976). Cooper el al. attributed this decl-ine to

impnoved coronany care units, increased emergency medical services,

improved in-hospital reginens and advances in pharmacology. AJ-so'

contributing to this trend is the huge pubtic and health professional

education campaign. These ar:thors concl-uded that nThe magnittrde of

the problem, however, demands our most cornprehensive effortsr PâP-

ticularly in matters of lifestyle, which relate to many of the known

and suspected risk factors for coronary heart diseaserr (p. 1199).

Dawber & Kannel (1961) suggesled that the risk of cHD may be

associated with certain specific factors such as: (1) aging; (2) sex

(ma}e); (3) etevated serum cholesterof: (4) elevated serr¡m
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lipoproteins; (5) nypertension; (6) dietary intake of animal fats and

cholesterol; (7) heavy cigarette snoking; (8) diabetes mellitus;

(9) genetic factors; ( 10) specific diseases sr.rch as hypothyroidism;

(11) obesity; (12) physical inactivity; and (13) electro-cardiographic

evidence of left ventricular hypentrophy. Nevertheless, skeptism

remains concerning the eapability of predicting CHD from these fac-

tors. Jenkins (1971) maintained that even the best combination of

them failed to identify most cases of CHD, and Rosenman and Chesney

(1980) argued that althoughrfmajor culpabitity has been assigned to a

number of faclors ... their linkage to CHD stil] remains imprecj-serl

(p. 1). Nevertheless, altempts have been nade to predict the probabi-

lity of occunence of new cases of CHD. Probability tables based on

certain risk faclors (Sex, age, cigarette smokingr blood pressuret

serum cholesterol, glucose toLerance and left ventricr:far hypertrophy)

were derived from an epidemiological study of the United States Publ-ic

Heal-th Service which made use ofl the longitundinal results of the

Framingham Heart Study ( Haynes, Levine, Scotch, Feinleib & Kannel 
'

1928). The tables comprise the frCoronary Risk Handbookrr and are

reported lo be valid for American Caucasian populations.

Recognizing the need for increased povrer in the pnediction of

CHD, Friedman & Rosennan (1959) pioneered research focussing on the

impact of behaviorrral and environmental- factors upon the car-

diovascular system, and Fniedman (1969) contributed the following

well known definition of what he labelled as Type A behaviour:
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A characteristic action-emotion complex which is

exhibited by those individuals who are engaged in a

relatively chronic struggle to obbain an unlimited

number of poorly defined lhings fnom their environment

in the shortest period of Cime and' if necessary'

against the opposing efforts of other things or persons

in this same environment 1p. 84).

Behaviorrns which are more or less opposite from lhose defined were

labelled as Type B. More recently many authors (e.g. Caffrey, 1979;

syndnome rather than some personality dimension. Included in this

syndrome according to Jenkins (1975) are extremes of competitiveness'

stniving fon achievement ' aggnessiveness, haste, impatience 
'

restlessness, feelings of being constantly trnder pressure, and the

deep commitment to vocation or profession-

Rosenman & Chesney (1980) sumrnarized nesearch fnom the

Stanford Research Institute by describing the Type A Behaviour

Pattern (TABP), as an rfovert behavioral syndrome or style of living.

It is thus neither a personaLity trait nor a standard reaction to

challenge brrt is rather the reaction of a characterologically pre-

disposed person to a sittration which is perceived as a threat or

challenge" (p. 5).

since the initial pnoposals of Friedman & Rosenman, nesearch,

described below, has analysed and refined the TABP with the purpose of
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increasing its stnength of pnedicting fhose who wil-] develop CHD' As

will be angued, however, predictability remains low. In order lo exa-

mine why lhis is so, various means of measuring the degree of Type A

behaviour wilt be examined and conpared. Further' various independent

factors of the TABP will- be identified. One additional- factor'

labelled ffcontnollabilitytt, will be examined which to date has only

peripherallybeenlinkedtotheTABP(seeMatthews,lgS2fonacompre.

hensive review) although it has been related to certain physiological

correlates of CHD. The goal of this research' then, will- be to iden-

fify a sub-group of TYPe A in ive their environment

as exerting control over them, rathen than vice versa'

Studies wilI be described which have identified executives of

middle management status as being coronary prone ' and the hypotheses

of this study witl be related to such a population - commissioned

officers of Captain to Colonel rank of the Canadian Forces t Air Command.

TYPE A BEHAVIO UR AND CORONARY PRONENESS

Review

As previously stated, Rosenmanrs goal was to permit the pnedic-

tion of those individuals who would suffer from CHD prior to its onset

and, if possible, prevent lhe disease. As a result, the terms rrTABPrr

and frcoronary prone behaviour (CpS)rr are frequently rrsed interchangeably;

indeed, Malthews & Saat (1978) use the term nThe Type A coronary-prone

behaviour patternrr (p. 631). Examples from lhe literature which have Ìed
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to this lendency, wiII be reviewed and some objections to the global-

assumption that is implied wiIl follow.

Data related to the above argument have been accurnulated fnom

widespread locations. Wynn (1970), from Australia, reported that

coronary patients were more likely than controls to work nany hours of

overtime per week and were aLso rnore J-ike1y to hold more than one job

simultaneously (Type A symploms), and Brr:hn, McCrady & du Plessis

(1968) and Rr¡ssek (1967) reported simil-ar results in the United

States. lJith regard to overtime houns, Russek, Thiel, Parker and

I'lynn.

One of the largest bases of evidence linking CHD with the TABP

was the VJestenn CollaboratÍve Group Study (WCGS). Three thousand men,

diagnosed as free of CHD, were followed for 8] years after being iden-

tified as Type A or Type B (Rosenmanr Friedman, Straus, I'lurm,

Kositchek, Hahn & Werthessen, 1964; Rosenman et aI., 1970; Rosenman

et a1., 1g7Ð. The authors reported that the former had 1.97 (p

(.001) times the rate ofl the latter with nespect lo new coronary

disease which confirmed the earlier reports (2å year and 4! year

points) tnat the overt behaviour pattern is frprominentrr among

variables in the list of major nisk factors. They stated rfit seems

clear that behavior pattern A indicates a pathogenetic force operating

in addition to, as well in conjunction with, the classical risk

factorsn (p. 877). It was also reported that the TABP was associated
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with greater risk of recurring and fatal CHD events, and that the

reported incidence of CHD held for myocardial infarction and angina

pectoris (Rosenman, Friedman, Straus, Wurm, Jenkins & Messinger, 1966;

Rosenman, Fniedman, straus, Jenkins, zyzanski & wunm, 1970; Rosenman,

1971; Rosenman et al., 1975i Rosenman, Brand, schultz & Friendman,

1976; Brand, Rosenman, Schultz & Friendman, 1976).

A second epidemologicat prospecbive source of evidence for this

tink is the Framingham Heart Study (Haynes, Levine, Fein1eib, Scotch &

Kannel-, 1978) which found that the incidence of CHD in mal-es was 'l .9

p (.OOOÐ and 2.1 (p (.0015) times greater for T5¡pe A conpared to

Type B men aged 39-49 and 50-59 yeans, respectively.

A third soupce of evidence for the association of the TABP and

CHD was the Belgian Heart Disease Prevention Project (Kornilzen,

Kittet, De Backer & Dramaix, 1981). It was reported that the asso-

ciation between the TABP and CHD was limited to angina pectoris

patients and those with ECG abnormalities and a history of heart

disease. Nevertheless, those with ECG abnormalities withotrt angina or

any history of heant disease also scored significantly higher on a

subscale (related to speed and impatience) of the TABP neasure.

Coopen et a1. pointed out that the majority of research evidence

is correlationat in nature and does not inply causation. Lovall-a &

pishkin (1980) pointed to an idiosyncracy of the A/B dimension: that

the extreme Type A pattern is not a better nisk predictor than a less

extreme Type A pattern. A possibJ-e explanaLion pnoposed by these
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authors, which pointed to futune research, is that the Type A popula-

tion contains a sub-group which may be disease-pnone. Howard,

Cunnginham & Rechnitzes (1976), on the other hand, reported that

extreme Type As had a 50 percent greater risk of developing CHD

according to the predictions of the nCoronary Risk Handbook'r. Both of

these strrdies, however, point to the need to identify a coronary prone

sub-group within the Type A population.

In agreement with this contention is a sttrdy of Scherwitz 
'

Berton & Leventhat (1978) who separated Type A and Type B indivi-

þJas reported that Type As who self-referenced frequently had the

highest systolic blood pressure (a known correlate of CHD) and that

Type As who sel-f-referenced the least had lower systolic blood

pressure than either the first Type A sub-group or both Type B sub-

groups. Lovatlo & Pishkin suggested that Type As who are also

extroverts exhibit greater central nervous system arousability and

hence compri-se a risk predisposing population.

To consider these and other factors, the Review Panel on

Coronary-Prone Behavion and Coronary Heart-Disease ( Cooper et al:

1980) was convened and wilh reference to this question stafed:

Behavioral factors thought to be related to CHD are

sometimes called Type A behavioun and at other times

coronary-pnone behaviour. This review panel questions

lhe vaÌue of the genenal concept of a coronary-pnone
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behaviour patbern (CPBP) as it is interchangeably used

with type 4... The term CPBP should be reserved to

denote whatever conposite of behavioral manifestaLion

is under considenation with respect specifically to its

relationship to CHD. Thus, behavioral data can be

discussed and assessed in their own righl without

reference lo CHD, and their relationships fo other

heal-th conditions can be fneely explored. The tern

OPBP can be freed of any unnecessany restriction to the

Type A behavior pattern, and other behavioral concomit-

tantsofCHDriskcanbesubsumedundenthistermas

accumulating evidence may suggest (P. 1202).

The Belgian Heart Disease Prevention Project (Kornitzer et al-.

1981), menLi-oned above, raised concern that the TABP may in fact be

the outcome of CHD rather that comprise an antecedent risk factor'

However, the authors stated that they expected bhat further carefully

conducted prospective studies should verify that subjects exhibiting

fhe TABP ane prone to CHD. Nevertheless, at this point in time the

TABp and the CPBP should be treated as separate entities although this

is not to say thaf there exists no rel-ationship between them. Indeed'

the goal should be to refine the TABP until pnediction of CHD reaches

a maximum.

This study is directed towands this goal. It will consist of

an examination of various risk factors, physiological and
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psychological-, associated with a specific high risk population and

hence wiII be concerned with the refinement of the TABP. It is anti-

cipated that at a later date this information will be compared to the

incidence of CHD by longitudinally lesting both the predictions of the

TABP and the eight risk factons utilized in the Coronary Risk

Handbook. To accomplish the prirnary goal literature will- be reviewed

concerning physÍological and psychological factors which have been

associated with the TABP. These factors will be considered with par-

ticul-ar reflerence to the work pLace in the context of a rrperson-

model of stress.

Pnior to a discussion of these items, however, it is necessary to

discuss the assessment of the TABP and the features that emerge from

such an assessmenl.

Comoonents of the TABP

In general terrns analysis of Type A behaviour (Carver & Glass,

19?8; Glass, 1977; Rosennan, Frj-endman Strause, !Ùurm, Kositcheck, Hahn

& Werthessen, 1964) has Led to agreemenl that the following three

featunes play a primary role: a) an enhanced sense of tine urgency'

b) excessi-ve competitiveness and aggression, and c) an intense drive

to succeed. These featunes are discussed below.

TimS UIgeIgy. Several experinents have demonstrated the Type A

sense of time urgency. For example, an analysis of time estimaLes

(Burnam, Pernebucker & Glass, 1973) indicated that Type As signaJ-Ied

the passage of one minute sooner than did Type Bs, both types
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departing equally but in opposite directions from the accurate esti-

mate. These ar:thors viewed the struggl-e of As to overcome the

constraints of time as stemming from an excessive drive to master as

many aspects of their environment as possible. Similarly' G]ass'

Synder, & Hollis (1974) compared the performance of Types As and

Type Bs during a task involving differential reinforcement of low

rates of responding. Type A subjects received a significantly lower

percentage of lotal reinforcements than did Type Bs, indicating their

lendency to respond loo quickly. Another experiment demonstrated

Friedmants (1969) eonbention that Type As exhibit inritation and anger

when forced to slow down the rapid pace of their activities. G1ass'

Snyder, & Hollis (1974) na¿ subjects engage in a discussion with a

confederate of the experimenter in order to reach consensus on a

series of decisions. The confederate deliberately slowed the

discussion, and the conclusion was that Type A subjects, at least

those who scored high on speed and impatience ' were more impatient

than Type B srrbjects when the activities of both were slowed down by

another person. Even in speech patterns, Sparacino (1979) reported,

nln keeping with thein chroni-c sense of time urgency Type As are al-so

said to more frequently hurry their conversational partner along by

interjecting back channel- feedback such as rmn-hmf or tyes, yesr or by

nodding the head rapidlyrr (p. 41).

titiveness and ression. The resuLts of Glass et aI.

(1974), descrÍbed above, aJ-so provided evidence fon the second com-
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ponent of Type A behaviour -excessive conpetiliveness and aggression.

Carver & Glass (1971f) reporled that Type As reacted with increased

aggression to a threat to their sense of competence and mastery. No

such increase occurred among the Type Bs and the two groups did not

differ in their aggressiveness in the absence of threat'

Drive to Succeed. The third component of Type A behavioun 
'

that of having an intense drive to succeed in achievemeÌît related

activities (Glass , 1977), received sr:pport in an experj-menb which

demonstrated that Type As tended to work al maximum capacity whether

Bs worked at

maximum efforl only when there IâIas an explÍcit deadline. Jenkins

(1975) regarded this featune of Type A behaviour as a possible expla-

nation of the prevalence of CHD in contemporary westenn society which

rewards those who can think, perform and communicate mone rapidly than

their peers.

Assessmsnt of the TABP

The first formal method of classifying subjects according to

behaviour patterns was designed by Fried¡nan and Rosenman (Rosennan et

al. 1964). This and two other wel-L known methods, The Jenkins

Activity Survey for HeaLth Prediction ( Jenkins, Rosenman & Fri.edman 
'

1967) and the Framingham Type A ScaLe (Haynes, Levine, Scotch,

Feenleib & Kennel, 1978) wil-l' be discussed in ttrrn.

a. The Structured Int iew (SI). A four point scale Ís r¡sederv

to anatyse the content and behavioural style of subjectsr responses
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durlng a structured stress fnLerview, as follows: Al - fully deve-

Ioped Type A; A2 - lncomp)-etely developed Type A; 83 - incompletely

developed Type B; 84 - completely deve}oped Type B, There is also

lncluded a lype X which fatls between Type A2 and Type 83 and accounts

for lOf of the populatlon (Frfednan & Rosennan, 1974).

The subject ls asked approxlmaLely 25 questions relating to

lntensity of ambitions, eonpetitiveness, feelings of hostillty and

sense of time urgency. The questions are posed ln a nanner designed

to create stress and henee, elicit signs related to the above factors.

nanner and

tone of dellvery. The subjeetts general appearance, hls bodity nove-

¡nents, hfs explosive speech accentuations and Lnflections are the cri-

llcal factors. The developed Type A.typicatly speaks rapidly empha-

slzing cerÈain words, he anticipates what will be said nexb, and

hurrles the interview with nods. The contents of hÍs answers indicate

a need for power, a need for recognftion of his achÍevenents, a com-

pulslve attraction toward competÍtlve situations, a complulslve need

to nget thlngs doner, a tendency to be easily angered by others, and

the bellef that any obstacle can be overeome. He also appears to

receÍve nosb gratlficabion fron his Job and tltble gratification from

other sources.

The Type B pattern of behaviour may lnclude Type A charac-

teristfcs buü ln less exaggeraüed form. The Type B indivtdual feels

less cornpelled by chronle tlme urgency and is generally more relaxed
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and Besture free. He appears less easj.Iy aroused to anger and less

lnclined toward competitive situations (Glass, 1977).

In a test of reliablllty, Jenkins, Rosenman and Friedman (1968)

reported that two trained Judges rated ühe behaviour-pattern inter-

vlev¡s the sane way 84f of the t,ine. The sanple consisted of 75 cases

drawn fron a larger sanple of J,000. caffrey (1968), fn a study of

1r433 Anerican BenedÍctine and Trappisb monks, obtained 75í Eo 77.4F

agreeroent between aII possible pairs of three interviewers. Finally

Jenklns (1968) reported a test-retest agreenent rat,e of 80f r¡hen 1'064

nales l¡ere examined twice - 12 Eo 20 nonths apart.

Factor analysls of bhe sI (Ma¿tnews, Kaanbz, Denbroski &

MaeDougall, 1982) yielded four independent factors: clLnical rating

of speech behaviour and self-reports of pressure drlver anger and con-

petitiveness.

b" Jenkins Actlvity SurveY for Health Predictions (JAS). The

JAS - Form B ls a self-report measure consÍsting of 54 questions sini-

Iar to those used in the SI. Scoring is based on optinal weights pre-

dlcting the SI classÍfication of the large groups of niddle-aged nales

(Jentins, Zyxanski & Rosentnan, 1971)" The seores whÍch were nornally

dlstrlbuted were standardized to yield a nean of zero with a standard

devfation of 10. Positive scores indicate the Type A directlon and

negatlve scores the Type B direction. Jenkins (1978) reported Ùhat

the tesü-retest rellabillty of the JAS A/B scal-e was between .60 and

.?0 across 1-4 year fnüervals. Factor analysis of t'he JAS ytelded
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thnee major behavior¡ra]. components: speed and impatience r iob

involvement, and hard-driving competitÍveness.

c. Frami e A Scale. A third measure, the Framingham

Type A seale ls also a self-report measune which contains ten items

that assess the individualfs competive driver sense of time urgencyt

and perception of job pressures (Haynes et aI., 1978). Items are

weighted and summed to yiel-d a total with those scoring above the

median being labe]Ied Type A and those beLow a Type B. Internal

reliabil-ity was reported to be .70.

Comoarison of Measures of the TABF

The forerunner of all assessnent methods was the SI ' with the

othen two techniques evolving from it. Initially' the interview was

used in the Western Collabonative Group Strrdy and of the sampl-e of

31524 men appnoximately 50f were classified as Type A1 and A2

(Rosenman et al. 1964). Matbhews (1982) observed thab later studíes

(e.e. Howard, Cunningham & Rechnitzer, 1977) have placed the Type A

percentage much higher, - ât about 60f, and Cooper et at. (1980) have

placed this estimate at up Lo T5l. Matthews noted that shoul-d this

tendency continue large nunbers of persons who wil-l- not develop coro-

nary hearb disease will be cabegorized as being at high risk. To this

extent, the specificity of the interview for the predictÍon of coro-

nary disease has generally weakened. The JAS, on the other hand'

which was inÍtially developed to imitate the results of the SÏ ' has

not shown this trend.
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Albhough, as sbated, aII bhree measures appear üo be reliable,

the association among them is not funpresslve (Mafther¡s, 1982). It was

reported that the JAS and bhe Frarnì ngham Scale agree wlth the A/B

classificatÍon as made by bhe sI about 60 - 70í of the time for mlddle

aged white-collar and undergraduate men (Haynes, Felnleib & Kannel,

1980; Jenkins 1978; MacDougall, Dembroski & Kranbz' 1981), which' as

Matbhews (1982) potnbed out, is onl-y 10f t,o 20f above chanee. one

reason given for the lack of consisbency aeross neasures fs that

speech behavlour is a prime conponent of Type A behaviour as measured

by the SI but obv of thé othéi5. MatüheÚs st'âtêd thet such

a conponenf nay not be a sensitive indicator; that is, f't is possible

for one Type A subject to interrupt frequently and reporb impatÍence

whereas another nay never interrupb but nay show annoyance when

questloned regarding the accuraey of his ansvters. rtThus psychonetric

fnprecision may result because persons may be cLassified as Type As

for dlfferent reasonsrr (1982, PP 300r301)-

l,latthews, Krantz, Denbroski and MacDougall (1982) lnvestÍgated

the differlng results between the SI and both the JAS - Forn B

(dlscussed so far) and the JAS - Form T, an adaptation for students 
'

and reported agreements oî 671 and 631 respectÍvely. To examine these

Iow agreements (171, and 13f above chance) the SI was factor analysed

and for both samples the followtng factors were ldentified:

(1) pressured drlve, (2) ctÍntcal ratings plus number of f.nterrup-

tLons, (3) anger' (4) conpetitlveness.
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Factor 2 was significant)-y retated to the sI assessment

(p (.00I) and it was suggested that the estimate of Type A can be pre-

dicted by pronptness of response, voice emphasis, hurried speech

-evidenced by both pace and'interruptions - and judgments of hostility

and energy IeveI. Fr¡rther, Factor 2 and the SI scores shared over 60f

of their variance in common. It also contained two items not related

to indications of speech: energy level and hostility' which were

positively but moderalely rel-ated to the JAS. Matthews et al.

concluded that the common sources of variance of the SI and JAS was

pnobablY within the ¡neasures of self-reponted pressured drive and

judgments of hostility, competitiveness and energy level and the uni-

que variance pertained to the subjects r speech behaviour and self-

reported time pnessure. The authors also suggested that the SI

falsely classifies coronary prone individuals; therefore, as already

stated, the terms TABP and CPBP should not be used interchangeably'

Funther the SI and JAS should not be r¡sed as interchangeable measures

of the TABP.

Several recent studies have been reported which relate to the

SI, the JAS and atheroscLerosis in men. Blurnenthal, I'lilliams, Kong

Schanberg & Thompson (1978) performed the finst sludy in reponse to

the united states PubIic Heatth services comment that:

Stness and strain, especiall-y of an emotional nalure

or for prolonged periods of time r ßâY pì-ay a part in

some heart attacks. Many medicaf men think, howevert
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that the role of such pressures probably becomes impor-

tant only after already hardened arteries have created

the setting fon an attack (635)

These ar¡thors presented the aLtennate view that TABP

plays a rofe in accelerating the atherosclerotic process itself.

Obviously, nesolution of this argument has implications for treatment

for if the TABP is antecedent then the goal would be to reduce nelaled

behaviouns rather than attempt Lo lower incidents of smoking and other

tradilional artery hardening processes. In order to resofve this

a?gument the SI and JAS were compared with respect to incidents of

cigarette smoking, blood pressure, mean aortic pnessL¡re, cardiac index

and sympathetic nervous activity. The authors neported thal

atheroscl-erosis was associated with increased serum lipids and to the

TABP. Severity of atherosclerosis was measured by the degree of

occlusion and 44Í of lhose wibh miLd occlusion, 69í of those with

moderate occlusion, and 939l of those with severe occlusion were

cl-assified as Type A according to the SI. 0n the other hand no such

relations were for¡nd for the JAS. This study suggests lhat either the

TABP and CHD are dependent on some third variable, or Lhat lhe TABP as

pnedicted only by the SI plays a role in acceLenaling CHD.

One other sü:dy (Frank, Heller, Kornfeld, Sporn & Weiss, 1978)

agreed with fhe contentions of Bl-umenthal et aL., however others have

not found these results. Dimsdale, Hackett, Hulter, Block &

Catanzano (1978); Dimsdale, Hackett, Hutter, B1ock, Catanzano &
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White (1979); and Dimsdale, Hackett, Calanzano & White (1979) al]

failed to find any relationship between atherosclerosis and TABP as

measured by eÍther the SI oy the JAS although these measunes agreed

with each other about 75f of the time. Dimsdale and associates, in

their last experiment, suggesled that population differences may

account for their nesults and pointed to pychosocial variability as

bhe compounding source . Zyzanski, Jenkins, Ryan, Flessas & Everest

(1976), on the other hand, reported a positive relationship between

JAS scores and coronary artery disease. More lately KranLz, Sanmarco,

Silvester & Matthews (1979) examined lhe progression of coronary

artery disease and methods of assessment in a longitudinal- strrdy.

(The Brumenthar eb aL. study was cnoss-sectionar') The 67 subjects

underwent repeated arteriography oven a mean range oî 17 months and

completed the JAS eilher between angiograms on after lhe final one. A

subset of 45 subjects was also given the SI and it !{as reported that

the interview method was not related to progression bul the JAS score

was reLated (p (.03). It was suggested that weaknesses in the asso-

ciative povùer of the SI nay have been caused by the small sample' the

fact that the majorily of subjects were Type A, or by the lessening of

nslylistictr voice characteristics dr¡e to ¡nedication (e.9. beta-

bl-ockers, tranquifizers) .

It is very evidenl, then, that the l-iterature is equivocal con-

cerning which is the most accurate tool for measuring coronary pnone-

ness. However, thal the JAS was intially formulated with lhe inten-
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tion of deriving the same outcome as the SI, does not necessarily mean

that it relates less to CHD. To resolve this issue the unaccounted

variance between the JAS and the SI should be compared to direct

measurenents of coronary antery disease and CHD. Such a comparison is

beyond lhe scope of this study; however, Rosenmants comnent that'

nsubjectsr responses (to tne the JAS) are often ludicrously inac-

curate, particuJ-ar1y Lhose neported by Type A subjectsrr concurs with

those of G1ass (1977) who stated rrln contnast to Bs, Type As work hard

to succeed, (and) suppress subjective slates bhat might interfere

with t 181). In other words the very fact that

there is a difference between the SI and the JAS for certain subjects

might have implications for the prediction of CHD. Type As on paper

and pencil- tests would be expected to deny being attributed with

interfering factors such as those which examine the napproach to liferr

(see JAS, Question 46).

closely associated to the third cornponent of the TABP is the

suggestion (see above) tnat Type A individuals, in order to succeed

and hence master their environment, must deny or SL¡ppress subjective

states such as fatigue. (Carver, Colenan & Glass, 1976; Irlatster &

Aronson, 1967). If is contended that suppression of these slates aids

in the maintenance of control but may increase the nisk of CHD in

Type A individual-s. A brief nevj-ew of relevenb research follows.

I'Jalster & Aronson (1967 ) reported that persons expecting a

task to be relativety lengthy in time tended to suppress feelings of
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fatigue; further, Snyder & Glass (1974) reported that Type As exhi-

bited greater suppression than Type Bs. The resr¡lts, however were

confounded by differences between the groups in pre-test fatigue;

therefore, Carver, Coleman & Gl-ass (1976) replicated the general

concept. College students were required to complete a Balke treadmil-Ì

test at a walking rate while rating their fatigue at two minuLe inten-

vals. Srrb jects also completed a similar test at a rrrnning pace in

orden to assess maximum aerobic capacity. Both aerobic capacity and

performance i"Iere determined by analysis of expired air, and walking

performance !{as scored as a proportion of maxinum aerobic capacity.

Type As, aJ-lhough exerting grealer effort, clearly suppressed feelings

of fatigr:e to a greater extent than Type Bs. Glass (1977 ) stated, ttln

contrast to Bs, Type As work hand to succeed, (and) suppress srrbjec-

tive slates (e.g. fatigue) tfrat might interfere with task performancerr

(p. 181 ) .

The contenlion thal Type As tend to suppress feelings of fali-

gue is significant, especialty within the context of Green, Moss &

Goldstein (1974), who proposed the following three steps which should

be taken by an individual experiencing CHD. First' the symptons

should be perceived; second, their seriousness should be recognized;

and third, the need for immediate care should be realized. Carver et

at. (1976) stated, nType As may be less penceptive of early heart

attack or preheart attack symptoms than Type Bs. This seems espe-

cially reasonabl-e in light of the observation (Green et aI., 1976
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p. 151) that rthe ]ongest and most frequent prodromal symptom with

reference to myocardial infarction is faligue ... tinedness

having to push (oneself)ril (p.465). They concluded, ttlt is not unli-

kely that fatigue suppression, chanacteristic of the Type A even as a

young man, may be an important factor contributing to greater suscep-

tibitity to coronary artery disease in laben years (p. 165).

Glass (1977) srrggested that these behaviours represent an

attempt by the Type A individuats to obtain and maintain conbrof over

stressful aspects of the environment. Typically the Type A will ini-

tially struggle to control- the event in a hard-driving ' aggressive and

competive manner becoming annoyed at times. However, if such efforts

are unsL¡ccessful he wilt give rrp and acb hel-pless: nIn sumr the

uncontroÌ labilitv aDoroach suggests that Type A behaviours reflect a

specific way of coping with stressful aspects of the envi-ronment

(Matthews, 1982, Þ. 308). More recently Glass and colleagues (Glass,

Krakoff, contrada, Hillon, Kehoe, Mannucci, collins, snow & Elting'

1980) emphasized the person/environment interaction:

It has been observed, however, that Type A behaviour

is el-icited primarily in the presence of appropriate

environmental cincumsbances such as challenges and

stresses. Indeed, the behaviour pattern is regarded

as the outcome of a person-situation interaction' in

which an uncontro]lab]e sirgssor, or the challenge of

task performance produces competiveness, impatience and
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hostil-ity Ín predisposed individuats (p. 453).

Also, Rosenman & Chesney (1980) perceived rrcontroln Lo be a

central theme of the Type A. the ITTABP is a characteristic style of

response to environmental stressors that lhneaten an individual- I s

sense of control over the envinonmentn (p. 4). Prior to reviewing the

pertinence of contnollability to CHD, physiological correlates of the

TABP and CHD and their possible relation to concept of control will be

reviewed.

PHYSIOLOGICAL CORREL ATES OF CHD AND THE TABP

This section will descn-j-be certain physioJ-ogi cal cornelates of

CHD and the TABP, presenting data which suggests thal the two may be

related. It wiII also present arguments why cognitive style may

mediate these physiological events, panticularly lhose involving serum

cholesterol levels, tryglyceride Level and blood pressure.

Several studies have atternpted to identify physiologicaL corre-

Iates of CHD. For example, Henry, EIy & Stephens, (1972) have

reported that nice subjected to confrontation with othen mice in order

to obtain food developed hypertension and increased coronary

arteriosclerosis associated with increased levels of enzymes which

syn¡hesize the neurotransmitters of the sympathetic nervotts system.

Lanpnecht, l{illiams & Kopin (1973) have shown that chronically immo-

bilized rats developed hypertension which was associated with serum

leveIs of dopamine-bela-hydroxyl-ase, the enzyme that synthesizes the

synpathetic neurotnansmilter norepinephrine. In human subjects 
'
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Friedman (1977 ) nas observed that, ttType A subjects, while not suf-

fering from any fixed error in the metabolism of either epinephrine or

norepinephrine, nevertheless secrete more norepinephrine duning

working hours and also during any individual conpetitive activity than

Type B srrbjectsrr(p.598). These findings were confinmed by

Canruthers (1969); Hemes, Lightman & McDonough (1965); and Nestel,

Verghese & Lovell (1967). The latter two studies indicated that the

majority of coronary prone subjects and the majority of those already

suffering from angina pectoris excreted an excessive amount of

catechol-amines. Further, Friedman, St. George, Byers, Rosenman (1960)

reported t,hat Type As showed a greater increase than Type Bs in bLood

or urinany catecholamines when challenged by the stress of an ordinary

working day. Friedman, Byers, Di-amant & Rosenman (1975) assayed

pJ-asma norepinephrine and epinephrine in Type A nen under nesting'

non-competitive conditions, and also immediately before, during, and

after participation in a non-physical competitive struggle. They

reported no differences in concentration of catecholamines in the two

groups under resting conditions but under competitive conditions,

norepinephrine concentrations rose abouL 301, with the Type A group'

compared to no change with the othens. Epinephnine concentration

remained unchanged in both groups.

Dembroski, MacDougall, shields, Petillo, & Luschene (1978),

and Manuck, Craft & Gol-d (1978) have shown that Type A subjects

compared to Type Bs nesponded with significantJ-y greater blood pressure
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and heart rate increases when chaÌlenged to perform at naxinum capa-

city in a choice reaction time task and tasks requiring problem

solving skiIls. Dembroski, MacDorrgall, Herd & Shields (1979) sum-

marized the general flindings in this anea:

Biochemical and cardiovascufar responses exhÍbited by

Type A subjects are indicative of enhanced sympathetic

nervous system action, which has the potential to

damage the cardiovascular system. If research can

firmty estabtish a link between Type A behavioun and

excessive sympathetic aror¡sal, a valuable lead will be

established inlo the mechanism thnough which behaviour

nay excite pathogenic processes j-n CHD (p . 211).

The seanch, then, for sympathetic involvement in cHD has con-

tinued since the Dembnoski et al-. comment. For example, Van Doornen

(1980) after examining psychological- and psychophysiological factons

stated t'The mediating mechanism between these characteristics [of the

coronary prone personalityl and infanction risk is possibly sym-

pafhetic (re)activity" (p. 213' 214); McCranie et a1., (1981) argued

that non-symptomatic Type As have also been fotrnd to exhibit a number

of potentially pathologic biochemicat and cardi-ovasculan charac-

teristics (elevated serum tipids, and greater blood pressure and heant

rale increases) in nesponse to varior¡s cognilive, psychomotor, and

interpersonal chat)-enges. The current interpretation of these fin-

dings suggests that chronic sympathet,ic nervous system overactivity is
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responsible and may provide the physiological link to CHD.

Sympathetic reactance is also stlggested as a possible intervening

nechanism by lJilliams, Kuhn, While & Schanberg, (1982); Williams

(1975); and Malcotm, Janisse, & Dyck (1983).

Rosenman & Chesney (1980) indicated that there also exisLs a

link between the central nervous system (CNS) and atherogenesis which

is probably associated with effects on lipid metabolism. Gunn,

Friedman & Byens, (1960) performed research which indicated that chro-

nic stimuÌalion of the ventromedial nucleus of the hypothalanrrs of

cholesterol-fed rabbits caused hypercholesteremia. Friedman, Byers

& Elek (1969) demonstrated that hypercholesteremia Ís induced in

rats by bilateral injury to the ventral medial nuclei, fornices and

the l-ateral hypothalarnic nuclei.

To sr¡mmarÍze r evidence has been presented for the involvement

of the SNS via the secretion of the catechol-amines and the CNS via the

metabolism of serum lipids in the pathogenism of CHD. Conplicating

the matter still further, is a possible SNS/CNS interaction. J. Haft

( 1974) stated:

An interesling aspect of the relationship of catecho-

lamines and atherosclerosis has been noted by

Anitschkow. He found that the combination of adrenalin

injection and cholesterol feeding enhanced the produc-

lion of atherosclerotic plaques in the experimentaì-

animal although the location of the lesion was more
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typlcat of adrenalln sclerosis. He consÍdered these

changes to be secondary atherosclerotlc l-esions; slni-

lar bo the cholesterol lnflltration occasionally seen

1n syphtllltlc aorbas and not related to prinary

atherosclertsis as usually seen Ín hunans. It 13

llkely thaü degenerative changes in the vessel waII

lndueed by cabecholamlnes predispose to the infiltra-

tion of bhe wall by lipids. (p' 82)

It 1s evidenb that several phystological nechanisns are lnvolved in

CHD and evidence has been presented ùhat the catecholanines may aet by

predisposing the arteries to infiltration by cholesterol and ofher

Itpids. These rnechanisms have been linked by Matthews ( 1982) to

attempts to nafntaln control by Type A lndivfduals! specifically'

coplng with some stressor causes lncreased SNS activity inducing the

discharge of catechoLarnines (tleiss, Stone & Harell, 1970) r¡hich ln

turn causes increases in blood pressure and accelerates the rate of

arterlal darnage, lnduces nyocardial lesions, and facilitates the

occurenee of fatal cardiac arhythnias" These catecholaminest

however, also predispose the aggrevation of blood platelets - Don-

nucleated disks assoeiated wÍbh the process of blood clottlng and

hence thronbosis, (Arotie, Glew & Schwarü2, 1966). Further, a series

of events ls lnltlabed which results in t,he metabollsm of free faüty

aclds which, when taken up by the Liver, forn tryglycerldesr one form

of whlch (very-Iow-denslty typoprotein) is posiülvely related to CIID
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(Hera, 1978).

In light of lhe above observations it is not surprising bhat it

has oftel been sr:ggested that research shoul-d be aimed at identifying

those Type A individuals who ane, in fact' coronary prone (LovaIIo &

Pishkin, 1980; Matthews, 1982i Matthews & SaaI' 1978). In this regard

House (19?4) argued that it wiII only be when all- variabl-es that

mediate and/or condition the relationshÍp between objective social

conditions and heatth outcomes are explicitly concepbrralized and

measured that an adequate understanding of the effect of social stress

of heart disease will be available. The presenb study concurs with

the reviewed data which suggests fhat lhe TABP does not provide an

adeqtrate description of the CPBP and argues t,hat the reason for this

is two foId. First' measurements of the TABP (the Sr and JAS) invoLve

relatively independent factors, alI of which may be related via phy-

siological mechanisms to CHD. Which of these factors is operative at

any time, however, varies with the situation and person. Thereforet

the person/environment must be considered. Second, the TABP is globaI

and does not take into account differences between sub-populations,

e.g. white collar workers vs b]qe cotlar workers. It is contended'

then, that the TABP is elicited in certain individuals when stress is

adequale, which in tunn depends on the stressor and the individualfs

own tolerance. The latter is proportÍonaI to the strbjectfs perception

of his abilily to maintain control in the face of stress.
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CONTROLLABI AND THE TABP

Stress and Conbro IIabiLitv Ín relation to Lazarust (19 66) ModeI

Glassr comments, above, ane in agreement with Lazarus (1966)

who stated rrThe important role of personality factors in producing

stress reaction requires thal we define stress in terms of transac-

tions between individuals and situations, rather than of either one i-n

isolationtt (p.5). The relationship of stress to CHD has been noted

several times. Stressful life events, job dissatisfactions, economic

frustrations and excessive work and responsibifily have aII been

linked to CHD (Jenkins 1971; House 1975) ' and can contribute to CHD

through fhe bodyrs general reaction to aversive stinulation (Glass,

1977 b).

Lazarus I model of the stress reaction is pertinent to the TABP

in that it places the need for control into perspective and hence has

irnplications for alleviating uncontrollable situations. Examining the

characteristics of slress sbimuli (Janis 1958, Basowitz, Persky,

Korchin & Grinker, 1955; Grinker & Spiegal-; Bette1J.eim, 1960; Cantril

1947; Lindmann, 1944) Lazarus observed certain common factors:

. the most important values and goals of the

people observed were endangered or disrupted.

Sometimes, as in the case of the concentration camp 
'

every vestige of hope for a retr¡nn of those vaLues and

goals was eliminated. There was great uncertainty

about physical survival, the maintenance of identity 
'
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the ability fo control onets envlronment even a littl-e,

and the opportunÍty to avold paln and privabion (p. 6).

Hlt,h respect üo reactions to stress he pointed to four nain

categorles: (l) nOisturbed affecln, in whlch ühe responses may

lnvolve anger, aggressÍon or depresslon for exampl-e - patterns surpri-

slngly sinilar to those of the Type A afber a ühreat to cont'rollabi-

lity, (Friedrnan & Rosenman, 1974) followed by eventual giving up and

depression (Matthews, 1982)i Q) nChanges Ín rnotor behaviourr', which

lnclude speech disturbances (I4ah1, 1956) - a prirne synptom of the TABP

as eÌÍcited by the SI; ß) ltGhanges in the adequac¡¡ of cognltS've

functionfngn in order to cope, which evolve l-nto a nisint'erpretation

of reality - renar{<ably like bhe obsen¡ation (}{atthews' 1982) that

Type As continue to combat the threat by useJ-ess means prior to giving

up; and (4) Physiologieal changen, which includes nboth the autonomic

nervous system as reflected in end-organ actÍviby of the heart,

resplratory organe, sweat glands etc. and of bhe adrenal glands which

secrete various hormones under stressrf (p. 8). Also Ínvolved are eor-

tlcosteroids, epinephrine and noneplnephrine - again such responses

are often found to a greater degree ln Type A individuals (Friednan,

1977 )

Sumarizing his lntroducþÍon to the topic of slress Lazarus

polnted to three central lssues: (1) conditions and processes that

deternine when stress reactlons r¡1I1 be produced; (2) tf¡e consequenees

of a stimulus being perceived as stressfìtl; and (3) patterns of reae-
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tion that define the pnesence of stress. To examine bhese issr¡es a

model of nstressfr was defined. First occurs the threat which causes

the individual to anticipate a confrontation with a harmful condition.

Whether or not a particular stimulus is considered threatening depends

on a cognitive process labell-ed rrprimany appraisalrr. Lazarus argued

that bhis process depends on factors in the stimulus configuration

such as the trpower Lo harmtt nelative to the rrcounter-harmrr resources 
'

the inninence of the confrontation and the degree of ambiguity in the

significance of the stimulus cue. Primary appraisaL also depends on

rrfactors within the psychological structure of the indivudual 
'

including motive strength and pattern, general beliefs aboub transac-

tions within the environrnent, intelJ-ectual resourses, educatÍon and

knowledget' (p. 25). The present study contends that trpsychological

slructurerr relates to the individuals resourses for maintaining

control (motive strengths, intetlectual resources, educatíon and

knowledge), and that his cognitive style has implications for the

intenpreLation of stimul:s configunation, particulanì-y concerning the

harn/counter-harn balance. Measr¡res pertaining to lhe latter include

the Embedded Figures Test of Fie]d Dependence (Witt<in, Qttman &

Raskinr lgTl) and the Locus of Controt Test (Rotter' t966); Levenson,

1973, 197u, 1975).

These concepts, Locus of contnol and Fietd Dependence, will

be related to the TABP in a later section. Suffice it to say for the

moment, however, is that responses to stress, as descnibed by Lazarust

are evidently related to the TABP since rrdegree of ambiguilyrr and
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situations of sallenb threat (harm ) counter-harm) have both been

found to ellcit greater physiologlcal arousal in Type As compared to

Type Bs (Carver, Colenan & Glass, 1977).

After primary appraisal has deternined that a threat exists 
'

coping processes are set in motion. These processes depend on cognÍ-

tive actÍvity which Lazanus termed ltsecondary appraisalrr' As with

primary appraisal, secondary appraisal depends on the degree of

threat, faetors related to stimulus configuration and individual

resources. Literatune reviewed throughout this study has indÍcated

that Type A coping strategies differ from those of Type Bs on the

basis of individual resources. The concept of the TABP gains support'

then, from Lazarusr model, not because bhere is some single entity

whieh dichotomizes the populations, but because conblned facets of

pensonality (resources) result Ín certaÍn response patterns. In other

words, there are many possible combinabions of personality dimensions

which can result in the TABP' and as already suggesbed' sone of these

may be related to the onset of CHD. This study' thenr wilJ- in parf

examfne one such resource - controllabillty - and compare it t'o fhe AB

dimension, to coronary proneness, and to the predictions contained in

the Coronary RÍsk Handbook. To accomplish these eomparisons a sanple

of middle-and senior-level executives will be utilized, and as such it

is approprlabe to examine those stressors bhat are retabed to control

within their envi.ronment.
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Control. Stress Personalitv and the Work Place

Keenan & McBain (1979) completed a str:dy which related

uncontrol-table items sr¡ch as role conflict, role ambiguity and role

overload lo various personalily measunes and the TABP. They described

role ambiguify as occurring when there is insufficient information

to carry out a job adequatel-y; rote eonflict as occurring when the

information is confl-icting rather than insufficient; and role overfoad

as occurring when the individual is nfaced with a set of condilions

which, taken as a set, require him to do more lhan he is able in the

the absolule amount of role confl-ict a major factor but so is the per-

ceived conflict. That is, high role slress may or may not resrrlt in

psychological strain, depending on the personalities of the indivi-

duals concerned. Thus Caplan & Jones (1975) found that the rela-

tionship between workload and anxiety was greater for Type As than for

Type Bs. This does nol suggest that the TABP is a personality dimen-

sion per se, rather onì-y that it is associated with other known per-

sonality measures, for example to Eysenkts (1967) Introversion./

Extraversion dimension, and Petries (1967) Stimutus Intensity

Modulation (Janisse, Dyck & Malcolm 1982), as well as to Rotterfs

(1966) Measure of Locus of Control (Keenan & McBain' 1981) and Witkin

& Goodenoughrs (1979) Fietd lndependence/Dependence (McCranie,

Simpson & Stevens, 1981). In other words, as argued previously' the

personality neasunes typically found in Type As may resrrlt in
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different appraisals to threat and different coping strategies ' the

physio1ogical effects of which repnesent the intenvening link in the

purponted association between the TABP and CHD (Sales , 1967).

In this context Keenan and McBain examined the TABP, into-

lerance to ambiguity and Locus of Conlrol under the stressors of role

ambiguity, confì-ict and overload. They predicted that the amount of

role stress in the form of overload experienced by Type As would be

gneater than thal experienced by Type Bs, and that this stress would

be related to job dissatisfaction. Predictions regarding roLe ambi-

gul ly, conflict and the TABP dimension were limited to the pnediction

that Type As or Bs who were intolerant of ambiguity would neact more

adversely in terms of increased tension and lowered job satisfaction.

Pertinent to the present study was the use of Rotterts (1966)

Locus ofl Control scale which measures the tendency to believe that

envinonmental events are within personal control as opposed lo being

controlfed by luck or fate. Internals believe that control is self

administered and Lherefore employ behaviouns designed to gain masLery

over the environment, whereas externals believe that outside forces

have control and hence feel relatively helpless. Qrgan & Greene

(1974) had previously reported that internals perceived less role

ambiguity than extennals, but Keenan and McBain observed that rrthere

seems to be no compelling theoretical reason for expecting that per-

ceptions of role ambiguity would be affected by focus of control

orientationr (p . 279). Intuitively, howeven, it would seem reasonable
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for internals to take steps to reduce anbiguity and hence perceive

less of it.

It was reported that role ambiguity but not role conflict was

significantly correlated with both tension and job satisfaction and

that nole overload was posÍtively assocj-ated with tensi-on bul not with

job satisfaction. The TABP was, as expected, significantly and

positively related to perceived work overl-oad, but not to tension or

satisfaction, and Locus of Control- was not significantly correlated

wilh penceived role ambiguity. There $¡as no sÍgnificant interaction

between the TABP and Locus of Control, Type As did not report dif-

ferences in job overload, dissatisfaction or tension in comparÍson to

Type Bs; however, as predicted thene was a significantly stronger

association between role ambiguity and dissatisfaction for Type As

compared to Type Bs. Referring again to Locus of Conlrol ' both inter-

naLs and exlernals reacted to ambiguity with lowened satisfaction but

only external-s showed j-ncreased tension when ambiguity was high. This

is consistent with the intuitive observation made earlier. That is'

possibly the internals felt capable of ullinateì-y controlling ambi-

guity and hence did not feel- tension.

The authors, however, essentially devised their own AB scale.

If the JAS on the SI had been used results may have been different and

perhaps might have explained why lowen scori-ng As have been found to

have a higher incidence of CHD than extreme As (Lovallo & Pishkin'

1980). If extreme As are also nintennalstr then control may not be so

readily perceived as having been lost; that is, it may be texternalrl
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Type As only who have a tendency to preceive things as being out of

thein control and who therefore are in danger of CHD. 0n the other

hand, even for internals, siluations where personal controL is lost

may occur. Therefore it may be that under such conditions (extreme

stress) internal Type As are at double jeopardy. That is lhe demands

of both their internal and Type A characters are frustrated thus

creating a danger of CHD.

Howard, Crrnningham & Rechnitzer (1977) completed a sinilar

strrdy, especially relevenl because subjects were managers within

to dif-

ferentiate As and Bs and, as is typical- at the present tÍme, 6O% ot

the subjects were classified as Type As and the fuLly developed ( A1 )

type was more pnevalent in the 36 to 55 year o1d gnoup. It was

reported that generally the Type A1 put in the longesL work week'

worked more discretionary houns per week and travelfed more. These

differences were not significant for all Type As. There were no

significant differences for job satisfaction according to the Job

Descriplive Index (Smith, Kendall & Hulin' 1969). Thirty-one items

obtained from Job Tension Index (Kann, llolfe, Quinn & Snoek'(1961{) ano

private sources were used to obtain inforrnation on anbiguity' feelings

of being locked in, stagnation, isolation and contentment. Type As

scored low on the factors frlocked infr and rrcontentmentrr in companison

bo Bs, otherwise there were no significant differences. ALso of

interest is that for ttcontentmenttr and rfslagnationrr A2s showed Lower

values than A1s. The authors conmented that ncontentmentn represents
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feelings of pensonal confidence and therefore represents personality

more than job conditions. Hence, if it is assr¡med that a lack of per-

sonal confidence results Ín a lack of control then indeed it might be

expected Lhat, as reported, A2s would be less content. However, as

slated above, Howard et aL. reported that A1s were at greater risk of

developing new CHD according to the predictions of five of the seven

risk factons the Coronary Risk Handbook. Data concerning gl:cose

intolerance and ECG abnormatities were not availabl-e. It is evident 
'

then, that identifying either A1s or A2s as being coronary prone may

be overlY simplisLic.

A more recent study performed by Ivanevich, I'datheson &

preston (1982) was based on the work of Theorell (1974) and Theorelf

& Rahe, (1972) who indicated that patients who had survived a

rnyocardial infarct responded with brain vJaves and eÌectrocardiogram

arnythmias high enough to produce another heart attack only when the

topic of work was mentioned. Ivanevich et aI., then, examined the

rrperson-environmentrr framework with respect to Lwo groupsr managers

and nurses, and refenring to Lazarus (1966), argued that prinany

appraisal may nesrrlt in the conclusion that the situation is harmful 
'

disgusling or challenging, thus causi-ng stress which can be described

as the lack of a person-environment fit. They proposed thal top level

managers woul-d report the highest degree of stress, lower job satis-

faction and the poorest indicators of physical wel-l-being' and that

Type A managers woul-d neport grealer degrees of these measures than

Type Bs. The reseanch was repealed with nurses with the hypothesis
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thal the described measrlres would be greatest for Type As who are

involved in life and death situations - openating room sfaff. Again'

however, the A/B differentiation was made on the basis of an eight-

itern scale drawn frorn other scales (Bortner, 1969; Caplan, 197 1; and

Jenkins, 1978), therefore it is difficult to compare these results

with those of other studies. An index of Job satisfaction was uti-

lized and, ofl particulan interest to the present study, various phy-

siological measures wene taken: serum cholesterol, systolic and

diastolic blood pressure, percentage body fal, and triglycerides. As

hras reviewed in an earlier section, all are generally accepted

measures of the risk of CHD. (Dawber & Kannel, 1961; Friedberg, 1966;

Gordon & verter, 1969; Keys, Taylor, Blackburn, Brozek' Anderson &

Simonson, 1971).

The results were in general agreement with Marshall & Cooper

( 1978) and indicated that middle leveI managers reported significantly

more slress than did lower and upper managers on four measures: quan-

titalive work overload, Iack of career progression, supervison nela-

tions, and role conflict. The TABP was reported to be a significant

moderaton with Type As being more adversely affected by quantitative

workload. There was a stronger association between lack of caneer

pnogression and intrinsic satisfaction, role conflict and intrinsic

satisfaction, and role confl-ict and systolic blood pressure for

Type As than for Type Bs. Contrary to expectations there v{ere no

othen significant differences on various physiological measures bet-

ween Type As and Type Bs. The aubhors pointed to two confounding
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faclors: the first is that perceived conditions may not coincide with

actual conditions and the second refers to the fact that work overload

may be self-imposed.

The second part of the strrdy which utilized the sample of

nurses attempted to resolve the first of these questions. The SI was

utilized as well as a 32-item self report scale. Significant dÍf-

ferences between operating room nurses and the supposedly less stress

bombanded medical-surgical nurses invol-ved quantitative work overfoad

and time-pressune stress, and the latler groL¡p reported gneater

amounts of both. l,Ihen the A/B dimension was included (as delermined

by the SI) it was reported that the TABP trwas a much greater moderalor

of association and differences than was the speciality of nurse -

operating room on medical-surgicalrr (p. 386). Perbinenl to the pre-

sent study, it is contended thal wonk overload, Iack of career

progression and role conflict are all indices of a lack of control

over factors affecting wel-l-being. The results of Ivanevich et aI.'

then, indicate that contnollability may be an independent risk factor

to be considered in conjuncbion with the TABP.

An ambitious strrdy by shiron, Edan, silberwasses & Kellerman,

(1973) utilized 762 nale kibbutz members aged 30 years and oÌder to

examine relationships between CHD, abnornal- ECG readings and, tradi-

tionaL CHD risk measL¡res and occr:pationaf stress. Pertinent heret

role confl-ict was found to correlate with CHD for white collar

workers. Cooper & Marshat (1978) discussed several studies related

to organizational slructure and climale which have a direct impact on
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the issue of control, the hypothesis being bhat the greater the

individualrs participation Ín the management process the greater

wouLd be his perceived sense of control of his own destiny. French

& Caplan (1970) slated that those who participated in decision

making reported more job satisfaction, less job-related feelings of

stress, and greater feelings of self esteem. Converselyr those who

reported being under the most pressLlre indicated that their super-

visors ralways rr¡l-ed with an inon handr (Buck, 1972). Margolis, Kroes

& Quinn (1974) reported that non-participation was the most signifi-

cant predict ion of job related stress and that it was related to:

rroverall poor healthfr (n = 0.08), escapist drinking (r = 0.06), low

job satisfaction (r = 0.34), Iow motivation to work (r = 0.48), inten-

tion to leave job (r = 0.22) and absenteeism (r = 0.1'l).

The impact of uncontrollability on the TABP has for the most

part been discussed indinectly, via role conflict and job arnbiguity

fon example. Other studies have directly naniptrlated controllable/

uncontrollable situations and observed the effect on Type A and Type B

individuals.

GÌass (1977) described research which directly examined the

hypothesis that Type As will initially strive to regain control once

it is lost. It was argued that improved performance following an

uncontrollable event relalive to after a controlled event is indica-

tive of an effort to regain control, urhereas a poorer performance is

indictive of giving up. This hypothesis was part of the overall
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theory that Type As when threaLened by an uncontrollable stressor ini-

tially increase thein efforts to assert controL, but eventually, if

faiLure continues, Sive up. In olher wonds, uncontroltability rnay be

defined as ilthe perception of a noncontingency betr¡een responding and

reinforcement [andl...The initial reaction of Type As to an

uncontrollable stresson may be deened hyperresponsiveness"'ÌJhen he

becomes concerned of his lack of control the Type A will cease trying

to master his envinonnent and show hyporesponsiveness compared to his

Type B counterpartrr b. 72,73). Earty expeniments (Glass , 1977 ) tended

to confirn this hypothesis and later ones nefined it. specifically'

salience of the threat r.Ias recognized as a considerabion, where sal-ience

was defined as nthose stimulus or stimulus-field properties which compel

or atlract a subjectrs attentionil (p. 102). In light of the Type As

intense drive to srrcceed, threats in the work place would be par-

ticulanly salient.

Glass posed the question as to why Type As and Type Bs show

differential response patterns to cues of high and }ow saliences, and

pertinent to this str:dy, argued that the tatter have Lower expectancy

of control - in other words they may be externals. G]ass examined

this hypothesis as follows: A sanpJ-e of 275 male undergraduate sr:b-

jects completed Rotterrs (1966) Internal-External Control Scales (IE)

and scores were obtained fon the full scale as well as for a rrPersonal

Control Factor'r (Gurin, Gurin, Lao & Beattie, 1969; Mercelay 1970)

which related to mastery over ones life. He reponted that the JAS was
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directly rel-ated to the I-E scale (r = -0.17) as well as to the

Personaf Control Scale (n = -0.17, r = -0.19 respectively). AJ-though

the probabílity levels associated with these cornelations (p (0.001)

were high Glass maintained that the coefficients were too low for firm

concl-usions. Evidence indicates thal the TABP is inversely associated

with age (Snefelle, Schoenberger & Stanler, 1976), therefore it wouLd

be usefuÌ to obtain correlations from an older group rather than from

students - one purpose of the present study.

Relaled to personal-ity differences is a study by Brunson &

I*datthews (1981) which concluded that some Type As may loose faith in

their abilify lo exert environmental controf. The arrthors pnesented

the argcrnent lhat Type As and Bs use different cognitive strategies in

problem solving situations. Fail-ure on moderately salient tasks

causes Type As to doubt their own abiLity and hence loose control 
'

whereas Bs attribute failure to luck and task difficr:]ty. Brehm

(1966) suggested bhat a threat to personal- freedorn - obviously salienl

- arouses a motivationaf state termed ltreactancerf which attempts to

restore freedom. One rfreactancerr stnategy is to change ones opinion

to a posiLion advocated by a coercive communication. It was argued

that Type As should show more resistance than Type B to such com-

munications becar¡se it would cause them to feel threatened dr:e to the

Ioss of control. Resr:lts of three studies by Carver (1980) confirmed

fhis hypothesis.

l,,latthews (1982) indicated that central to the uncontrollability
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approach to the TABP are studfes concerning physiologlcal and neuroen-

docrlne processes that acconpany efforts to control. Again 1t Ís

emphasized here that such proceeses rnay provide the link between the

TABP and CHD.

McCranie, Sinpson & Simpson (lggt) argued thab despite the

general consistency of flndings whieh suggest ùhat chronic synpathetÍc

nervous systen'overactivity anong Type A individuals may offer the

physlological llnk between t,he TABP and CHD, the fact remains that

only a small portion of this populatlon actually develop ühe symptons.

They, ln aecordance with bhe position of thÍs research at,tributed

thls faet to indivldual differences including those related to cogni-

tlve information processfng, and stafed:

As suggested by Hillians (1975), directing aLtention to

nodes or styles of cognitive LnfornatÍon processing nay

be parficularly relevenb in this regard, based on evi-

dence that lndividual differences are signlficantly

associated wlth sympathetically mediated cardlovascular

functioning and llpid netabolisn (p. 108).

One widely studied cognitive style, fs the previousl-y nen-

tloned, Fleld Dependence/Independence dimenslon. (Wltkin et aI.,

1979), defined as nthe degree to whlch lndivlduals function aulono-

nously of external franes of referenee Ln perceivlng and processÍng

envl.ronmental sù1nulltr (McCraLnie et aI. 1981 p. 108). Those who uti-

llze lnternal fra.mes of referenee are said to be field lndependent, and
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those who utilize externaL ones are field dependent. Similarities are

noted to Rotterrs Locus of Control dinensions. Research has indicated

that Field Dependent individuafs have less of a separate identity'

prefen social interaction and are nore concerned by social cues and

infornalion provided by others (witi<in & Goodenough, 1977), and phy-

siological- reports indicate that they tend to have higher basal levels

of galvanic skin response (e.g. Goldsleen, Pardes, Small & Steinberg'

1970), have greater levels of free falty acid (McGough, Sifverman &

Bogdonoff, 1965) and higher leve1s of serum cholesterol (e.g.

Flamanbaum & Anderson r1 9?8). These findings suggest that Field

Dependence/Independence may interact wilh the TABP. Scherwitz, Benton

& Leventhal (1978) reported that Type A individuals who were

assessed during the SI as using a low frequency of self referencing

(personal pronouns) compared both to high self-referencing Type As and

both sub-groups of Type Bs exhibited higher systolic and diastolic

blood pressure and a noderately lower heart rate. This pattern was

reported as nemaining constant when measured at rest, drrning the SÏ

and during a task involving the relation of memonies lo past episodes

of anger and distress. Field Dependent individuals were also found to

have a lÍnguistic style which involved a relatively greater use of

personal pronouns, inferring that Field Dependent (seIf referencing)

Type As do have physiological responses which have been linked to CHD.

Based on the reviewed research McCranie et aI. hypothesized

that individuals possessing a Field Dependent cognitive style in com-
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bination wlth Type A behaviour would exhibit higher levels of serun

cholesberol and üryglycerides than would Field Independent Type A

indivlduats. Low-density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol and hlgh den-

stty llpoprotefn cholesterot (Hpl,) content r¡ere also examined. One

hundred and twelve nedical students (92 mates and 20 fenales)

conpleted both the student verslon of the JAS and the Group Embedded

Flgures fest (GEFT). Six months laber 65 males and 1? fenales were

screened for the described physlological neasunes. It r¡as reported

that for both nales and fenales Field Dependent þpe As exhlbfted a

hlgher mean total choleslerol value than fhe Fteld Independent Type A

subgroup. The reverse occurred anong ühe Bs wfth Field Dependent

lndlviduals havlng less choÌesterol than ùhe Fte1d Independent group.

ÏJhen sex was l-ncluded the hlghest level of cholesterol was found fn

nale Type As who were Fie1d Dependent. Sinilar buÈ non-signifleanù

findings hrere reported for tryglycerides. In general the results sup-

ported oüher studies (Frances, 1979 ) and provided evidence for asso-

clations between the TABP, fietd dependence and enhanced syrnpathetic

arousal. The authors suggested one reason for such results is that

Ffetd Dependent Type A subjects are nore self-aware and hence nay be

relatlvely nore concerned wlüh conparlng and evaluating their beha-

viour and performance wÍfh oühers, causing a Inore chronic arousal when

fnterpersonaL challenges are pereeived. A second interpretation

offered was that Fietd Dependent individuals percelve their envlron-

nents as belng controlled externally, hence they nusb be conÈlnua1J.y
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on the alert for threats from the outside. FieLd Independent' lndivi-

duals, on the other hand, are more confidenb and self assured, and are

capable of control of thelr destlny. NevertheLess, as stated pre-

vLously, it nay be t,hal Field Dependent As are at severe risk when the

perceptÍon of lnternal control is lost ln conditions of excess stress.

one other measure which has been investfgated with respect to

the TABP and which may be related to controllability is trait anxiety.

Its relatÍonship to CHD has been suggested Ín the pasb (e,9. Bruhn,

Chaneller & t{olfe 1969; Zyzanski, Jenkfns, Ryan, Plessas & Everist'

1976) although others have disputed thÍs associatÍon (Blunentha},

Thonpson, t{illians & Kong, 1979). More reeently' Nielson & Dobson

(lgAO) investigabed trait anxiety and Èhe TABP as measured by the

JAS-Forn T (student verslon). They reported non-significant negative

correlation between the JAS and the SIAI-trafb version (Spielberger,

Gorsuch & Luschene, 1970), between the JAS and the Multip1e Affect

AdjeebÍve Check Llst (Zuckernan & Lubin, 1965) and between the JAS and

the lnterpersonal scale of the S-R Inventory of General Trait

Anxiousness (Endler & Okada , 1g7il. Nielson & Dobson interpreted this

result as nproviding strong support for the hypofhesis thaf the CPBP

as neasure by the JAS ls a construct orthogonal to traib anxietyrl

(p. 547). Tr¡o Íssues nay be disputed with regard to t,his conclusion.

The ffrst, already alluded to, pertaÍns to the assumption that the

TABp and the CPBP are one and the same, and the second refers to paper

and pencil neasures of tral! anxiety. 0n such inventorles lt nay be
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that Type As would deny anxiety - a subjective state that may be per-

ceived as interfering with performance. If this were the case then

both anxiety and the tendency to deny may be associated with the TABP.

Further examination of this issue night be possible by comparing trait

anxiety and the strb-scales of the JAS. A final methodol-ogicaL issue

in the research of Nelson & Dobson pentains to the age gnoup contained

in the sample. The TABP may not be as fully developed as in an older

group, hence effects may not be as apparent.

ControIlabiIi tv - a sL¡Inmary

The need for controf was linked to the TABP via the drive of

Type As to cope successfully with their environment. In this regard

Price (1980) explained the acquisition and maintenance of Type A beha-

viour r.rtilizing a cognitive social teaching modeI. She indicated that

the Type A behavioun helps individuals cope with stress and anxieties

deveJ.oped through socialization. For example, Burke (1982) suggested

that rAttempting to dominate (i.e. control) onets environment through

extreme competiveness and aggnessiveness might result fnom a belief

that rnice guys finish lasttrr. $ 972) Btlrke exarnined this issue and

reported that individuals scoring higher on Type A (JAS) atso had higher

expnessed control needs and Lower wanted control needs. Furthent

those scoring higher on the JAS - Speed and Impatience sub-scaLe also

had higher expressed control. It was contended then, that in onder to

succeed such individuals must masten or control- their environrnent.

This need was related to Lazarust (1966) model of stress and it was

angued that maintaining control was a coping mechanism. Data were pre-
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sented which srrggesLed that, the need for controllability was a per-

sonality dimension (Rotter, 1966; Levenson, 1973) with some indivi-

duals being internal (perceiving controL as being within their own

repertoire) and others being external. The literature reviewed exa-

mined the relationship between the need for control and the TABP fron

two penspeqtives: directly, by means of expenimental manipulation;

and indirectly, by assuming that the existence of role conflict ' iob

ambigrrity and discontentment, for example r represenLed a ]oss of

control. Tiie direct measures offened consj-derable support for the

eontention thaL, general-ly, Type As react differ:entlv than Type Ð-

when controt is removed - Type As appear t.o use an interrtal cogni'cive

style (Glass 1977). The indirect examjnations were equivocal in their

resr¡lts, and it was suggested that this may be due to the Ínteractiorr

beLween the TABF and Locus of conbrot, with either externaL Type As

(i.e, Lhose who give up soonen) or Ín|ernal Type As who ane forced to

give up being at the highest rÍsk of CHD.

STRESS AMONG EXECUTIVES

This inbrocluctÍon commenced with examples depicting l,he cost of

CHD to the western world , particularJ-y Lc¡ Ì,lorth AmerÍca, and ib was

stated bhat those at the greatest rÍsk are males between the ages of

35 and 50 years, especially those in managerial positio¡ls. A vaniety

of research, some of which witl be revÍcwed lter'e, has aLteütpt'ed to

IÍnk the TABP to CHD within this popuJ-ation and, bearing in mind Llie

theoretic issue discussed reLated to stress, it does seem likely t,hat

such indívidrrals operate in an environnrenl, f'avc.¡urabl-e to the develop-
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ment of CHD - the work p]ace. L¡ilh respect to the TABP ' Friedman

(lgOO) emphasized that it is the sustained interaction of personality

and socio-economic cniteria thal carrse its eLicitation' and various

studies which have been reviewed have mentioned the person/environment

fit. In the context of this paradigm Metbl-in (1976) examined

nsituational pressurestr or rrsuitabl-e environmentsrr for the development

of the TABP within the work ptace, specifically demographic and socio-

economic sLatus, status attainment at place of employment, wonk

refated interpensonal influences and slatus change and mobility. The

conom]-c

attainment, in other words to ftthe drive lo succeedfr. I'lith regard to

interpersonaL inftuence it was neported thal ltl'lhere a respondent per-

ceived his employer as having high expectations for the quality of

work performed, the qrrantity of wonk done, and the cornpetitiveness

with which he approached his job etc, gnealer levels of Type A beha-

viour are observedrt (p. 371). Indeed the highest concentralions

occurred between all scales of the JAS, and rrenployer expectationsrr'

This is not surprising considering lhe issue of control, discussed

earlier. Variabl-es related to the need for status are personal- and if

not fr¡Ifilled can perhaps be managed by such means as were pnoposed by

Festinger (195?). That is, the individuaì. may reduce dissonance by

convincing himself, fon example, that frtime with the family is worth

more than another promotionrr. On the other hand employer expectations

are not amenable to personal control- and therefore pose the greates,t

lhreat. Metttin conclr.¡ded that the TABP is so embedded in the modern
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occupational caneer that intervenLion might even meel wilh resisLance

from the subject popuLation. The issue of inlervention and enpLoyer

responsibility wilt be discussed in a l-ater section'

Howand et al., (1977 ) in tneir study involving managens frorn

twelve different companies (discr¡ssed earlier) reported thaf in

general A1 subjects as meastrred by Lhe sI put in the longest work

week, worked more discretionary hours and travelled out of horne base

more days per year. Further on an Index of Job Satisfaction (Smith et

a1.., 1969), bhere vùas a tendency for A1s to be tess satisfied wit'h

thein jobs. Using a scale designed to soticiL information on ã nu*U""

of elements of their job, fac't or anal.ysis yielded five factors

labelled Ambiguity, Locked fn, Stagnation, Isolation ancl ContenLnent-

0f interest ís the fact that Type As do noi: feel l-ocked in reLative to

Type Bs, or at least deny such feelirlgs, which tends to acÌd evidence

that As rnay be inbernal with respect to RoLtens r Locus of Control

Approach. Extending this hypothesis, lhose internals who actually

t>ecome or adn¡j.t; to being l-ocked in, hertce loosÍng the peneception of

eontrol-r DâV be t,he ones ab risk of CHD.

l"latthews & SaaI (1978) perforrned a study to identify rela-

tÍonships between the TABP and various moLivational const'ructs: Lhe

need for achievement,, the lleed for powcì' (included becattsc of iLs

similari'uy bo GlassI (1977) coping style aj-meci aL maj-ntri.ni'ng and

assertirtg control over Lhe environment), ancì job involvemen|' The SI'

JAS (Form B) and the Mandler TesL Anxiety Qirestionnaire were used- Ib

vJasreportedbhattheTAi]P(measunedbybolhLheJAs]anclSI)l¡asnot.
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significantly related to achievement or power, however when the need

to achieve and Lhe need to avoid failure were considered simul-ta-

neously, a different pattern emerged. JAS Type As were individuals

high on the need to achieve and low on the need to avoid failr-¡re.

ItMen with this particrrlar combination of dispositions choose modera-

fely challenging tasks, [andJ persist longer on themrr (p. 635).

AIso related to the need fon a achievement was a study by

l,latthews, Helmreich, Beane & Lucker ( 1980) " Type A members of bhe

Socíety of Experimental Social PsychologisLs complet,ed t'he JAS -

(Fonm B) and an achievemenL measure - The Work and Family OrientaLion

QueslicnnaÍre. (Helmreich & Spence, 1978)" In addition the number of

times members were mentÍoned in the Social Science Cibation Index,

1974 to 1976, (including self-citations) was obtained. It was

reported that pattern A is substantially and ¡rositiveJ-;v associatecl

wÍth Mastery, Work and Competitive scores demonstrati.ng the need for

achievement Ín such individuals. Especially pertinent are the corre-

tations between Mastery and A/B scores, Facl,or H scoresi ancl Facton S

scones: 0.45,0.46 and 0.35 respecbively (p {"01). MabLhevrs et a}"

poÍnbed out the empinical support that such resr.¡It,s offen fon the

imporLance of controll-ability in Type A indivicìuals arrd stat,ecl lti'u

would t¡e worthwhÍl-e to examine ¡¡s i¡t:errelal,ionshi p c ¡' t)a1;tet'¡r A ¡

motivatíon to master, and cardÍova.scr,ll.ar pr()cessc,s .i.tr ¡ì;hcl sarnpÌorr1r

(p,965) - one of the goals of the present sLudy. MaLthews et al.

also reported that consistent with the hard-driving compet,ibiveness

component of the TABP, Type As tended to l¡e cil,ed more ofùcn by oLhers
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and to be pnoductive during the mentioned years '

As argued by Matthews et al. ncardiovascuLar pnocessesfr should

be examined. Severaf sludies have attempted this, and ane reviewed

below.

Van Dijkho:';zen & Reiche (1980) utilized Cap1an's (1971) model

to examine the effect of stress on middle management. stress was

defined as a characteristic of the job envinonmenL that poses a threat

to the individual, and strain as any deviation fron average response

in a person, for example, in job dissatisfaction, blood pressure or

cholestenol level. Items such as personality and the TABP mediate

this link. The sample consisted of wonkers, foremen, middJ-e mana8ers'

supervisors of middl-e managers, personnel specialists and technical

specialists of medium and large sized Dutch industries. subjects

conpleted the Sales (1969) nine item index of the TABP' and an organi-

zation stress inventory. cholesterol level, blood pressure and heart

rate wene recorded. With nespect to middle managers it was neported

Lhat stress Ínvolved three factors: ( 1 ) work load, Q) poon rela-

tions with others, and (3) ambigrrity. The latler factor involved not

knowing exactly what job responsibilities were and hence, as argtred

eanlier, bears some relationship to controllability. frwork loadrl

appeared lo be correfated with greater job satisfaction, hÍgher self-

esteem, a lower incidence of absenteeism, higher blood pressuret a

higher incidence of smoking and obesity. rrPoor relations with othersrl

was strongty connected wibh job-related threat, and somewhat related

to less absenteeis¡n and lower blood pressure. Finally, rrambiguityrr
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had the most negative refation with stress, correlating with higher

cholestenol level, higher blood pressure and absenteeism. Pertaining

to employer responsibiJ.ily rrthere is a very clear nelation between the

perception of lhe work situation and mental and physical well-beingrr

(p. 126-127). Examining the mediating influence of the TABP it was

reported that the Type A middle manager either works in situations or

simply finds those situalions that in his ohln perception demand more.

A more powerful test of this conjecture would have been possible had

the JAS been used including its sub-scales. In particrrlar the dimen-

sj_ons rjob involvementrr and rrhard driving and competitiverr may have

shed further light on the issue. For further analysis the authors

obtained correlations between the stresses and strains for extreme As

and Bs, and neported differences on the first factor rrpoor relations

with othersil, reganding psychosomatic complaints and psychic

complaints, blood pressure and cholesterol- IeveL. For the third fac-

tor franbiguityrr, there occurred A/B differences in systolic bl-ood

pnessure. overal-1 it was concluded that the TABP had an influence on

the rel-ationship between psychosocial stress and strains. Rel-ative to

company size it appeared as if meditrm sized organizations (5OO to

2,000 employees) were mone pnone to hÍgh stress.

Gfass, Krakoff, Contrada, Hilton, Kehoe, Mannucci, Collins'

Snow & Elting (1980) performed two experimànts which examined the

relationship between the TABP and candiovascular and plasma catechola-

mine nesponses to experimental competition and hanassment. Subjects
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took part in a gane ln the presence of either a silent opponent or a

hostile opponent who uttered cornnents such aa rrcantt you keep your eye

on ühe ballrr. In the first experinent there !¡as no difference durlng

the hosibility conditions for Type B individuals. Type As, however,

responded to hostiLiby with significant increases Ín systolic blood

pressure, heart rate and plasna epinephrine during competÍtÍon.

Although nob direcbly relaùed, this research has impll.cations for the

l¡ork environment. That is, l¡henever conditions are coropetitive (and

presuroably this is the case Ln a promoùion orlen¿ed eonnpany), and

tìF,

A study which reported sonewhat equivocal results was performed

by Chesney, Sevelius, Black, ÏJard, Swan & Roserunan (1981). Subjects

were 384 salaried, whlte eollar rnale aerospaee worker who conpleted

the l{ork Environnent Scale (Insel- & Moos, 1974) and received the Sf.

Physiological neasures lncluded systolic and diastolic blood pressuret

heart rate, serum total cholesterolr high densiby llpoprotein cho-

lesterol-, low densiùy llpoprotein cholesterol and tryglycerides. No

slgnificant assocatlons were found between any work envÍnonment

varlables and CHD risk factors except that physical confort ¡¡as

reLated to systoltc blood pressure. Likewise bhere $¡as no direet

relationshtp between Type A behaviour and the CHD rlsk factons.

However, there vJere some signiflcant Ínteractions. For Type As, those

settings nperceived as encouraging workers to make their own deeision,

take tnitiatfve, and cary nore responsÍbitiby !,¡ere associated wiüh
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lower blood pressurestr...and, extremely perbinent to ùhls study

nlaboratory research also parallels this resulb ¡¡ibh studies

demonslrabing that lype A subjects experience blood pressure increases

nhen confronted wit,h sibuations thab they cannot control, 1.e.,

sLtuatlons where the relationship between action and Peinforcement is

outstde their controln (p. ¡S4). Such eon¡nents emphasize the need to

examine further t'he TABP/controllabiltty l-nteraction.

SUI,ÍMARY

A brlef history of cHD and its impaet on the industrialized

nomena. Part of this research has for approxlnately 25 years lnvolved

the TABP whtch ldentlfies Índividuals according to their likelihood of

developing CHD, with Type A individuals being approxirnately twice as

Itkely to develop CHD cornpared to þpe B tndividuals. Nevertheless'

lt was argued that this ratio is not strong enough to legltinately

consider the TABP as being representatlve of coronary prone behavlour

since the rnajorlly of those categorized as Type A do not develop CHD.

This criticLsm was found to apply to all measurement teehniques of bhe

TABP, speclflcally the SI and the JAS Form B. It was postulated that

the Type A category requlres further exami nation Ín order to ldentify

a sub-group containing those who wl-ll eventually develop CHD.

Qne area of research whleh has perlpherally been associated

with the TABP lnvolves controtlabillty. The factors identified fron

the SI - lntensity of ambition, competitiveness, feelings of hostitity
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and a sense of time urgency, and from the JAS Form B - job j-nvolve-

ment, hard dniving and competiveness, and speed and impatience, do not

Ínclude controllability but this is not surprising for the JAS was not

designed to pick out such a factor - only five items out of 52 even

broach this topic - and the JAS itself was intended to emulate the SÏ.

It is somewhat surprising that questions related to this concept were

not included considering Lhe effort that Jenkins (1977) expended and

the conclusions reached in related reseanch.

To examine the effect of stress relatÍve to the elicilation of

Type A behaviours, Lazarrlsr (1966) model was exanined, and it was

concluded that personalily and envinonmental factors combine to yield

the individualrs perceived degree of conlrol over any specific thneat.

Apparent was the emergence of cognitive strategies used to assess and

cope with the threat. These relaled to certain personalily dimensions:

Locus of Control (external vs internal), and Field Dependence/

Independence. A review of the literature concerning these dimensions

suggested thal inlernal, Fietd Independent individrrals who are forced

into an external Fietd Dependent motd may be none susceptÍble to

CHD; therefore, bhe Type A/B dimension shor¡Id be compared under

stressful- conditions. It was pointed out with neference to lrait

anxiety that the tendency for Type A strbjects to deny sr:bjective sta-

tes which intenfere with performance may act against self-reported

measures of trail anxiety, thr:s explaining the reported non-

significant results.

It was argued that controll-ability should be examined within
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the work place - a known stressful environment. Again evidence was

cited for the importance of controllability to the general well-being

of employees; for exarnple, major stressors cited inclt¡ded role

conflict, job ambiguity and the fear of failure.

Associated with the TABP and CHD are certain physiologicaÌ

reactions but it b¡as argued that these reactions are medj-ated by the

cognitive styles of differing personalities. Pertinent to this study 
'

data concerning calecholamines, serum cholesterol, tryglycerides and

blood pressure were examined. It was seen that catechoLamines pri-

marily affect bhe sympathetic component of the atrtonomi-c nervous

system; however, evidence was presented which srrggesLed that calecho-

lamines al-so predispose the arteries to infiltration by tipids, and

affect blood clotting and facilitate thrombosis. l4ajor reviews have

examined these measures in detail under a variety of stressors and it

is generally accepted that CHD is associated with elevated systolic

blood pressure, and higher concentration of serum chol-esterol- and

tryglycerides.

Again it was argued that the assumptions Linking the TABP and

the described physiological measures are too gross. Individual dif-

ferences within the Type A population may result in different phy-

siological response to stress, some of which nay not nesult in CHD.

It was hypothesized, then, that cognitive strategies related to

controllability may interact with the TABP to create coronary pPoness.

Literature, not reviewed here, (see Matthews, 1982; MaIcoIn, 1980) has
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Iinked the TABP with sympathetic anousability or excitabíIity.

Therefore, it may be a predisposition for arousal coupled wilh an

internal cognitive slyle and a particulanly stressful situation thal

represents a dangerous combination.

As stated, an area pecrrliar to high stress is the work pl-ace 
'

and the literature generally agneed that this is especially so for

executive leveIs of middle management rank. Therefore Ít was argrred

that examining such a population woul-d be valuable for two reasons:

(1) because developed TABPs are likely to be found, and (2) because

pentinent findings may point to means of neducing stness and hence

contribute to the lowering the incidence of CHD in this sbressfr:l

envinonment. In general studies performed within this population add

evidence thal controllabitity and the cognitive styles refated to it

ane associated to the TABP.

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

The purpose of the proposed strrdy is to examine the TABP with

the intent, of identifying a sub-group of individuals which is at the

greatest nisk of deveJ.oping CHD on the basis of both the standand risk

factors and Type A behavioun. The reviewed Lileratr:re suggests that

sr¡ch a group may diffen from other individuals on the basis of

controIlabilitY.

In order lo examine this issue, a sanple of officers r members

of the Canadian Armed Forces, completed a variety of inventories:

the JAS Form B (Jenkins et al., 1967) the Job Involvement Scale
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(Lodahl & Kejnen, 1963), the Mullidimensional Locus of Control Scales

(Levenson, 1975); the MultidimensionaL Health Locus of ControL Scal-es

(l,Iatlsfon and Waì.1ston, 1978); The Minnesola Satisfaction

Questionnaire (Weiss, Dawis, England & Lofquist, 1967), The Work and

Fanily Orientation Questionnaire (IrlQFQ II) - (Helmreich & Spence,

1978), The Group embedded Figune Test (Witkin, et al., 1979); and the

Social- Supporl Questionnaire (Sarason, Levine, Basham & Sarason' 1983.)

All of these neas{.¡res (described in greater detaiL later) except the

JAS have some bearing on the issue of controllability' either with

regand to responses to trncontroll-abIe sittrations or to cognitive sta-

tes which utiLize vari-ous degrees of control. It is expected that in

this nelatively high risk sample - fhe military equivalent to

middle/senior management - a factor analysis of the pooled neasures

will yield a factor comprised of those subscales directly related to

controlLability (for example, the maslery and competition subscales of

the W0F0 II). Il is further expected that a canonical cornel-ation

between JAS (AB) scores and physiological risk (PR) 
' as cal-culated

from the Cononary Risk Handbook (American Heant Association, 1973) on

the one hand and faclors scores based on the factor analysis on the

other, will associate high AB scores and high PR with controll-ability 
'

indicating lhat those with a high need lor conlrol and who work Ín a

stressful envinonment ane at the greatest risk of deveJ-oping CHD

Figure 1 depicts the modeL under examination. It indicates

that the traditional risk factors are relatively independent of the

TABP but that both are associated with CHD. FurLher it indicates Lhe
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contention that Controllability is related to both the traditional

factors and the TABP and is thus impì-icaled in the onset of CHD.

NEW CORONARY T DISEASE

Known Weak P diction Type As s Likely as Type Bs

TRADITIONAL RISK FACTORS (r=0) TYPE A B VIOUR

To be Exami To Exanined

CONTROLLABILITY

Figune 1 Schematic of Predicated and
to CHD

Finatly the ul,timate goal of the study is to suggest means of

alleviating stress within executive populations. Howard et aI. (1977)

stated with reference to the TABP that the job conditions most

inflIuential- in eLiciting that pattern are rrsupervisory responsibility'

competiveness, heavy workloads' and conflicting demandsrf (p. 83a).

DeHart (1980) with neference to the United States Air Force stated:

A descniption of the Type A Personality wouJ-d include nost

of the foltowing chanacteristics: excessive drive, tine

urgency, easily provoked impatience ' over-commitment to

job or profession, intense compelivenessr stnong sense of

dtrty, abruptness of speech and gestures, achievement

oriented, and long work hours. In the Air Fonce it is a

behavior that is admined nespected, often encounaged r and

frequentJ.y rewarded (P. 1058).
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Indeed, the same is true for the Canadian Fonces; rank, the outward

symbol of competiveness and st¡ccess is worn for all to see, without

doubl contributing to the stress of individuals, especially Type As

who have not advanced as rapidly as their peers. Therefone'it is

contended that the degree to which employees ' military or not, can

J.egitirnately strive in order to create productivity and profit

requires examination considering the heal-th risks involved. This

study will concLude with an examination of lhese issues.

STAÎEMENT OF HESES

psychonetric scales related to cognitive styles and behavioural

syndrornes. It is hypothesized that controllability will emerge as a

factor from the pooled measures, and íi" " 
positive association with

the TABP and Physiological Risk it will be associated to be onsel of

CHD.
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METHOD

SUBJECTS

Appnoximately 120 mate officers of Captain to Col-onel rank (age

30 t,o 54 years), members of the Canadian Forces Air Comrnand, wene

requesled to take part this study. Appendix A contains the letter

sent to these indivi duats, all of whom were empJ-oyed in sLaff posi-

tions. Such positions are fil-l-ed by officers of both aircrew and

gnound crew categories, normal-ly selected on the basis of expertise

in certain areas.

The reason for utilizing this gnorrp as subiects is as follows:

they represent the executive of the Air Force and are subject to the

typical stresses of such posÍlions. The majority of sr¡ch officers

indicated a preference for their normaL occupations which invofves

fJ-ying, engineering and related fietds. Nevertheless slaff duties ane

integnal to the promotion system of the Canadian Forces. Staff offi-

cers, then, are often obtained from positions of comnand in the field

which have a high degree of autonomy, and are placed in an envinonment

where typically the type of work is dictated by a superior and where

the pace of wonk, also dictated by thaf superior, Ís usually hectic.

In other words there is a marked decnease in the individual I s personal-

sense of autonomy and control-. Further, frustration is added because

the individual rarely sees the results of his laborrr. For exampJ-e' by

the tirne a particular pnoject, say the purchase of equipnent, has been

completed the particular staff officer who initiated the pnocess, in
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aÌl probability, has been posled to a diffenenl position. In srrmmary'

the stress level is high due to the forced pace dictated by others, Lhe

perceived lack of purpose caused by time lags between initiation and

completion of projects and, as happens on occasion, changes in policyt

political and otherwise, which resul-l in project cancelabions after the

expenditure of a great deal of individual effort.

In total, 66 officers took part in the present study. Two sets

of data were discarded due to incompleteness.

MEASURES

to H plus the Group Embedded Figunes Test from which lhe 20 variables

being considered were derived. The measures are described below:

The Jenkins Activit v Survev for Health Prediction (JAS)

Form B

As described previously, the JAS yields an overall A-B score

and three factor scores - Facton H (Hard-Driving Competitiveness),

Factor S (Speed and Impatience), and Facton J (Job Involvement). The

JAS has a mean standardized score of zero and a standard deviation of

1 0. The faclor scores are obtained from the unit weighting of

appropriate items. Reliability (test-rebest correlations) of the A-B

dimension range between .60 and .70 across j-nlervals ofl 1 to 4 years

in middle-aged men (Jenkins' 1978).

The Job Invol-vement Scale (JIS)

The JIS is a 20-item questionnaire designed to neasure the

degree to which a person identifies psychological-Iy with his work ' or
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the importance of work in his total self-image. Reliability for the

scale is reported to be .72, .82 and .89 (coruected splil half corre-

lation coefficients) for nurses, engi-neers and students respectively

(Lo¿afrt and Kejner, 1965).

The Multidimensional Locus of Control Scales (MLC)

The MLC scales rrsed in this research were derived from Rotterrs

(1966) social learning Lheory and were devetoped by Levenson (1973,

197\r 1975) who argrred that internal (I) bel-iefs are independent of

external- beliefs, and that understanding of these dimensions is impnoved

chance expectations (C). She therefore developed three 8-item Likert

scales (1, e and C) to measure bhese dimensions and demonstrated

discrimenanf validity. Further, internal- consistency (aIpha reliabi-

lities) ranged from .51 (I scale) to .73 (C scale). The P and C sca-

Ies were modenately correlafed (r = .59) but vrere essentially indepen-

dent of fhe I sca1e.

The Multidimensional Hea1th Locus of ControL Scales (MHLC)

The MHLC scales were developed from the MLC scales described

above. Wallston and Wal-Iston (1978) similarJ.y stated that sources of

reinforcements for health-related behaviours are primarily internal,

pertain to chance, or are controlLed by powerful- others. A1pha

reliabilities ranged from .67 to .77 which compare favourably Lo

Levensonrs scal-es.

The Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire (¡,lSQ)

Fourteen of the MSQ's (l.Jeiss et al-., 1967) 29 ilems relate to
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two factors of interest to this study - inbrinsic and extrinsic satis-

faction pertaining to the workplace. AJ.pha coefficients are .73 and

.81 respectively for these conponents (Ivancevitch and Matteson, 1982).

The Work and Familv Orientabion Quest ionnaire - II (llOFo-Ir)

The l,toFO-II (Helmreich and spence, 1978) contains 14 items

scored to yield four scale scores: work, which measures positive

atlitudes towards the job; mastery, which measures the prelerence for

challengÍng tasks; conpelitiveness, which describes a desire to win in

interpersonal situations; and personal unconcern (alpha coefficienbs

.60 .54 and .55 res ectively). The first three of these subsca-

les, as described later, pertain to controllability.

The Group Embedded F isures T T ( GEFT)S

The GEFT (Witfin et aI, 1971) is a commonly used measure of

field dependence/independence. It consists of i8 ibems, with scores

representing the totaL numben of items in which the simple figure is

correctly traced in the complex embedding design. The GEFT was deve-

toped from the Embedded Figures Test ( EFT) , the reliabilities of which

are neported to range from .61 Lo .92. CorneLations between the GEFT

and EFT scores are .82 and .63 for male and femal-e undergraduates

respectively.

The Social SuPPont Questionnaire ( SSO)

The SSQ yields neasures of the perceived help or support

available to individrrals in thein envinonment and the satisfaction

with that support. The test-netest correlations for a 4-week interval
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are .90 and .83, respectiveJ-y, indicating high reliability.

Comparisons wÍth other personatity measures indicate high validity

(Sarason, et aI., 1983).

Other Measures

Srrbjecfs completed a qtrestionnaire (Appendix I) which yielded

information concerning rank I â8e, snoking and exercise habits, and

family histony of CHD. In addition the risk of coronary heart disease

was eslimaLed using the Coronary Risk Handbook. Risk esti¡nates are

based on the Framingham epidemioJ-ogical study performed by the United

er the supervision

of the American Heart Association Cornmittee on Reduction of Risk of

Heart Attack and Stroke. Probabilities are based on sex r â8€,

cigarette smoking, systolic blood pressure, senum eholesterol levelt

glr,rcose toLerance, and ECG pnofiles. In the presenL study only one

subject had ECG abnormalities and no subjects were glucose intolerant.

Diostolic blood pressure was also obtained.

The risk of developing cHD within six years, referred to hen-

ceforth as physiotogical risk (PR) was lhus calcuÌated. AIso a phy-

sioJ.ogical trend (TR) based on systolic blood pressure (SBP), diasto-

lic blood pressure (DBP) which tended to be in the same direction as

SBP and cholesterol level (CL) was obtained: a score of f indi-

cated improvemenl; a score of 2 indicaled no change; and a score of 3

indicated a worsening in these levels. Medical records for the pre-

vious five yeans hrere utilized. Table 1 summarizes the eight

variables and 31 measures used.
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1 Aee
2 Rãnk (RA)

Use of Tobacco (SM)
Amount of Exercise
Engaged fn (EX)

5 Hístorv of CHD in Blood- Relatives (HIS)
6 Group Embedded Figures

Test (GEFT)

7 Job Involvement Scale (JIS)

Minnesota Satisfaction
(MSQ):QuestionnaireI General Satisfaction

9 Intrinsic Sabisfaction
1 0 Extrinsic Satisfaction ESAT

Captain - 1; l,{ajor' - 2;
Libt¡tenant-Óoloñer - 3i coloner - 4
0 - non-smoker: 1 - smoker
1 - zero exerclsez 2 - 0 to 2 hrs
joesing; 3 - ? to'4 hrs ioegil; 4 -greater than 4 hrs iogging (al-I
forns of exercise were converted to
an equival-ent amount of jogging in
termd of calories expended)
1 - presenLi 2 - not present

Hish scores reflected Field
Inãependence (FI)
Low scores reflected FÍeld
Dependence (FD)
Hiþh scores reffected job
involvement
High scores refl-ected salisfaction

High scores refl-ected a greaLer
deãree ofl the variable of concern

High scores reflected grealer
number of support sources and sat-
isfaction respectively

High scores reflected a greater
de[ree of the variable of concern

High scores refl-ected a greater
de[ree of the variable of concern

AT)

Perceived Support ( PS)
Satisfaction' i¿itn SuPPort (SS)

Multidimensional Locr¡s of
ControL Scal-es (¡'tt C) :

Internal (¡¡t c-f )
Powerful Other (MLC-P)
Chance (MLC-C)

Multidirnensional Health
Loct¡s of Control Scales
(MHLC) :'Intêrnal (MHLC-I)

Powerful Other (MHLC-P)
Chance (MHLc-c)

Svstolic Blood Pressure (SBP)
¡iãstofic Blood Pressrrre (DBP)
Chol-esterol Level ( CL)
Physiological Risk (PR)

27 Trend (TR)

a

I'lork and Family Orientation
Questionnaire (WOFO-fI) t.

1 1 Pensonal Unconcern (ülP)
12 Work Orientation (hrH)
13 l,fasterv (WM)
1[ competitiveness (wc)

Social Support Question-
naire (SSQ):

1

1

5
6

Ã
9

20
21
22
2?
24
25
26

29
30
31

Determined from sex' age, SM, glu-
cose intolerance, ECG ábnormal-itiest
SBP. DBP. CL
Deténminéd from SBP, DBP, CL,
Blucose intolerance over lhe Last
Iive years

28

Jenkins Activity Survey
Form B:

AB Score
Job Invol-vement Faclor ( JAS-J)
Hand Driving Factor ({AS-H)
Spèeo and Iñpatience Factor (JAS-S)

Tabte 1 Measures and Variables
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PROCEDURE

Potentiat subjects were informed concerning the purpose of this

research duning a military briefing held daily by the Connander of Air

Cornmand. The informalion, contained in Appendix A, was both read and

provided in written form. Briefly, it described the importance of

identifying stressors which may contnibute to CHD and indicated the

proposed means of gathering srrch data. It also emphasized that anony-

mity would be maintained with respect to both the battery of j-nven-

tories and medical records. FinatIy, ib asked for voLunteers willing

to take part in the studY.

Potential- subjects were advised to go to one of two similar

conference rooms at particr¡lar times in order to complete the battery.

Anonymity was maintained by ensuring that individual batberies were

identified by a five-digit nu¡nber sel-ected by the subject. This

number was identifiabte wilh respect to the subjectts name only by a

member of the medicaL branch who later attached the described medical

data lo lhe battery (Appendix J).

DATA ANALYSIS

The study, as stated, examined the relationship of the

described variables to risk of CHD. To accomplish this examination

various procedures were utilized. FÍrst, univariate stalistics were

obtained for (1) al-l data, and (2) for all data pertaining to those

subjects (Type As and Bs respectively) who placed in the upper and

l-owen quartiles of the JAS AB sca1e. Second, a Hotelling T-square
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analysis $Ias performed between Type As and Bs on all variables. This

analysis al-so yielded individuat t-tests. Third, a Pearson product

noment correlation matrix was utilized using all sr.rbjects and alI

variables in order to examine individual associations ' although

interpretive caution should be observed due to the elevation of the

Type I error rate inherent in sr:ch a procedure. Fourbh, all variables

excluding AB scores and PR were factor analyzed. Fifth, a canonical corre-

lation was performed between AB scores and PR val-ues on the one hand, and

the factor scores for those factors having Eigen values greater than one on

the other. This pnocedure was r:tilized to ensure a thorough investiga-

tion of the relationships between key variables, notwithstanding the

following inherent statistical weaknesses: a Low variabl-e to subject

ratio and some dependence across the canonical correfation. For

example physiological risk, a variable on one side of the canonical

correlation, was obtained from blood pressure, cholesterol leveI and

âger variables contributing to the factor scores on the other side of

the correLation. Yet to avoid srrch dependence wotrld have resr-¡l-ted in

the loss of information concerning the association between the latter

and AB score. To assess the impact of these weakness the same proce-

dunes (factor analysis and canonicaL correlatÍon) were repeated

omitting the variables age, GSAT, ISAT, ESAT, SBR, DBP, CL, JAS-J,

JAS-H and JAS-S. Thtrs the subject to variable ration was raised to

greater than 3:1 and a1l known dependencies were removed. Sixth, the

relative impact of the factors obtained on CHD was exanined under the

assumption that those subjects with high AB scores and high PR would be
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most Likely to develop CHD. This examination llas accomplished by

plotting the canonical variate scores for each subject to create two

sets of data points, representing subjects according to both sides of

the canonical cornelation respectively. Thus those sr:bjects who

scored as Type As at high PR, Type As at low PR, Type Bs at high PR

and Type Bs at low PR respectively were compared on the basis of the

identified factors. FinaIIy those subjects fall-ing into the above

categories were compared on the basis of the original neasL¡res.
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RESULTS

TNTRODUCTÏON

This section will- essentially follow the fornat of the pre-

vious one, presenting:

1. Univariate statislics for all data;

2. Univariate statistics for extreme Type As and Type B

subjects;

3. The Hotel-lingrs T-square analysis and significanl indivi-

dual t-tests;

4.

E
)c

6.

n
l.

8.

UNIVARÏATE

Significant results from the Pearson product moment corre-

l-ation matrix;

The factor analysis;

The canonical correlation of AB score and PR vs Factor

scores for the retained factors;

The plots of canonical variate 1 vs canonical variate 2 for

both sides of the canonical correlation; and

Supplimental results - a comparison of those subjects al

the extremes of the plots from (7) - above, on the basis of

the original vari-ables.

STATISTICS FOR ALL DATA

Means and standard deviations for alI data are contained in

Table 2. It should be noted that scores on the JAS were as expecLed:
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Jenkins (1979) reported for his original data a mean score of 227 and

a standard deviation of 78 whereas this research yielded a nean of

230.2 and a standard deviation of 67.5; further, 17 subjects or 26.51"

felt in the upper quantile (Type As) and 12 subjecLs or 18.8f fell in

the lower quartile (Type Bs).

COMPARISON OF TYPE A AND TYP E B SUBJECTS

Table 2 also contains the means and standard deviation for the

Type A and Type B subjects. Overall differences on the basis of these

means wene assessed using a Hotelling T-square analysis. This did

noU reãch Signifieãnce; nevertheless certafn indivÍdual measures w UI-tj

significant. These resufts are presented below with the previor:sly

noted caution concerning the Type I enror nale.

Job Invol-venent

The difference between Types A and B for Job Involvement (JIS)

as measuned by the scale of Lodahl and Kejner (1974) was highly signi-

ficant &Q7) = 3.49, p (.002) with Type ls (Ï = 57.7'l) being mone job

involved than Type Bs (1 = 51.00). Job involvement as measured by the

JAS J-scale, however, did not reach significant (t(27)=1.37,.P (.183)

although again Type As (Í. = 245.12) were more job invoLved than

Type Bs (Í = 22U.42). The attitude towards work as measured by the

TJOFO II yietded a narginally significant difference bebween Type As

and Bs ftQT) = 1.90, p ( .069) wibh Type As (Ï = 8.24) negarding work

as more important to bhem than Type Bs (X = 7.08).
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ALL SUBJECTS TYPE A SUBJECTS

Mean

TYPE B SUBJECTS

MeanS.D.S. D. s.D.

Age
RA

SM

EX
HIS
GEFT

JIS
MSQ

WP

SSQ

PS

SS

MLC

I
P

MHLC
HI
HP

HC

SBP
DBP

CL
PR

TR

JAS
AB

J
H

S

Mean

42.5\
1 .97
0.25
2.36
1 .53

1l{.11
51.78

5.39

78.92
1 37 .81

39.19
17 .91
13 .59

29.92
16 .61
15,53

121 .52
78 .30

210 .30
2.66
1 .95

42.53
2.12
0.29
2,59
1.u7

15.29
7 .77

75.59
47.06
21.3s

5.2\

77 .41
1 30 .88

40.76
16.53
11 .82

28.
17.
14.

122.
80.

200.
2.
1.76

317.35
245.12
1 33 .88
22u.00

5.96
.11

1.75

42.65
10.74

3.17
9.19
8.40

7 .87
1.19
0.45
0.79
0.51
5 .30
\.97

.50

.12

.22

1 .71
2.37

1 .64

46 .81
14 .39

3.81
I .65
7 .04

.63

.96

.44
oÃ

6

0

0
0
0
q

7

1

0
0
0

3
5

23
38
29
45

45 .42
2 ,17
0.25
2 .08
1.\2

13.42
51 .00

75
5B
00
08
57
33

GSAT 72.98
TSAT 45.00
ESAT 20.89

I.JOFO II
r.II.l 7.70
wM 7.16

I .24
8.59

1 .60
1 .50

7 .08
6.75

9,07
5 .61
3 .89

9 .64
5.56
4 .51

73 .58
44.33
22.08

47
87
51
16
17

.69

.78

.96

5,79
3.77
2.68

2 .84
4.08
4 .69
8.17
I .46

56 .43
1.75
0 .78

6.oo

69 .50
1 40 .58

37 .83
20.92
1),)+2

1 .62
2.37

1 .60

32.89
12.67

3.27
6,23
5 .35

3 .84
3.97
4.26
14 .48
11 .05
\\.25
2.01
0.76

3.43
3.62
5.13

13.2)
10 .24
22.00

1.70
0.66

25.67
15.67

u7
88
35
47
\7
53
56

15.
119.
77.

230.
3.
2.

230.23
229.69
1 10. 17
176 .81

67 .48
37 .87
28.63
53 .81

137.67
224.1+2

87 .67
134 . 17

22.33
42. 10
20,21
34 .8623

TabIe 2 Means and Standard Deviations for:
(a) AII Subjects (b) Type A Subjects
(c) TYPe B Subjects
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Mastery

ldastery, according Lo fhe t.J0F0 II, yielded a significant dif-

ference between Type A and Type B subjects (t(27) = 2.55, P ( .017)

with Type As (1 = 8.59) requiring a greater degree of mastery in the

work environment than Type Bs (l = 6.75) .

Competition

Competition, according to the ll0F0 II, yielded a significanb

difference between Type A and Type B (t(27) = 2.J\, P ( .027) with

Type As (Ï = 11.65) being more competitive than Type Bs (1 = 9.00).

There was no significant difference between the amount of

social strpport (PS) reported by Type As and Bs but there Ì.Ias a signi-

ficant difference in the satisfaction (SS) Sained from that support

ft(27) -- -2.22, p ( .035) with rvpe As (T = 130.88) ue:-ng less

satisfied than Type Bs (1 = 140.58).

MuItip Ie Locus of Control ScaLe

Of the three subscales of the MLC only differences pertaining

to internal Locr:s of control reached significance (L(27) = 2.421

p ( .023) with Type As (1 = 40.?6) being more internal than Type Bs

(i = 37.83).

Mrrl-tioIe Health Loc us of Control Scale

As with the MLH the only significant difference pertained to

the internal dimension of this scale (t(27) = 2.32, p { .028); again
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Type As (x = 28.47) were more internal than Type Bs (X = 25.67).

JAS Scales

The Hand-driving (H) suUscale yielded a highJ-y significant dif-

ference between Type A and B subjects (LQT) = 4.64, P ( .0001) with

Type As (T = 133.88) being mone hand-driving than Type Bs 1[ = 87.67),

Similanly the subscaLe related to speed and impatience (S) yielded

highly significant difference (LQ7) = 5.77, p ( .000) with Type As

(Ï = 224.00) being more impatient than Type Bs (1 = 114.17). The job

involvement scale (J), as noted, failed to reach a significant resuLt.

PhysioloeicaL Measures

0f the three physiological measures, SBP, DBP and cholesterol

level, only the latten yielded a marginal-Iy significant difference 
'

(tQT) = -1.97, p ( .059). of interest, however, Type As (Ï = 200.53)

had lower cholesterot leve1s than Type Bs (X = 230.08). The overall

risk (Pn) of CHD was not significantly different between Type As and

Type Bs, in fact the greatest risk vras reported for Type Bs (1 = 3.57¡

in comparison to Type As (î' = 2.56). When trend (1R) was examined, a

significant difference l¡as noted (E(27) = -2.12, P { .044) with

Type As being less at risk than Type Bs.

CORRELATION MATRTX BET!'¡EEN ALL VARIABLES

Table 1 of Appendix K conlains the complete Pearson Product

Moment Cornelation matrix and associated probabilities. As noted

earlier, caution should be exercised in interpreting these resul-ts due
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to the expanded Type I ernor rate associated with the large number of

correLations. This section will describe each variable in turn in

berms of significant and/or pertinent association with the others.

OnIy the results which were i-n generaÌ agreement with those of a

Spearman cornelation matrix (utilizing the original- data) are

included. Correl,ations and probabilities are presented in the

following tabl-es.

Ase

Subjects ranged in age from 30 to 54 years.

Ac_E .7 34 . l{ 40 .322 .27 4 - .258
.oool .ooo3 .oo9 .029 .o4o

tTo be expected since CHD and rank are known to increase with age

Table 3 Pearson Correlations with Age

Rank

Rank was classified as foLlows:

Lieutenant-Colonel - 3; CoIoneI - 4.

AGE JAS.J GSAT ISAT

Captain - 1; Majo" - 2i

.440 .285

.ooo3 .022

ss rw ESAJ

.285 .257 .247 -.243

.023 .041 .049 .053
.242
.054

RA

Table 4 Pearson Correlation with Rank

Snoking

Subjects were divided into two groups, snokers and non-snokers,

classified as one and lwo, respectiveJ-y. There l'¡ere no sÍgnificant

correlations wilh smoking, however the highest correlation was with

exercise (r = -.335, p (.007).
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Exercise

Subjects were ranked according to the amount of exercise

engaged in per week as folfows: no exercise - 1 ; 0 to 2 hours - 2;

2 Lo 4 houns - 3; 4+ hours - 4. All forns of exercise was converted

to time spent jogging, on a cal-orie expended basis.

ISjiT SM WtrI

EX .253
.04 3

-. 335
.007

.322

.01 0

MLC-C

-.2\9
.047

Table 5 Pearson Correlations with Exercise

Subjects were divided into two groups according to whether

they reported CHD in blood relatives as distant as grandparents.

Those with a history were categorized as 1 ' and those without a

history as 2. The only significant resrrlt was wilh the powerfuÌ other

dimension of the MLC (r = -.291, p ( .019). That is, externals tended

to report a famiì-y history of CHD.

FieId Depend ence./Indeoendence

Field dependence as measured by the GEFT resul-ts in low scores

and field independence i-n high scores.

MLC-C I'tM

Tabte 6

GllFr .255 .243
.042 .053

Pearson Cornelations with the GEFT

Job Invo1 vement

0f note were the significant correlations between t'he JIS and
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the JAS scales.

JTS

GSAT

TSAT

ESAT

JAS.J JAS-AB JAS-H JAS.S ISAT

.422

.0005
.418
.0006

.394

.001

?oo

.001

GSAT SS

.370

.003

I'¡t AGE

.273

.029
.303
.015

-.333
.007

5¿

0

I
0

JIS
4

Tabl"e 7 Pearson Correlations with Job Involvement

Job Satisfaction

ISAT and ESAT) are

tabufated together sj-nce it was evident that lhey were highly asso-

ciated. Descending order is based on GSAT.

GSAT ISAT ESAT JAS-J RA JIS

1.000
.000

.915

.000 1

.868

.000 1

.364

.003
.285
.023

258
040

.915

.0001
1.000

.000
.380
.002

.257

.04 1

.370

.003

.868

.000 1

1.000
.000

.288

.021
.2u2
.054

.622

.000 1

EX

.622

.000 1

JASH-H

ISAT

Table 8 Pearson Correlations with Job Satisfaction

Work and Famil v 0rientation

.253

.04 3
.248
.049

The measures of the WOFO-II (WP, WI'l' WM and WC) are tabulated
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together since bhey were associated.

ltP wi.J !'¡M I,lC AGE JAS-AB JAS-S

WP

ll1.¡

ttr

t.¡c

1.000
.0000

.397

.001

1.000
.0000

.527

.000 1

1.000
.0000

.241

.055

.322

.009

040

243

-.276
.027

.527

.000 1

.460

.000 1

258 .268
.032

380
.002

EJ MHLC-P SBP RA JIS

r{hl .438 .322 . 301

DBPSSJAS-H

.2\1

.055
.460
.000 1

1 .000
.0000

_.403
.001

.309

.01 3

.248

.048
.269
.031

-.243
.053

q'r

I1lc .548
.000 1

.303

.015

TabIe 9 Pearson Conrelations with Work and FamiIy Orientation

Social Support Variables

There bras no observed association between perceived amount of

support (PS) and satisfaction with that support (SS). Results of

cornelations between these and other variables are presented below.

MLC-r MHLC-P RA JIS WC Mi.Ç:B

PS .271
.030

.281
,025

SS

SS

.2u7

.049

-.249
.047

-.333
.007

-.277
.026

_.403
.001

SBP JAS-AB JAS-H JAS-S

-.234 -.2tt3
063 .054 053

TabIe 1O Pearson Correlations with Social Support Variables
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Locus of Control

Restrlts of lhe correlations between the MLC, I'{FILC and aII other

variables are presented below grouped according to the internaJ- 
'

external-powerful other and external-chance dimensions.

MHLC-I MHLC-C AGE PS

MLC-I .271
.030

}4HLC-I -.382
.002

cL MLC-C MH_LC-lr HIS tlIW JAS-S !'lC PS SS

MLC-P .277 .354 .297 -.291 - .277

MLC-P ttLLC-C GEFT MHLC-I. MHLC:P CL EX

.379

.002
1.000

.0000
.243
.053

MLC-C

MHLC-C

SBP

DBP

CL

SBP
1.000

.0000

.677

.000 1

.299

.017

DBP

.677

.000 1

.000

.0000

.290

.020

.279

.026

*_

.290

.020

.000

.0000

.516

.000 1

PR

,299
.017
.279
.026
.516
.000 1

1.000
.0000

TR

.327

.:::

WM

.76g

.031

.248

...
.277
.027

.;;;

.01 9

.354

.004

.297

.017

.330

.008
1.000

.0000

.255

::1'
-.2\9

.048
-.383 .31 9 .292
.002 .01 0 .01 9

TabIe 1 1 Pearson Correlations with Locus of Control Dimensions

Phvsiol-os ical- Measures and Related Variables

Results of correl-ations between SBP' DBP, CL, PR' TR and all

other variables are grouped and presented below:

MLC.P AGE MHLC-C

1

.734

.000 1

Pearson Connelations with Physiological
Measures and Related Variables

PR

Table 12



JAS Scales

Results of cornel-ations between the JAS AB, J, H and S scal-es

and att other variables are grouped and presented below:

JAS-AB JAS.J JAS-H JAS-S JIS l'¡W WC

81

JAS.AB

JAS.J 1.000
.0000

.622

.000 1

243
53

.620

.000 1

1.000
.0000

.305

.014

.397

.001

1.000
.0000

.305

.014
.41 I
.001

.380

.002

.\22

.001

.399

.001
.4 38
.0003

.548

.000'l

0

JAS-S

JAS-S

JAS-AB .268
.032

JAS-jr

.622

.000 1

.243

.053
1.000

.0000

.6zo

.000 1

.094

.001

-.242
.051.|

.288

.021

.364

.003
.380
.002

.288

.021

.248

.049

.285

.022

JAS-H
047

JAS-S 276 -.2\3
027 .053

TabLe 1 3 Pearson Correfations with JAS ScaLes

FACTOR ANALYSIS

All vaniables except JAS-AB and PR were factor anaLysized (AB

and PR scores were omitted because r as sbaled earlier, they were used

as canonical variables in later analysis). A principle components

analysis was performed and those factors with an Eigen value of

greater than one were retained. In total ten factors were retained

which accounted for 71.6 percent of the variance. A varimax robation

2u9
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yielded the factor pattern contained in Tab1e 2 of Appendix K.

Table 14, below, depicts the sorted varimax rotated factor pattern.

That is, the factor loading matrix has been rearranged so that the

colunns appear in decreasing order of variance explained by the fac-

Lors and the columns have been rearranged so that for each sr,¡ccessive

factor, Ioadings greaten than .500 appear first. In addition loadings

less than .400 have been replaced by ze?o. The sorted rotaled factor

pattern on the neduced dala (19 variables only) is contained and

labelled in Table 3 of Appendix K. The date supports the general pat-

tenn obtained for alL data. Eight factors were retained which

accounted lor 7 1.0f of the variance and the order was essentially the

same as befone with factors associated with the excluded variables

being absent.

The factors were labelled as fol-lovus:

Factor I (Job Satisfaction)

Factor I toaded primarity on the scal-es of the MSQ (GSAT -

.959; ESAT - .881; ISAT - .856) and on the J-ScaIe of the JAS (.503).

It is therefone labelled rrJob Satisfactionrr.

Factor II ( Controllabilitv )

Variables loading on Factor If related to mastery and com-

petition within the workpl-ace. These included JAS-H (.748), W (.732),

WH (.730) and tJc (.701). A hieh score on this combination of

variables was viewed as representing a drive to control. Individual

items incl-uded, fon example: rrlf I am not good at sonething I wor¡Id

rather keep struggling to masber it than move on bo something I may be
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VAR # FAC I FAC IT FAC ttt FAC TV FAC V FAC UI FAC \rII FAC UIU FAC D( FAC X

.890

':'

.959

.881

.856

.503

I
10

9
æ
30
13

12

14

23
24
2.
n
Æ

1

11

2

E
P

A,

SAT

]AT
]AT

AgJ
A$+I
,l

¡¡

]P
3P

TLC-C

ILc.I

'f3K4
i16
J5
.uP 18

315

,u, 19

726
rs7
lLc-P 21

.c-r 17

.71r8

.7p

.730

.701

799
644

604

.7W
-.533

-.433

.434

TabIe 14 Sorted Rotated Faclor Pattenn

good at.rr (W0F0 ff Q. 6); rrlthen a group I bel-ong to plans an acti-

vity, I would rather organize il....r'(W0F0 II, Q.8); rIt is impor-

tant to me lo perform better than others on a taskrr (WO¡'O II, Q. 13);

and rrI feel that winning is very impontant in both work and gamestl

(WOFO II, Q. 14). The factor therefore was labelled controllabiì-ity.

.8rt
.ga
.551

.,.l*

.456

.458
.\n

.468

494

405
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Factor III (Bl-ood Pressu re)

Variables which loaded highest on Factor III were SBP and DBP

(.890 and .826 respectively). The factor was therefore ]abelled

rfBlood Pressurerr.

Facton IV (Locus of Contnol)

Variables which loaded highest on Factor IV was the C and I

dimensions of the MHLC (.799 and -.644 respectively) and CL (.604).

Other high J-oadings involved various external dimensions (positively)

and internal- ones (negatively). The factor l¡as therefore labelled

T.an¡rs of llontno'l -

Factor V (Job Ex er]-ence

Variables which loaded highesl on Facton V were AGE (.808) 
' I,JP

(.585) and rank (.585). On the basis of AGE and RA it was labelLed

rrJob Experi-encefr.

Factor VI (Speed and Tnoatience )

Variables loading highest on Factor VI were JAS-S (.800); JIS

(.456); and MHLC-P (.458). Because of the singularly high loading on

lhe JAS-S scale the facton was labelled speed and impatience, however

the infl-uence of powenful others was viewed as motivating to sone

degree such a characteristic.

Factor VII ( Hea1th Habits)

VarÍabLes loading highest on Factor VII were SM (-.742),

EX (.705) and SS (.539). It was therefore l-abeLted rrHealth Habitsrr.
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Facton VIII ( Inheritab i Iitv -Ex benna I )

Variables loading highest on Factor VIII were HIS, on nore

specifically no history of CHD, (.790), MLC-P (-.533) and TR (-.433).

In thal history may be viewed as an external influence and considering

the loadings of P and C, Factor VIII was viewed as reflecting the

external- dimension. It is therefore l-abelled rflnheritability-Externalrf.

Factor IX (Social Suooont )

The highest loading on Factor IX was PS (.894). Other loadings

wene substantially less, therefore it was labeIIed as srrch.

The highest loadings on Factor x were GEFT reflecting FI (.864)

and MLC-C (.551). Since these two variables ane difficult to relate'

Factor X was labelled according to lhe highest loading.

Summary

Table 15 sunmanizes these results.

Factor

Job Satisfaction
Control-IabililY
Blood Pressure
Locus of Control
Job Experience
Speed and Impatience
Health Habits
Inheritabi litY-External
Social Support
Field Independence/DePendence

Cumulative Proportion
of TotaL Variance

.127
,245
.336
.406
.47 6
.5 33
.588
.6 35
.679
.716

I
ÏI

III
TV

V

VI
VII

VTII
IX

X

TabLe 15 Factor Labels
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CANONICAL CORRELATION

A canonical correlation was performed between two sets of

variables: (l) .¡eS-¡S scores and PR scores; and (2) subjecl factor

scores for the 1 0 factors whose Eigen values were greater than one.

Two sets of standardized coefficients for the canonical variables

(CNFRF and CNVRS) were obtained and are contained in Table 16 below.

The canonical correfations bebween the appropriate sets are contained

in Table 16.

Sbandardized Coefficients fon Canonical Vaniables for AB and
PR Scores (CNVRF). Mean = 0, Standard Deviation = 1.

Standardized Coefficients for CanonicaL Variables for Factor
Scones (CNVRS). Mean = 0, Standard Deviation = 1.

PR

JAS-AB Score

Factor I
II

IIT
IV

V

VI
VII

VIII
IX

À

CNVRF ( 1 )

.807
-.522

CNVRF (2)
.597
.859

CNVRS ( 1 )
_. 109
_.213

.404

.265

.587
_.467
_. 149

-.156
-.166
-.2u7

CNVRS (2)
.169
.521
.289

-.278
.482
.500

-.081
-.001
_.083
-.122

Canonical- Correl-ation between CNVRF ( 1 ) and CNVRS ( 1 )

Canonical Correlation between CNVRF (2) and CNVRS (2)
.907, p
.716 , p

.0000 .

.0000 .

(
3

Table 16 Canonical Correlations Between JAS ABIPR Scores,
and Subject Factor Scores for First Ten Factors
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Examination of Tabl-e 15 indicates that, pertaining to the first

canonicaL connelation (between CNVRF (1) an¿ CNVRS (1))' Hign

Physiol-ogical Risk and Low JAS AB scores v¡ere associated prirnanily

with high scores on Factors III and V, and low scores on Factor VI and

in the case of the second canonical correlation (between CNVRF (2) an¿

CNVRS (2)) nien AB scores and high physiological risk scores were

associated with high scores on Factor II, V and VI. AIso it is

apparent that the differences between the coefficients of CNVRF ( 1 )

and CNVRF (2) pertaining to the low and high coefficients for AB

sôône - wene associa ted to differenees between CNVRS ( ! ) and CNVRS (2)

which lie predominently in Factors II and VI, since the respective

coeffÍcients for these factors have opposile signs.

Appendix K, TabJ-e 4 contains the canonical correlabion for the

reduced data. It indicates that only the correLation bebween the

second set of slandardized coefficient; (ie. between CNVRF (2) and

CNVRS (2)) reached significance (canonical correl-ation = .567' pJ

.023). The inplications of this resr:It and that of the larger coef-

ficient for frControllabilityrr witl be discussed r¡nder the next

heading.

Plots of Canonical Variate Scores

Canonical variate scores for each sr.rb ject were pJ-otted.

Specifically those relating to CNVRF ( 1 ) were plotted againsb those

relaling to CNVRF (2) (Figure 2) and CNVRS (1) was plotted against

CNVRS (2) (Figure 3). Thus subjects were categorized according to

canonical variate scores associated with Type AB score and PR, and
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according to canonicaf variate scores associated with the factor

scores. Relative to Figure 2, four subjects were categorized as being

Type A at high PR, two subjects as Type B at low PR, six subjects as

Type A at low PR, and five sr.rbjects as Type B at high PR. Thus 17

subjects of the 64 were at lhe extremes on these axes.

The implications of these results will be described in a fater

section, however it should be noted that lhree of the flour subjects

calegorized as Type A/high PR (Figure 2) plotled at the high extreme

of the ordinate of Figune 3, both of the subjects categorized as Type

B/low PR (Figure 2) plotted towards Low extreme of lhe ordinate of

Figune 3, five of the five subjects categorized as Type B/high PR

(Figure 2) scored towards high extreme of the abscissa of Figure 3 and

six of the six srrbjects categorized as Type A/J-ow PR (Figure 2) scored

towands low extnene of lhe abscissa of Figune 3. In total then' cano-

nical variate scores on the second set of variables correctJ-y iden-

tified 16 out of 17 subjects on the first set. The 17th subject'

calegorized as Type A/high PR scored Ìow on CNVRS (2) 
' in the cluster

of Type A/Iow PR subjects. Examination of individual faclon scores

indicated that he was atypical on variabfes reLated Lo bobh the phy-

siologicaL nisk dimension and the AB dimension. ldhen the same pnoce-

dure was utilized for the reduced data only the virtical axes ' with

reference to Figures 2 and 3, remai-ned significant. The lack of

significance between CNVRF ( 1 ) and CNVRS ( 1 ) effectively collapsed the

data points inwards Lo the virtical axes; thus, the discrimination

between Type A/J.ow PR and Type B/high PR was lost. Neverthel-ess this
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stalisticalì-y more rigorious procedure idenlified the same 3 of 4 Type

A/high PR subjects on the basis of the retained eight factors, but

primarily on the basis of the factor ncontrollabilityn' as did the

canonical correl-ation involving alI variables.

The similarity between the above analytical methods and the

high canonical cornelation between these data plots (Figures 2 and 3)

allows a description of the four categories (A/high PR; A/Iow PR;

B/high PR; B/Iow PR) on the basis of the 10 retained factors. To

assist in this description TabIe 17 contains the correlation natrix

subjects).

Examining the information of Figures 2 and 3 and that presented

in Table 16, Type A/high PR subjects had a high need to control

(Factor II), were job experienced (Fact,or V) and were impatient and

needed to pì-ease powerful others (Factor VI); in comparison to

Type B/low PR subjects who were opposite to this profile; further,

Type B/high PR surbjects had high bl-ood pnessure (Factor III) were al-so

job experienced (Factor V) but were nol inpatient and did not regard

pleasing powerful others as importanb (Factor VI) in comparison to

Type A/Iow PR sub jects who l.Iere opposite to this latt'er prof ile.

Tabte 17 indicates the principle association of these factors to

either the AB dimension or the PR scores. That is, Factor II was asso-

cÍaled with the AB dimension (r = .438) as was Factor VI (r = .514)

whereas Factors III and V were assoclated primarily wilh PR (rrs = .385

and .585 respectively).
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PR

1.000
-.091
_.023

.037

.385

.065

.585
-. 135
_.117
-.117
-. 143

-.228

AB-Score Fac I Fac II Fac IIJ Fac IV Fac V

PR

AB-Score
Fac I
Fac II
Fac IIV
Fac IV
Fac V

Fac VI
Fac VII
Fac VIII
Fac IX
Fac X

Fac VI
Fac VII
Fac VIII
Fac IX
Fac X

1.000
- .008

.027
- .061

.029
-.022

.040

1.000
.004
.033

-.01 3
.002

-.026

1.000
.160
.j.|38

_.033
-.310
-.004

.514

.045

.071

.033

.033

1.000
.003
.003
.018

-.0'10
.029

-.000
_.009

.010

.01 4

1.000
.000

-.102
_.005

.012
-.001
-.001
-.018

.000

o

1.000
- .002
-.001
_.013
-.000

.000

.015
-.000

Fac VI Fac VII Fac VIII Fac IX Fac X

1.000
.008
.012

1.000
.000 1.000

-017 1.000
.01 4-.014 -.000 -.000 1.000

Table 17 Correl-ations Between Canonical Variables

Tables 16 and 17 point to other interesting trends which may

shed light on certain confounding resuLts noted in the introduction.

For example, Factor IV which loaded moderately on both CNVRS ( 1 ) and

CNVRS (2), .265 and -,278 respectively, was associated with AB score

(r = -.310), suggesting lhat CL, a component of that factor (.604)' is

negatively reLated to the TABP. 0n the other hand CL loaded on

Factor III (.316) which was associated with PR. These findings suggest

that a particular measure, CL in this case r ilâY be positively asso-

cialed with one risk factor pertaining to CHD and negatively with

anolher. Thus the overalL impact on CHD may tend to cancel- and the

results of research which has considered the TABP and CPB to be

equivalent may be biased.
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Fina1ly, Factor IV which comprised primarily of inbernal and

external type variables, was moderately correlated with the TABP

(r = -.310) indicating lhat Type A behaviotrr is associated with an

internal locus of control and Type B to an external locus of controf.

The correlational matrix (Appendix K) which treated the Ìocus of

controf scales separately did not indicate such a pattern.

The mosl significant result of this research is the emergence

of Factor II - rControllabilibytt - as the only faclor nelating to

the extremes of the AB and PR dimensions. That is, lype A high PR sub-

jects. (Type B high PR and Type A low PR subjects were not so

identified. ) Ftrrther lhis factor had the highest Loading on this

dimension (.SZI) and therefore was deemed the most important. In

addition Table 1 7 indicales it was the only factor which comelated

positiveJ-y with both AB score and PR, although the 1atter was not

significant. Finally examination of Figures 2 and 3 in conjunction

with Table 17, and in particulan subjects 33, 45 and 47 (Type A/high

PR) and 29 and 61 (Type B/Iow PR), revealed the singulan impontance of

Factor II in that it alone caused clr¡stering around the verticaf axis.

That is, Factors V and VI which Ìoaded on that axis also loaded on the

ordinate. In fact, from Table 1 6 a high score on Factor V would tend

to pull the data points to posilion rVr on Figure 3, and high scores

on Factor VI would tend to pull the data points to position fVIr. Thus

a high score on both would be requined to collapse the data points

Ínward to the CNVRS 2 axis. Factor II, however, which did not l-oad
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significantly on CNVRS 1, could alone cause a clustering around

position'II', the position equivalent to Type A/high PR on Figure 2.

Thus, assuming that those subiects at the highest risk of CHD are

Type As with high PR then controllability is, indeed, associated with

CHD.

SUPPLEMENÎARY RESULTS

To examine these subjects funther, means of all other variables

wene ealculated for the four grorrps identified in Figure 2. Table 18

below contains these results. Due to the excessive number of t-tests

invol-ved and the retativel-y sraaì-l number of sub jects in each group ( 3,

6, 5 and 2 respectively) these results were not subjected to signifi-

cance tests but rather were used to suggest a tentalive behaviot¡raL

profile for each group. Further, because age conlributed substantially

to PR, a similar post-hoc examination was made of the mean scores of:

Type As with a positive trend ( tnat is those demonstrating an improve-

ment in blood pressures and cholestrot level) categorized as A1,

Type As with negative trend (43), Type Bs with a positiv" t""n¿ (81)

and Type Bs with a negabive trend (83). Again significance tests were

not performed, rathen the comparisons were made to assist in the com-

pilation of a behaviounal sketch of typicat groups members. Table 19

contains these results.
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EX HIS GEFT JIS GSAT ÏSAT ESAT

1

2

3
4

Type A/Hi PR

Type A/Lo PR

Type B/Hi PR

Type B/Lo PR

60 .3
56.9
49.8
47 .0

51 .0
45.3
45 .4
41 .5

(n=3¡
q¡=6)
(n=5¡
(n=2)

¡ss
50.0
36 .8
50 .8
38 .5

4se
46.

0.7
0.2
0.2
0.5

2.7
1.5
2.3
2.0

3.7
3.0
3.0
7.0

80.0
70.8
75.2
71 ,5

14.0
14.9
10 .8
17.0

1.7
1.5
1.2
2.0

1.7
2.7
2.2
1.5

20.7
19.1
¿¿.¿
23.5

'l

2

3
4

-f'10F0
Wl,rl t¡M hIC WP

SBP DBP CL TR

1 . tx .l tg.l ñg.t î
2. 118.0 75.3 191.8 2.

-l'tL 

\.j--

TPC
4îo 1T.T alo
40.0 19.1 17.2
37.8 17.8 14.4
36.5 19.5 17.0

8.8
6.0
7.0

9.0
8.2
6.8
6.5

7.7
0.0
8.0
7.0

to 7.0
4.7
5.6
4.5

12.7
13.8
7.6
8.5

-Qa^-

uub¿

PS SS
16.t Tzu.t
71 .8 128 .3
60.6 144.0
58.0 1 33.0

-M{LC--
HI HP HC

sT,o l[o l.o
28.7 17 .3 1) .7
25.6 13.4 14 . o
27 .0 17 .5 15,5

13
15
18.5
14 .3

.8

.5

.0

.2

4. 119.5 69.0 173.0 2.5 136.5 227.5 88.5 136.0

Tabl-e 1 8 Summary of Mean VaLues for Extreme Subjects of Figune 2

I

ABJHS
3 32¡,o 226.0 14õ.3 193.3
0 312.0 237 ,Z 135 .2 230 . 3

SM HIS GEFT JIS

-MSe-

GSAT ISAT ESAT

T7J Wz 21 ß
70 .5 43 .0 21 .0
76.5 46.0 16.0
70.8 42.8 1 9.3

EXRA

Type A1 1¡=6)
Type A2 (n=2)
Type B1 (n=2)
Type 82 (n=6)

1.5
1.5
2.0
1.3

l.t
1.5
7.0
2t

.8 5.0

.0 4.5
,5 7.0
.2 6.2

!,¡C

10
13
11

I

H

4õ
50
96
88

37.
38.
41.

15.2
17 ,5
12.2
14.5

57.3
61.o
52.0
48.0

2.2
2.5
1.5
2.2

I
5
0
2

3.9
2.8
2.3
4.1

2.8
2.5
1,5
2.2

0.7
0.0
0.0
2.0

23
30
45

1

2

3
4

-wuF

WhI WM hIP
-aQ^-

uub¿

PS SS
-60 .z l3s. ¡
119.5 1

101 .0 1

69.7 1
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3
150 .0
23.5 1
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19.0 1
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8.0
9.0
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.0

.0
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29
29.5
23.5
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I
Es
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37 .5
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15
23
18
15

_t

SBP DBP
6¡;
91.
88.
78.

J
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285 .0
198.5
245.0

ABTRCL q
.3 193.3
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.5 91 .0
.5 129.5

1

2

3
4

122.6
135.0
120 .0
122.7
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0 247.0
0 293,5
0 233.0

31
33
11

14

Tab1e 19 Summary of Mean Values for Extrerne Subjects According Lo Trend
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0f panticular interest was the comparitively low degree of

sociat support reported by Type A subjects at high PR (T = 26.3 com-

pared to 1 = 65.4 for the olhen groups combined), yet the reported

satisfaction with social support was vintually identical across

groups. This tendency was not apparent for aII Type As (see Table 2).

COMMENT ON RESULTS

The resuLts reported are extremely varied and pertain to

several issues: locus of control, social strpport, field independence/

dependence, controllabilÍty, etc. The most significant resull,

tor, and frrrther that it was the most significant of all factors

nelated to CHD. This result suggests that subjects nequiring a high

degree of control - Type As in a stressful envinonment - develop phy-

siologicat indicators of CHD. It further suggests that: (1) tfre

TABP is not independent of behaviours exhibited to maintain control 
'

and (2) that controlLability measures may more accurately identify

subjects who devel-op pathology under stressftrl condition. Indeed an

excessive need for control may be a better indicator of coronary risk

in a stressful workplace bhan curuent TABP measures which do not typi-

cally address this issue.
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DISCUSSION

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this study was to examine the interuetationship

between standard nisk factors pertaining to CHD, lhe TABP and other

variables, primarily controllability, with a view to increasing the

capability of identifying those at risk of CHD, ideally prior to

onseL. It was hypothesized lhat a subgroup of Type A individuals

would be identified (not necessarily related to extreme or moderate

Type A scores) on the basis of ncontrotlabilit,yrr, defined previously,

which would be at greater risk of CHD. This section will discuss the

resul-ts outlined above and relate them to other research.

FACTOR ANALYSIS AND CANONICAL CORRELATION

In agreement with previ.ous stt¡dies which have demonstrated the

independence of the TABP and standard risk factors (Haynes et al.,

1975; Chesney et al., 1981) the physiological variables toaded on dif-

ferent factors to those loaded on by JAS related variables. Funther,

as suggested by McCrainie et aI. (1981), physiological risk was somewhat

related to field dependence, and the TABP as first indicated by Glass

(1977) was negatively associated to an external locus of control.

Table 14 indicates that high blood pressures (SBP and DBP)

represented the most significant loadings on Factor III - physiologi-

cal risk, in comparison to cholesterol LeveÌ (CL). This Ís contrary

to the direction predicted by the Framingham study according to the

Coronary Risk Handbook. In the latter, risk of CHD is appnoximabely
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quadrùpl-ed across typical range of cholesterol l-evel-s for 45 year o1d

men in comparison to tripling across a similar nange of systolic blood

pressunes. One explanation for this discrepancy may be that militany

personnel in general are required to naintain reasonable standards of

health and are thenefore placed on appropriate diets if, for example,

cholesterol levels rise significantly. Thus it is evident that active

intervention significantly reduces the risk of pathol-ogy.

The complicated structure of itens contributing to CHD is indi-

caled, for example, in the negative l-oading of internality to

associated negatively with PR via this factor, but, as stated earlier'

associated positively with the TABP. Further, with reference to

Faclor V, a positive relationship to PR was noted. Thus, with

reference to CHD, an overall association needs to be estimated -

discussed later. A fourth variable loading on Factor III was TR, and

was of interest in that examination of Type A and Type B subjects only

yielded Lrends camouflaged by the factor analysis and subsequent cano-

nical correlations of alI subjects. General-ly Type As demonstrated

significantly improving blood pressures and cholesterol l-evel-s in com-

parison to Type Bs over the five year period br¡t the most improvement

was noted for Type As at high physioJ.ogical risk. It is suggested

that as Type As age, bhe focus of the psychological urge to control-

may shift fnom lhe work place to more personal aneas such as health.

It is also suggested that this shift may explain the confusj-on in the

Iiterature pertaining to A1s and A2s as categorized by the stnuctured
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intenview. Although A1s logically should be at greater risk of CHD,

Rosenman et aI. (1970) noted that this may not be lhe case. It is

angrred that the behaviour of the fulJ-y deveJ-oped Type A may, as

stated, eventually contribute to alleviating overall risk by means of

the noted shift in emphasis toward controlling health.

Examining the factor rrJob Experiencerr, Age represented the pre-

dominant influence, however. Rank v¡as a signifÍcant contributor and

ib is of interest to note the combination of Rank and job involvement

in this respect. That is, both Rank and the JIS loaded, but the JAS

subscales did not. ThuS; job eiÞé¡iénce; iñcludiñg SùCCéSS; áS índ

cated by promotion was nol associated with the typical struggle of the

Type A. Further, there v¡as a relatively high loading of Personal

Unconcern on this factor; in other words there exists a conmitment to

team effort which perhaps indicates a less personaJ-Iy competitive

trend in the job experienced individual.

Examination of the nean rank between the As and Bs indicates

thal the TABP is not associated with promotion. This finding is in

agreement with Cooper et aÌ. (1981) who with reference to the I'lestern

Collaborative Group Study stabed that rrpersons in top management may

be less likely to exhibit Type A behaviour than their counterparts in

middle managementrr (p. 1211). These authors contint¡ed by asking, ttDo

individuals change fnom Type A to Type B as they achieve top manage-

ment positions?" (p. 1211). The ansürer, it is suggested, is not that

such individuals change, but that given the controL associated with

high rank, Type A behaviour is not so readily apparent and is no
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longer so appropriate. the focus, as noted, has changed to a struggle

towands heal-th, and with regard to lhe work environment further advan-

cement may depend on more subtle techniques. In any case, the impon-

tant issue is that physiological risk of CHD is present in the job

experienced individrral -perhaps as a delayed effect of Type A beha-

vioun, or perhaps because the more srrbtle techniques used to advance

even higher are equally stressful.

This last comment points to the failure of cross sectional sLu-

dies, including this one, to find any Type A/B differences on the

basis of standard physiologicaJ- risk factors under conditions of

experinental.ly induced stress (reviewed by Matthews, 1982). That is,

although acute differences in blood pressunes, etc. between Type As

and Type Bs are not obvious at the time of reseanch, chronic differen-

ces may emerge later when Type A behaviour itself is either no longer

as apparent or, as slaled, is focused away from typical areas toward

those which are insensitive to present assessment tools such as the

JAS and the structured interview. That health becones more of an

j-sstre srrggests that controllability remains a matter of prime concern

to the Type A and therefore may represent a measure nore permanently

associated, in a temporal sense, to CHD.

Finally, and central- to this research, was the positive asso-

ciation of Controllability, to the TABP and its non-negative asso-

ciation with physiological risk - the only factor so associated.

Pertinent are the recent findings of RhodewaLt & Davison ( 1983)
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who hypothesized that the hyper-responsiveness of Type As to the loss

of control which occurs in settings other than those involving

uncontrollable stress may involve rrcognitive-perceptual differences

between As and Bs in the way they perceive threats to controlrr

(p. 221) anO that these differences are frself-attributionalrf.

Utilizing a choice elimination reactance paradigm they concluded that

the rrType As I sensitivity to threats to their control is related to

their tendency to view themselves as casual for the outcomesrr

(p. 226) . That is, Type As interpret seemingly neutral sitr:ations as

then cite Lazanus indicatingr âs was noted in this introduction, that

a stress experience includes an event being appraised as harmful-

followed by a coping strategy. It is agreed, then, that the attempt

to regain control represents this coping strategy which triggers the

rrphysiological responses that have long tenn effecls upon the

individualfs cardiovascular systemrr (Rhodewalt and Davison, p. 221).

Similarly Matthews (1982) suggested that Type As may lack ctear inter-

nal standards for guiding their behaviour, indicating thal research is

needed to examine the process by which Type As engage in a pnocess of

self-evaluation. ïn other words, although As may be internal, their

strategies may be inappropriate. Rhodewalt and Davisonfs contention

that Type As interpret thein environment differently gains support

within this factor and from the findings that satisflactÍon with social

support is less for such individr:als notwithstanding a significantJ-y

greater amount of actual support.
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DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TYPE A AND TYPE B SUBJECTS

With reference to job involvement, interesting differences bet-

ween Type As and Bs were noted on the JIS (Lodahl and Kejner, 1965).

These ar¡thors described job involvement as rrthe degree to which a per-

son is identified psychologically with his work, or the importance of

work to his tolal self imagett(p.24). The reference to self inage is

panticularly relevant in the context of differences between other

variables used in this nesarch (see following discussion) but in

itsel-f points to the Type Ars concern with self-esteem. The com-

petitiveness of the Type A individual may drive his effort in this

regard although he neported no greater satisfaction with work.

0f greater importance, however, were the results perlaining to

social srrpport. Type As, as noted eanlier, reported a nonsignificant

buL greater number of signÍficant others in their support environmenL

than Type Bs, yet were signficantly less satisfied with it. Possibly

a lack of satisfaction in the social milieu naintains an overall- Iow

self image which causes the Type A to compensate in the workpl-ace.

Certainly the differences between Type As and Bs on those scal.es per-

taining to work style point to a constant struggJ-e on the parl of the

Type A. Other significant differences pertinent lo this argument

relate to the Type Afs internal l-ocus of control. The Type Afs inter-

na1 tendency, then, may to some degree prohibit the recognition of

social reinforcement which in turn drives him to seek positive negard

from the work environment.

Finally the results of the physiological measures have signifi-

cance and pertain to earfier discussion concerning the independence
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between the TABP and the standard risk factors. Specifically, as has

been reported previously (Rosenman and Chesney, 1980), Type As had

slightly higher mean blood pressr:res than Type Bs, but contrary to the

findings of research summarized by these authors, cholesterol leveÌ

tended to be higher in Type B individuaLs. Indeed when physiological

measures were combined, Type As had a significantly better trend

(i.e. improving). Possibly, given the mean age of the sample, health

related concerns were important for both As and Bs, but the drive of

the Type A infl-uenced diet and exercise habits to a greater extent.

life may to some degree, a1levi-ate that trend later on. Contrary to

these observations pertaining to Type As in general, those Type As at

high physiological risk smoked more and exercised less than other

Type As. Such results add weight to the contention that there exists

a sub-population of As, not necessariJ-y related to extrene scores, who

are sornehow different from their peers and who are at the greatest

risk of CHD.

As mentioned, scales relating to locus of control generally sup-

porled the contention of G1ass (1971f) tnat Type As are internal in

conpari-son to Bs. This trend was also noted for the extreme subjects

on the AB and PR dimensions. Thus the argument presented earlier -

that under salient stress, internal Type As ane at the greatest risk

of CHD - gains support in contrast, to the alternate hypothesis that it

is external Type As who are at risk. In fact there was no evidence to

suggest that Type As, extreme or otherwise, are externals. Keenan and
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McBain (1979) found no such interaction between the TABP and locus of

control, perhaps because stress levels were different between the two

samples, perhaps because the use of Rotterrs si-ngle scale camouflaged

the difference pertaining to internality. Further, the sample of

Keenan and McBain consisled of middle nanagers in a civilian industry

who presumably were in such a position out of choice, in comparison to

the sampJ.e under consideration in this research which consisted of

officers posted into their respective positions fnom field comrnands

whene there vJas more autonomy. Hence for the subjects examined here,

the observed resr¡Lts.

IMPLTCATIONS FOR TREATMENT

The above discussion implicated a cognitive efement to the risk

of CHD - Controllabitity. Specifically a subgroup of Type A indivi-

duals were identified on the basis of PR scores and were deemed to be

at high overall risk of CHD. It was found that group members had a

distinct need to control- their environment. The question is, what can

be done to redr¡ce the risk?

Firsl of all, those Índividuals with the cognitive-perceptual

difference should be Ídentified. This nesearch, contrary to that of

RhodewaÌt and Davison, argues that the issrre is not to identify Type As

who view thernselves as casual to outcomes related to loss of controJ-,

but to idenbify those who require t¡nrealistic control negandless of

the Type A or Type B category. (t'lhether the Type B high PR or the

Type A l-ow PR subgrorrp ultinately succumb to CHD in equal numbers to
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the Type A high PR strbgnoup requires longitudinal investigation, the

intended follow-rrp to this study.) Stated differently, the perception

of lack of control ( found in only 5 out of 64 subjects, 4 of whom were

identified as Type A/high PR) is tentatively suggested to have more

predictive poh¡er of CHD than measures such as the JAS. Matthews

(1982) statedrfit would be beneficial to develop and include in the

assessment battery of future studies neasunes of lhe vanious psyeholo-

gical- dinensions proposed to underlie bhe Type A construct (e.g. a

meaaure of sensitivity to foss of control). By so doing, a more

direct test of the importance of these dimensions can be maderr

(p. 316). This research attempted to acoomplish this, albeit with

relativel-y crude presently existing indicators of the importance of

control. That such measures idenlified Type A/high PR individuals

points to the urgency for the development of a refined controllability

scale.

Returning to the question of intervention, the relationship of

the perception of control lo sympathetic hyperactivity requires com-

nent. Matthews reviewing the data, argued that actively coping with

stress increases synpathetic activily and the discharge of catechola-

mines which in turn elevates blood pressure and increases the rate of

anterial- damage, induces myocardial Ìesion, potentiates the aggrega-

tion of blood platelets and facilitates fatal- cardiac arnhythnias.

Catechol-amines, she contintred, promote tipid mobilization which

triggers a chain of events which results in elevat,ed levels of very-
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low-densily lipoprotein - a positive comelate of CHD. Finally,

I'datthews pointed to data which rfshow that severe depletion of norepi-

nephrine, with a possible shifl to parasympathetic dominance, is often

associated with he1pJ-essness and giving uptr (p. 308). This beha-

vioural feature has been noticed in sone Type As after prolonged

stress. LovalÌo (1978) summarized relevanb research as fol-l-ows frln

general the resr¡lts lend some suppont to the idea that As react with

more helpl-essness than Bs following severe uncontrollabilitytr 1p. 87).

It is argued, then, that some individuals, usually Type As,

workplace, as being otrt of control; but, being generally internal with

reference bo locus of controJ-, attribute the loss of control to them-

selves, rather than to the influence of powerful others or fate for

example. They then attempt coping strategies which resu1t in the sym-

pathetic hyperactivity which is impJ-icated in cardiovascul-ar disease

(Engel 1970, G1assr 1977). The degree to which individuals behave in

thi-s manner lies on a continuum; but lhe continuum, it is argued, is

not related lo the extremity or non-extremity of AB scores - rather it

is nelated to tendency to l-ack a sel-f-attribution of controL under

saLient conditÍons. It was pointed out that Type As tend to shift the

focus from the workplace to health related issues as age increases,

thus thein Type A-ness eventrrall-y may reduce physiological risk.

The above observations points to neans of intervention. It is

argued that the dramatic rise in the incidence of CHD in this century

indicates predominently environmental casual factors. For example,
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competitÍveness and the need to control- is instilled in nembers of lhe

I'Iestern civilization from birth - in school, in sports and eventually

in the workplace. It is constantly encorrraged. Stated differently,

it is constantly nodelled - one of the most powerful learning proce-

dures according to social learning theory. The need to control, for

some individrrals, then, is generalized to inappropriate situations, to

situations where there is no gain. ïn other words the need to control

becomes a phobia - it is iruational. Further it is angued that this

syndrome is maintained becarrse the struggle yields immediate, although

causes helplessness and depnession (Seligman, 1975). Treatment then

should involve those pnocedures offering success for phobic behavioun,

reviewed extensively elsewhere (e.g. WiJ.son & 0tLeary, 1980) but

including (a) relaxalion tnaining lo reduce the stress of wilhdrawing

from the situation perceived as eLiciting the control response, and

(b) cognitive restructuring bargetted towards substituting alternate

and reinforcing ideation which is directed towards health impnoving

behaviours such as exercise - in sum a cognitive/behaviorrraJ- approach.

Such treatment is more appropriate than, for exampJ-e, the com-

pulsory exercise programnes currenbly ÍmpIÍmented by the Canadian

Forces, lor two reasons. Finst, the l-ikelihood of exercise pnogrammes

being adhered bo is minimal becatrse they remove the individual from

the salÍent struggle (control- in the workplace) against his wishes -

hence added sbress is generated. SecondIy, and of greater importance,

the suggested treatment offers gain for both employen and employee.
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That is, the implimentation of such a pnogramme woul-d not only enpha-

slze emproyer concern fon the employee but wouLd primarily increase

the perception of control. A greater sense of control- would decrease

the struggle nagainst the systemtr and thus i.ncrease efficiency per-

taining to the task. FinalJ-y, increased efficiency should not be

rewarded by increased workLoad but by encouraging volunt.ary par-

ticipation in physical exercise - an activity which as argued earlier

further enhances the perception of control. l

coN ING STATEMENT

related to the onset of CHD. Specifically it identified those sub-

jects who were Type A individuals at high physiological risk of deve-

loping CHD. This finding points to the need to develop a scale more

pertinent to the assessment of the individualrs perceived (se1f-

attributed) need to control. It is angued that such a neasure wou1d,

as hypothesized, more accr¡nately identify that subgroup of Type As and

perhaps others who, without intervention would develop CHD. Indeed it

may be that lhe Type A assessment is redundent

It was further argued that an rrnrealistic need to controL

represents an unrealistic fear of the l-ack of control and thus may be

classified as a phobia, suitabJ-e for treatnent by behaviorrral and

cognitive nethods. Finally, it was argued that employees and

employers, especially large organizations such as the Canadian Forces,

would benefit from such trea
These argumenls, it is emphasized, pertain only to staff management )

posilions and not to field occupations within the Canadian Forces
where physical condition is mandatory for survivaL.
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I wouLd like to thank you for taking a few minutes to read this

explanation of the intended study.

Medical and psychological research has identified stress as

contributing to a great number of diseases; for example, to ulcers,

coronary heart disease and migraine headaches. Some people, however,

are more prone to stress than others, although they may not be aware of

it. Various measures of such proness have been tried over the years,

and include paper and pencil qrrestionnaires and doctor-patient inter-

views. One goal of this str:dy is to refine the paper and pencil

measures by incruding other questions related to potentially contri-

buting mechanisms.

It is hoped, then, that sr:ch a refinement will more accurately

identify those who may be strsceptible to stress, and also indicate

means of coping with it. Hence the overall goar is to promote health.

To accomplish this goal it is necessary to compare questionnaire

results to specific items from medical records rel-ated to cholesterol

levels, serum lipid levels, blood pressure, heart rate, EKG irnegulari-

bies, ulcers, mÍgnaine attacks, and pertinenb sungery . At this point ï

would like to emphasize that all information will be anonvnous. At the

time of testing a number will be chosen by you, known only to a staff

nember of the Base Hospital. At a lat,er date, hospital personnel will

attach nedical data to the battery of written questions. Therefore, as

far as this research team is concerned, you will be represented by only

rank and a number, not by name.
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Permission was granted to appnoach the officers of Air Command

with the purpose of taking part in this stydy for three reasons:

f. it is extremeJ-y rare to obtain a popuLation of achievemenb

oriented personnel who have standard medical records.

2. the officers of Air Conmand work in a somewhat stressful

environment - at least nore so than those of lower nank -
and such an environment is essential to the aims of the

study; and

3. the results of the strrdy may have imptications for irnproving

the health of all militayr members

FinaIIy, although permission to complete bhis study has been

granted by the Commander of Air Conmand, the Surgeon GeneraL and the

Command Surgeon, it is neverlheless subject to your volunteering to

take part. In total lhe battery wilJ. lake appnoximatley one to two

houns to complete at a time convenient to you.
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Jenkinrs Activity Survey
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JENKINS ACTIITITY SURVEY

ge

l,faIe

Fenale

The Jenkins Activity Survey asks questions about aspeets of behaviour
that have been found helpful in nedical diagnosis. Each person is dif-
ferent, so bhere are no rrrighLrr or rt$trongrt answers.

For each questions, choose the answer that ls true for you, and fill in
the space ln front of that ans$¡en. Use a black lead pencilr and nake
your narks heavy and dark. Mark only one answer for each question. If
you change your nind, erase the oÌd rnark conpletely.

1

Do not nake any stray marks.

Do you even have trouble findÍng bfme to get' your haÍr cut or
styJ-ed?

A n Neverl'.4

B f-¡ 0ccasionaLly

c [J Almost always
F

2. How often does your Job ttstir you into actionr?

A fJ Less often than nost peopLe's Jobs

B [-.1 About average

C f] More than most peoplers Jobs

3. Is you everyday life filled mostly by

A fJ problens needing a solutÍon?

B fJ challenges needing to be met?

C f] a rather predictabLe routing of events?

D [f nob enough thlngs to keep ne lnterested or busy?
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Some people live a cal¡¡, predictable life. Others often find them-
selves facing unexpected changes, frequent interruptions, Lncon-
veniences, or nthings going $,rong.rr How often are you faced ulth
these minor (or maJon) annoyances or frustrations?

A f] Severar times a daY

B El About once a daY

c ff A few tines a week

D f] Once a week

E f] once a nonth or less

lfhen you are under pressure or stress, what do you usually do?

A E] Do something about it imrnediatel-y

B E] PIan carefully before taking action

6. Ordlnarily, how rapidly do you eat?

A f:] If n usualty the first one finished.

BE I eat a lltt1e faster bhan average'

CE I eat at about the same speed as nost people-

D E I eat nore slowry than most people.

'î. Has your spouse or a friend ever told you that you eat too fast?

A f-f Yes, often
lñ

B f] Yes, once or twice

c E No, never

L How often do you find yourself doing more than one thing at a tine,
such as working whlle eatlng, readÍng while dressing, or figurlng
out problems whlle drivlng?

Á [J r do things at once whenever practicar.

B f] I do lhis only when lrn short of time.

C El I rarely or never do roore than one bhfng at a tl'ne.
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9' llhen you risten to someone tarking, and this person takes t,oo long
to come to the point, how often do you feel like hurrying the person
along?

A El FrequentrY

B f] occasionallY

c E Alnost never

10. How often do you actuaJ-Iy trput words ln the person?s mouthn 1n order
to speed lhings up?

A E] Frequently

B El occasionarlY

c El ALnost never

1 1. If you teIl your spouse or a friend that you wiLl neet somewhere at
a deflnibe time, how often do you amlve late?

A [J Once in a while

B f]l RarelY

c f:l r an never rat,e. '

12. How often do you find yourserf hurrylng to get places even ¡¡hen
there is plenüy of time?

A f]l Frequent'lY

B E occasionalrY

c fJ ALmost never

13. suppose you are to neet someone at a pubric place (street corner,
building lobby, restaurant) and bhe other person is already
10 ninutes late" What wlll you do?

A [-] Sit and waitr

B f_j I{aIk about whlle waiting

C El Usually camy sone reading maüter or writ,fng paper so I can
get something done while waÍting
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14. I.Ihen you have to nwait in linertat a resbaurant, a store, or the
post office, what do you do?

A E¡ AccePt it caLnrY

B f] Feel ÍnPatÍent but not show it
C fll FeeI so Ímpatient that sorneone watching can teIL I am restless

Df] Refuse to wait in lÍne, and flnd ways t,o avoid. such delays

15" l,lhen you play Sames wlth young children abouù 10 years old (or when
you did so ln past years), how often do you purposely let, them win?

A f:l Most of the tine

B f l Harr the time

c E] On1y occasionally

D f] Never

16. l{hen you }Iere younger, did nost people consider you to be

A E definltely hard-driving and competit,ive?

B E probabty hard-driving and conpetitive?

C fJ probably nore relaxed and easygoing?

D El definitely more reraxed and easygoing?

17. Nowadays, do you consider yourself to be

A f] definitely hard-driving and competibive?

B E probably hard-driving and competitive?

C f:l probabty more relaxed and easygolng?

D f] definltely nore relaxed and easygoing?

18. !{ould your spouse (or closest frlend) rate you as

A El definltely hard-drivlng and compet,lblve?

B fJ probabry hard-drtvÍng and conpetitive?

c Ë ProbablY relaxed and easygoing?

D f] deffnit,ely relaxed and easygoing?
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19. l.lould your spouse (or closet friend) rate your general level of
activity as

A E] too slow - should be rnore act,ive?

B [J about average - busy much of the t,ime?

c E] too actlve - should slow down?

20. l{ould people you know well agree that you take your work too
serlously?

A f] Definiüery Yes

B[]

cfl
Probably yes

Probably no

Definitely noD

21. tJould people you know weII agree that you have less energy than most
people?

A f] Definitely yes

B E ProbablY Yes

c El Probablv no

D f] Definltery no

22. Hould people you know well agree bhat you Lend to get lrr.i.fated
easlly?

A E Definitelv yes

B [l Probably yes

c El Probably no

D E] Deffnitery no

23. l{ould people who know you well agree bhat you tend t,o do most thÍngs
ln a hurry?

A [J Derinltely yes

B f] Probably yes

c El ProbabtY no

D f:J DerinÍtely no
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24. llourd peopre who know you werl agree that you enjoy a rcontestrt
(conpetibion) and try hard to win? t

A fl¡ Derinltety yes

B E] Probably yes

c EIJ Probably no

D n Definitety noH

25" How was your lemper when you were younger?

A f] FÍery and hard to control

B fJ Strong but controlLable

D f] I alnost never got angry.

26" How is your temper nowadays?

A E] Fiery and hard to contror

B E Strong but controllable

c E No Problem

D fI r almosb never get angry.

27" I'lT¡en you are in the mldst .of doing a Job and soneone (not your boss)lnterupts you, how do you usually feel inside?

A E I feel 0.K. because I work better after an occasÍonal break.

B El r feel only midry annoyed.

C f] I really feel lrritated because rnost such inüerruptions are
unnecessary.

28" How often are there deadllnes on your Job?

A f] Daily or nore oft,en

B f] VIeekIy

C f] Monthly or less often

D l-l Neverj4
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29" These deadllnes usually carry

A f] rninor pressure because of their routine nature.

B fI considerable pressure, slnce delay would upset ny entire work
group.

c El Deadrines never occur on my job '

30. Do you ever set deadlines or quotas for yourself at work or at home?

AIllo
B E Yes, but onIY occasionallY

c f] Yes, once a week or more

31. lJhen you have to work against a deadline, what fs the qualÍty of
your wonk?

A f l Better

B E worse

c [J The same (Pressure makes no difference.)

32. AL work, do you ever keep two Jobs moving forward at the sane time
by shiftÍng back and forth rapidly from one to the other?

A E] No, never

BFI Yes, but onty in energeneies

c El Tes, regularlY

JJ. Are you content to renain af your present Job level for the next
five years?

A[J
B[J
CEJ

Yes

No, I want to advance*

Defi4ltely Dor I strlve to advance and would be dissatisfied
lf not, promoted

34" If you had your choice, which would you rather geÈ?

A El A small lncrease tn pay wibhout a promotfon to a higher level
Job

B [J A promotion to a hÍgher level Job without an Ínerease in pay
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35" In ühe past three years, have you ever taken less than your atlotted
nurnber of vacatlon days?

A f] r""

Bf] llo 
.

C fI My type of Job does not, provide reguì.ar vacations.

36. In the last three years, how has your personal yearly incone
changed?

A E It has remained bhe same or gone down.

B f] It has gone up stightly (as the result of eost-of-Itvfng
increases or automatic raises based on years of service).

c El rt has Sone uP considerablY.

37" How often do you brlng your work home with you at night, or study
materials relaled to your job?

A [J Rarely or never

B tfJ once a week or less

c El More than once a week

38" How oflen do you go to your place of work when you are not expected
to be there (such as nights or weekends)?

A El rt ls not Possibre on roy job.

B [J Rarely or never

C EI Occasionally (less than once a week)

D E] once a week or nore

39" when you flnd yourself getting üired on t,he Job, what do you usualry
do?

A E Slow down for a r.¡hile until ny strength comes back

B f:l Keep pushlng myself at ùhe same paee ln spite
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40. l{hen you are in a group, how often do the other people look to you
for leadership?

A El RarerY

B [J About as often as they look to others

C fI More often than they look to others

41. How often do you make yourself wrltten lists to help you remember
¡¡hat needs to be done?

A f]l Never

B El oecasionallY

c El FrequentrY

present occupation, and nark the most accurate description.

42. I amounü of effort put forth, I give

A fll ¡nuch rnore effort.

B[J a titb]-e nore effort.

c El a l-ittle less effort '
D E¡ much less effort '

43. In sense of responsibillt,y, I an

A f I much nore responsfble.

B EJ a tibüte nore responsÍbre.

C [-| a little less responsible.

D f:l nuch less responsible.

44. I find tt necessary to hurry

A E:l rnuch nore of the tfme.

B [J a llttle more of the time.

C fJ a lfttle less of the time.

D ff nuch less of the t,irne.
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45" ln being precise (caref\¡I about detail), I am

A E much more Precise.

B E a lit'ble more Precise.

C E] a llbtle less precise.

D f] much }ess precÍse.

46" I approach life in general

A El much nore seriously.

BE] a Iiùtle nore seriously.

c fJ a little less serlouslY.

less serlously.

For questions 47-4Ç, conpare your present work wlth your work setting of
five years ago. If you have not been workÍng for five years, cotrpare
your presenù job with your first job.

47. I worked more hours per week

A El at nY Present job.

B f] five years ago.

C [J Cannot decide

-48" I carried more responsibility

A EJ at rny present job.

B [:l rÍ.ve years aso.

Cf I Cannot declde

49. I was considered to be at higher level (ln presùige or soclal
posiflon)

A [J at ny present Job.

B EJ ffve years ago.

c l-l Cannot <ìecidetst
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50. How many different job titles have you held ln the last 10 years?
(Be sure to count shifts in kinds of work, shifts to new employers,
and shifbs up and down within a firm. )

a fl o-t

BEI 2

cfl 3

Dfl 4

E El 5 or more

51. How nuch schooJ-ing did you receive?

A f:l o-4 years

c El sone hlgh school

D E¡ Graduated from high school

E f]l Trade school or business eottege

F E] Sone college (including Junior college)

c f]l Graduated from a four-year college

H f:¡ Post-graduate work at a coLlege or universlty

52. I{hen you $¡ere Ln school, were you an officer of any group, such as a
student eouncil, glee club, 4-H club, sorority or fraternity, or
captain of an athletic team?

afl Ho

B[]

cfI
Yes, I held one such positlon"

ïes, I held two or more such posltions.
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Appendix C

The Job Involvenent Scale
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JOB INVOLVEMENT ESTIONNNAIRE

The following statements refer to Job involvenent. Please lndicate
whether you:

Strongly agree
Agree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

Thaf is, circle the appropriabe number opposlte each statements.

1

2

3
4

'¡. ItIl stay overtime to finish a job,
even if Itn not paid for lb"

2" You can measure a person pretty
wel.L by þow_ good a jo,b he does,

3. The naJor satisfaetion ln ny life
comes fron ny Job"

123

1 2

2

3 4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

1 3

4

5

For me, mornlngs at work really fly by. 1

I usually show up for work a llbtle
earJ.y, to get t,hings ready.

The most inportant things that
happen to rne involve my work.

1

6

I

1

'1. Sonetimes I lie awake at night thinklng
ahead to the next dayts work.

Itn really a perfectÍonist, about my
l¡ork.

9. I feel depressed when I fa1l at something
connected wlth nry Job,

10. I have oÈher activltÍes rnore lmportant
than ny work.

1 1 . I live, eat, and breathe nry job.

12. Í. would probably keep working even
ff I didntb need the money

13" Qulte often I feel like staying home
from work lnstead of coming in.

1

1

1

1

3

3

1

4

4

3

3

1

2

2

2

4

4

2
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14. To me, my work is only a snall part of
who I an.

15. I an very ¡nuch lnvolved personally
ln my work.

16. I avold t,aking on extra duties and
responsibilltes fn ry work.

17. I used to be nore ambitious about
my work than f am now.

18. Most things in life are more import,ant
than work.

19. f used to care more about my work,
but now other things are more inportant
to ne.

1

4

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

3 4

4

1

1

1

1 2

20. Sometimes Ifd e t,o kick nyself for
fhe nistakes f make in my work. 2 3 4
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Append-ix D

The Multldlmensional Locus of Conüro1 Scale
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I P AND C SCALES

CODE NUMBER:

Directlons:

0n the next page fs a series of attltude statenents. Eaeh repre-
sents a commonly held opinlon. There are no right or wrong answers.
ïou wlll probably agree wÍth some ltems and dísagree with others. We
are interested fn the extent to r¡hÍch you agree or dlsagree v¡ith such
natters of opÍnlon.

Read each statement carefully. Then indicate the extent to which
you agree or disagree by cireling the number follor+ing each statenent.
The nunbers and their neanings are lndÍcated below:

If you agree strongly:
If you agree sonewhat:
If you agree sllghfly:

If you disagree slighbly:
If you disagree somewhat:
If you disagree strongly:

circle +3
circle +2
circle +1

circLe -1
circle -2
circle -3

First, lmpressÍons are usually best. Read each statement, decide
if you agree or disagree and the strength of your opinion, and then
cLrcle the appropriate number.
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I P ÂÌ,¡D C SCALBS

Stronery
P:¡¡agr€e

Disagree
Sæ*taù

s.lght.ly
Dlsagree

sli€htly
Agree

Agræ
Sæ^Ènt

Stroqgfy
Agr€e

lùetÌ¡er æ not I get to be a leader
deperìds mostly m ry abil{t}¡. -3

Îc a greab e<tent ny life is cor¡trolled
by accÍdentat frappenirgs. -3

l. I fee.L like tdeb hapeens fn ny lifÞ
fs mstly detemi¡red by po¡er{ìrl peçIe. -3

-¿

-¿

-2

-1

-1

-1

+1

+1

+1

+3

+3

+3

+2

+2

Ê.

i. ttæ-tlpr æ not- f get into a,qar
accident, deeends rcst1y cn trn gæd
a driver I an.

lù¡en I nake plans, I an almost certain
to mke ttm r{û*.

Offen there is rD clence of protecting
ny persoel interesbs flìcm bad luck
happenirgs.

lùen I get úat f wanL, itts usralJy
becar.rse lrn lucþ.

AltlÞq$ I nisht taw gæd abllity, I
ttlll not be girren leader$þ
repandbillty rdtrþLrt æpeafÍ¡¡S to
ü¡ose jû pæitlons of porer.

tb,l rarry fþj.ends f harc depends cn
t¡gr¡ nÍce a pwr I an.

l. f haræ ofter¡ fomd t¡Bb r.rhat is gging
to ÌEpp€n wilf h¡appen.

. W llfÞ ls dteflly conbnolted by
pcwedlrt otlærs.

t. ltrether cr no¿ f geb fnto a car
accjdent ls rcstly a nattæn of luck,

-3

-3

-3

-3

-3

-3

-3

+1

+3

+3

+3

+3

-2

-2

-2

+3

+3

+3

+3

+3

-1 +1

-1 +1

-1 +1

+1

-1 +1

-1 +1

-1 +l

+2

+¿

+2

+2

+2

x.

+2

+2

+2

-3

-2

-¿

-2

-2 1

-3 -1 +1
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st¡rcr¡glv
¡nsagf€e

Di.sagr€e
Scrq,t¡at,

S.lshttv
¡nsagr€e

SlishtrV
Agr€e

age
Scrærdst

SÞqgfy
AgF€e

13. Pecple lÍke nyself have very little
ctance of protecting o-r perscal
lr¡tere$,s hùer¡ tlæy ccnflict wilh
tåæe of strcrg press¡re gn qps.

i4. Itfs not alrr4¡s wise for æ to plan
tæ fbr aûæad because mr¡y ttrÍr¡gs
h¡n out to be a mtter of gæd or
had fæh:ne.

5. eietting úat I wanü rquires plea,sine
tåæe peçle above tIÞ.

6. thether cr not I get to be a leader
depends cn utettrer ltm lucþ ern€h
to be in tþ nÍght place at the right
ti.@. -3

7. If j4ortant peçIe were to declde bfæy
dÍdnft Ji.ke æ, I probabþ ræu.ldr¡tt
nake mr¡y fÌ'l-erds. -3

]" t can pretby m¡c}r determine HtEt wi1l
lapper¡ i¡ ny life. -3

). I an u,q:É'l]y able to protect nry

ærsan1 fntæsts. -3

). Iùetåer cr not I gBt into a car
accident d€p€nds mætly ø bbe otlpr
driver. -3

. Iìher¡ I get Éat I want, itts usnlly
because I e¡cri(ed lard fæ Íb. -3

l. In cr&r to taw ny ptans urcrk, I nake
s:r€ ttrEt üEy fÍt in l¿th tle desires
of peç)e r¡bo tave pcr.rer over tIe. -3

. lü lifþ ls dete¡sined by ny on acùfons. -3

" ftts chieffy a mtter of fate ¡¡læther cr
rpt f har¡e a few flri.erds tr narv fþierds" -3

-3 -2 -1

-3 -2 -1

-3 -2 -1

+1 +2 +3

+l

+1 +¿ +J

+3+2

+3

+3

+3

+3

+3

+3

+3

+3

+3

+2

+2

+2

+¿

+2

.a

+2

+2

+2

-2

-2

-2

-2

-2

-2

-2

-1

-1

-1

-1

-1

-1

-1

-1

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

-1 +1
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Appendix E

The Mùttidiméñ5iónar th Locus of Control Sca1e



1n

M]LC

Ihis Ís a questlonnaJre designed to ètærui¡e tte way fn $r?dch different peçle vis¡ certafn Íryctant
>alth-relat,d lss.lqs. Þct¡ itø ls a bellef sfatsnent with lrhich yq.¡ By agr€e cr ¿isag€e. BesLde eact¡ sta-
ænt is a scaLe r{trict¡ r?nges fþcn strongfy d:saer€e (l) ø strnngþ agr€e (6). Fbr ectr ita ræ ¡+cr¡Id like
u to cj¡ele the nder tlat rçresents tle exter¡t to $rhich ¡,ctr disagr€e cr agnee with the statænt. fte
re strcngly ]'q.¡ agr€e nith a statænt, then tfe higþer wÍlt be the r¡uúer yan cir"ete. the me stru¡gly you
'sa$r€e riith a st'atgnent, tten tt¡e k¡wæ wiIL be the ruòer yo: cirrcle. Plea,se mke s:re tfnb yor ansær
rcry itæ ard ttÊf yctt cireÞ srly one rn¡òer per ito. this i.s a E€equ€ of yctrr persctul beliefs;
rviorsly, tle¡.e are rn rigbt cr vrrcng ansh¡ens.

Please answe!" tàese ibæ carefì:Ily, but do not, pend tæ n¡dl tiæ q¡ any one itæ. As n¡ctr as
u can' tlîf to repcnd to each ita Írdependently. !ùren making yo:r ctoÍce, do not.be fnfluenced by ¡ror pre-
-o¡s dnices. f¿ is iryætant that' yor reçcnd accor"ding to yo.n ach.¡al beliefs ard not acccrdirig to ¡:n yor
eI ycr¡ dþr¡ld bel:ler¿e cr tpu¡ yor thirk we want yot to belier¡e.

Stru¡ery lbderately SfÍght1y Slightly lbderately Stru¡Sfy

If I gBt sick, it is nry orn bdavi.o.rr vfrich
detemÍ¡¡es hcr¡ sær¡ I get well again.

lt¡ mtte¡" s¡hat I do, lf I an goir¡g to get
sick, I vrttl get sÍck.

tþvirg rEgular cor¡tact with !y physÍcÍan is
tte best, wry fbr re to ar¡old Í-L[ness.

Mc$ thi¡Es that affecù ay lnalth teppen to
æ by accident.

lùrererær I donrt feel weLl, f shculd cqrs.¡lt
reOfca::V Þaj¡ed professloral.

I an in cs¡tnol of ry lrealth.

W fànify has a lot to Ò r{ith uy becdring
sick cr stâlri¡tg healthy"

Luek pla¡æ a bÍe part, fn deterddng hor
sø¡ I wIII recor¡er fYrm an illness.

Ilealt¡¡ professionals conbrl ny tæalft.

W epod tnalt¡¡ ls targely a mtten of good
forb.¡rn.

1

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

6

6

6

6

6

6

5

5

5

5

5

5

4

4

4

4

1

3

3

2

2

4

41

1

1

1

5

5

4

q

2

2

6

6

6

6

5

5

4

4

1 654
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2. 1tE @in thÍqg r¡t¡jctr affects rry fealth is
l¡lat I ryself do.

3. If I td<e ca¡e of nyself, f ean aroid
iltness.

l{. !ù¡en I recorær f}rcm an ilJne*s, itts uq'allt
beeuse otåer peçfe (fæ e<41e, doctcs,
nunses, fbnily, fhierds) tave been talcir¡g gæd
ca¡''- of ne.

>. Iþ mtter Í¡tst I do, Ifrn Ukely to get sfck.

i. ff ib's neant b þ, I wi-It stry healthy"

i'. If I take tle rigþt actions, f can stay
tealthy.

1 6

6

5

5

4

4

3

3

2

21

1

1

6

6

6

5

5

5

4

4

4

3

3

3

2

2

2

65432

l. Rqanùi¡g ny fealth j Í ean mly Ò rúEt ny-
doctc tæLls ne to Ò. 2 3 4 5 6
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Appendix F

The Minnesota Satisfactlon Questionnaire
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MINNESOTA SATISFACTION QUESTIONNAIRE

0n the following pages you will find statements about your pre-
sent Job.

Read each statenenb caref\I1y.

Declde how satisfied you feel about t,he aspeet of your Job
described by bhe statenent.

Keeplng the statement ln nind:

lf you feel that your job gives you more than you expected,
check the box under trVSr' (Very Satisfied);

lf you feel that your job gives you what you expecüed, check
the box under ilS. n (Satisfied);

1f you cannot make up your nind whethen or not the job gf.ves
you what you expeeted, eheek the box under nNrf (Neither
Satisfied nor Dissatisfied) ;

if you feel that your Job gives you less than you expected,
check the box under rDSrr (Dissatisfied).

Remember: Keep lhe statenent in mind when deciding how satisfÍed
you feel about that aspect of your job.

Do this for all statenents. Please anseler every iten.

Be frank and honest.
your present job.

Give a true pleture of your feeLlngs about

Tou nay feel that certain quesLlons relate to nloyalbyn e.g.
quesflon 10. For the purposes of the questlonnaire lt does not;
lre are only lnterested in how various categorfes of dl-satisfae-
tl.on relate to physlologlcal stress symptoms. Indeed we are nof
eoncerned wtth fndividual responses.

Note:
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Ask yourself: How satisfled am I wibh this aspect of my Job?

VS Eeans f an very satisfied wlth ùhis aspect of my job.
S means I an satisfied wÍth thfs aspect of ny Job,N neans r canrt decide whether r am satisfied or not l¡it,h this

aspect of ny Job.
DS neans I am dissatlsfied with this aspeet of ny Job.
VDS neans I am very dissatlsfied with this aspect of rny Job.

0n ny present job, this ls how I feel about... VDSDSNSVS

1 The chance to be of service to others.......... EEItrI
tIErl

EIE
2. The chance to try oub some of ny own ideas..o..

ls norally wrong......... o......... o o..... o. o o.

4. The chance to work by nyself ...o.......oo.

5. The variety in ny work ........o.....¡.....

6" The chance to have other workers look Lo me
for direction...3.o........¡r ...,.........

7. The chance to do the kÍnd of work that I
do bgst o . . . o . o . . . . . . . o o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o . . o . , . . . .

I

10. Ttre lray lqf supervisor and I understand each
Othgfc c c o s.. o c o c c.. c. c c c. c...... c c...... o..... o

1 1. My job securlty.... o.. o c... o.. o....... o. G. r. o o o

12" The a!¡ount of pay for the work I do..o..o.oo.3.

13. Tt¡e working conditÍons (heating, tighting,
venùllation, etc.) on this Job.....o.o.o...or.c

trIfI
tt trt
EtI
trItrI

trttrrE
trl
E
fl
trt

tf
tl
trt
trt
tf
tI

trl trl
tI trl

tl trr tl trt
The social position in bhe conmunity that
goes with bhe job...ô..............o.ô......... f] trl trItrI

9. The pollcles and practices tor¡ard ernployees
of bhis cOnpany. . .. . . . . . . . . . o . . o . . . . . o . . ... .. . o

tf fl trItrI

tr trt tf trr

fr tI trl f¡
tfLf
FfI

tf
tI
tftI trE
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14. The opportunities for advancement on this
Job.. . . .. .. .. o o . . . .. .. . ..

15. The technical rfknow-howrf of my supervi.soP......

16. The spirit of cooperation among ry co-vJorkers..

17. The chance to be responsÍble for planning
ny WOfkr.........o.... eoo.o....t

18. The rray I am notlced when I do a good iob.....o

19. Being able to see the results of work I do.....

20. The chance to be active nuch of the tine.......

21. The chance to be of service to peop1e...o...o..

22. The chance to do new and original things on

21. Being able to do thfngs that dontt go
against my religious beliefs......... o.. o... o..

24" The chance to l¡ork aLone on the iob......o.....

25. The chance to do different things from
tlng to timg...o..o.... o.... ...o.....

26" The chance bo tell other workers how to
do bhlngs.o..oo.... .............o.........

27. The chance to do work that is well suited
to my abilitigs..... ......................

28" The chance to be rsomebodytr ln the
comun1ty.o..oo.......o........o.. ...o..to

29. Conpany policies and the way ln which they
afe admlnistefed.. . . . . . . o o . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . o o. Ò c

30. The lfay !ry boss handles his men..o..o...oooo.oo

31. The gJay ny Job provides for a secure f\tture....

32. The chance lo nake as m.lch money as my

frLends .. o. . . c. o o.. c.... o..

If Ef trIE]E

trl
tI

trl
tl
trI
E

tf
tI

Etl
tr tf
tr trl

E
Tf
trI
trI
tI

E EEE
tr tl tr tI
trl tf trl tI
tr trl tI
tf trl tf
tt tr t-l
tr¡ trltrl
tI tr trl

tf tr trt tI
trI trItrItrI

E trI trItrItrI
T] trI trItrIE
E] trI trItrItrI
trr tf tf ff rI

fl tt tI
fl tf EI
tf tl tl

tl rJ ulJLl



33. The physical surnoundings where I work..r......

34. The chances of gettlng ahead on this job....... E]
35. fne competence of my supervisor 1n making

dgcisions...... ..... ......Ò.....

36. Ttre chance to develop close friendships
wit,h ny co-workers. ... ¡. o.. . . . o ......

37. The chance to nake decÍsions on ny os¡n..,.o....

38. tt¡e way I get full credit for the work I do.-..

39. Being able to take pride in a job well done....

40. Being able fo.do sonething much of ùhe ttne....

41. The chance to help people...................-..
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tf tr tr Ef
trr fi tf tf

tf EI tI rr rf
trItrItrI
trItrItrI
trttrrE
trttrItI
trt trr trl
tttrIrf

EtrI
ErI
tI trt
EtrI
tr rI
tf tI

42. The chance to try something dlfferent.....o.o..

43. Being abte to do things that dontt go agaÍnsü
ny conscience..3... G.... o.. o... o........... o...

44" The chance to be alone on the job........oo....

45" ttrg routine in my s¡ork.............oo....,.o...

46. THe chance to supervise other people

47. The chance to nake use of my besb abi11t,ies....

48. The chance to nrub elbowstr wlt,h lmportant
peOple.o... o c. Õ o. o... G.... ........... o.o.o

49. The way employees are inforned about company
polfCies. o............ o.. ¡.............. .. o..o.

50. The vray ny boss backs hls men up (with lop
managgment)... ......o....o?o...........ao.

51. The vJay ry Job provÍdes for steady employment..

52" How my pay conpares with bhaü for sinilar
Jobs 1n obher conpanies............o........,..

trl tf tf rf tI
tr tl
Efl
EtrI
EtI
trr tI

EN
fl trr

tf trt tI
Etltl
tI tf tf
ft trr El
Et ft tI

tf ft fl
trl ft tl

tI tI tf trr trr
ft trt Etrttrt

tI tt tf ft tf



53. The pleasantness of the working conditÍons..... E]
54. The $ray pronotions are glven out on this job... f]
55. The vray nry boss detegates work to others.o..... EJ
56. The frÍendri.ness of my eo-workers.............. E
57. The chance to be responsible for the work

of others . .. . . ... ..... ... .... ........ fI
58. The recognition f get for the work I do........ f]
59" neing able to do something wort,hwhile.. o....... f]
60" Being able to stay busy.....o.................. f]
61. The chance to do things for other people....o..

trt
tI
tI
trt

tI
fl
tf
tf
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trt trl trl
tf tr tI
tf tf tf
Etfrl

trt tI trt trt
tI tIrrE
tI tr rr tf
I] Etfrl
tr Et rf tr]
tf fl tf tI

tr tI tI
EtrIT]
tf tf tf
Et Ef tI
fI tf tI

62. The chance to develop new and belter ways to
do the job. "...... o..........,.......... o.... r.

66. The chance ùo telt people what do üo......oc.o.
67. The chance to do something ühat makes use of

my abilities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o c . . . . . . . . o . . o . o . o . . ,

71. Hol¡ steady ¡ry Job isn....o.o ............,.

72. My pay an the anount of work f do........ . . o...

tI
trl

63. The chance t,o do things that donrt harm other
peop Ìe . . . . . o ¡ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o . . o . . . . . . . . . . . . . t]

64. The chance to work independently of other...... fJ
65. ttle chance t,o do something different every A"y. f]

tf
tI

68" tne chance to be important in the eyes of
otherso" " ".... o........ -. o. o...-. o...o o.... - tI

69" The way company poricies are put into pnaetice. f]
70. Ttre vJay !y boss takes care of conplaints

brought to hfn by hts llgfl.... r c o ¡.. o a. o. . o. ! .,, fl
E
tl

E trIET]
E EIrIrl

I:]l:]fI
tf tf tl
trl EI trl

lr]
tI



73. The physical worklng conditions of the job.....

74. The chances for advancement on this job........

75. tne llay my boss provides help on hard pnoblems.

76. Tne way Dry co-workers are easy to make
friends with..............oô .......r......

77. The freedon to use ny own judgment.............

78" The way bhey usuaJ.ly tell me when I do
Ey Job welÌ.......o........ ...............

79. The chance to do ny best at al-I times..........

80. lhe chance to be rron the gott aII the tine......

othgr people.o... o....... c........ o..... o......

82" The chance to try lry ot{n net,hods of doing the
JOb..... o. . .. . . . . .... . .. o ... .. .. ... . ......

83. The chance to do the Job without feeling I
am cheating anyone¡......... ...,¡.........

84. ttle chance to work away from others ,....o,

85. Ttre chance to do nany different thlngs on
Èhe JOb.................... .........e

86. The chance fo t,ell others what to do...ccoo....

87. The chance to nake use of ny abilities and
Skillsr o............ c. e. o o ...... o. o.

rI tf tf tf rI
tr tl I]tl

tI EltrItI
trt tl

Tf
tI
E
rI trl
tI tl
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trt trl fl trt
Et tf tI rl
trI ttEtl

trt
trt
trI

fl
Ef
tI

EEE]
trItrIT]
rt Er tI
trt Ef rf
tI tt rf

to be of some snall service to

tI tI
88. ttre ehance to have a definite plaee in the

comunltyo...... Ò......... o.... o. '. o.... o...... fl tf
89. The way the conrpany treats it,s emproyees....... trl t]
90. The personnel relatlonship between my boss

and hls fllgtl ......o.o.....oo......o...o......... E t]
91. The way layoffs and transfers are avoLded

tf tI
ErI

tr tf tf
tf tr tI
trIttrI
trt tf tf
f¡ tf trt
tI trt tI
El tI trt

tI ü üuüln ny Job... G..... o...... o o..... o........ Go. o..
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92. How my pay conpares with that of other workers.

93. The working conditions......... o........ o......

94. My chances for advancemenb ..,........

95. The Þ¡ay my boss trafns his men.. o..... o o. o

96. Tne way ¡ny co-workers get along with each
Othgf.. o............ . o.... ..... o.. ¡......,

97. The responsibility of ¡ry job.. .....o...¡..

98. The praise I get for doing a good job..........

99. fne feeling of accompLishment f get from
the Jobo.........o....o,... .o....o.o.

tI ft
EtrI
tl trr
EtrI
rI tf
EI tI
ErI

tI tf tf
trr tI rI
tl fl tI
trI tf
tI tI tI
rf tI tf
tl Et Et

tl trt ET]EI
too.Being able bo keep busy atr bhe t1me..o........ f] tf E trI
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Appendix G

The l{ork and Fanlly Orlentation euest,ionnaire-Il
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}¡ORK AND FAI.{ILY ORTENTATTON IONNATRE

The forrowlng scare descrLbes attltudes towards various
situations related to the work place as well as to other situatfons.
Prease indieate whether you strongly agree, sllghtry agree, neither
agree nor disagree, srightry disagree, or strongly disagree with each
comment.

1 r would rather work in a situation where group effort ls stressed
and nore important rather than one in whl_ch ny lndÍviduar effort is
stressed.

A B c ED

Strongly
agrge

Sllghtly Ne it
e nor

agree Sllghtly SÈrongly
agree dls,agree dicagree

her
dis

2. r more often attempt dlffÍcult tasks thaf r an not sure r can do
Èhan easier üasks I belfeve I can do.

A EDcB

Strongly Sltghtty Nelther agree SUghtIy Stronglyagreee agree nor disagree disagree dlsagree

3. rt is very Ímport,ant for ne to do ny work as well. as r can everi lflt lsntft popular with my co-brorkers.

B

Strong]-y Slightly Neither agree SlightLy Strongly
agpee agree nor disagree disagree disagree

4. I would rather do something ab which I feel confident and relaxed
than so¡aebhing whieh 1s challenging and difficult.

A

EDcA

EDcB

Strongly
agree

SIlghlIy
agree

Neither agree
nor disagree

Stightly
disagree

Strongly
disagree
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5 r would rather l-earn fun games that most peopre know than a dif-ficult thoughb game.

A EDcB

Nelther agree Sllghüty Strongly
nor disagree disagree disagree

6. rf'r an not, good at sonething r r¡ould rather keep struggling to
masfer ft than n¡ove on to somethÍng I nay be good at.

ABCDE

Strongly
agree

Stlghtly
aSree

Strongly
agree

SIightly
agree

Neither agree Slightty Strongly
nor disagree disagree disagree

om-
petlons.

A B E

Strongly Slightly Neither agree Sltghtly Stronglyagree agree nor dÍsagree disagree dfsagree

8. when a group r belong to plans an aetivity, r would rather organizelt nyserf than have someone erse organize lt and just herp out,

ABCDE

Dc

Strongly
agree

Sllghtly NeÍbher agree Stightly SÈrongly
agree nor dlsagnee dfsagree dlsagree

9" once r undert,ake a task, r distike goofing up and not, dolng the
best Job I can

ABCDE

Strongly
agree

SIlghtLy
agree

Neither agree
nor disagree

Sltghtly
dÍsagree

Sürongly
disagree
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10. r thlnk more of the future than of the present and past.

EDcBA

Strongly
agree

Sllght,l-y Neit,her agree
agree nor disagree

Slightly
dÍsagree

Strongly
dfsagree

11. f hate losing more than I like winnlng.

ABC ED

Neither agree Sltghtty Strongly
nor disagree dlsagree dlsagree

12. r. l¡orry becauge ny success may cause others to disliks ¡ne.

ABCDE

St,rongly
agree

Sllghtly
agree

Neither agree S1ight1y Strongly
nor disagree disagree disagree

13. rt Ls Ímportant to me to perforn bebüer than others on a task,

ABCDE

Strongly
agree

Sltghtly
agree

Strongly
disagree

14. r feer thaf wlnnfng is very lmportant in both work and ganes.

Stnongly
agree

Slightly
agree

Neither agree
nor disagree

Stightly
disagree

EDcBA

St,rongly
agree

Slightly
agree

Neither agree
nor dlsagree

S1ÍghtIy
dlsagree

Strongly
disagree
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Appendix H

The Socia1 Support QuesÈionnaÍre
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SOCIAL SUPPORT QUESTIONNAIRE

INSTRUCTIONS

The following quesblons ask about people ln your environment who
provide you with help or support,. Eaeh question has two parts. For
the firsb part, rlst all the peopre you know, excluding yourself, whon
you can count on for help or support ln the r¡ânner descrfbed. Give the
personrs relaüionshlp to you (see exarnple). Do not list nore than one
person next to each of the Ietters beneath the question.

For the second part, cÍrcle how satisfied you are with the
overall support you have.

rf you have no support for a question, eheek the r¡ords nno onen,
buf sfill rate your leve1 of satisfaetion. Do not llst, rnore than nine
persons per question.

w1ll be kept confidential.

EXAMPLE

Ex) I'lho do you know whon you can trust with inforroation that could get,
you in trouble?

No one A) brother
B) friend
C) friend

How satisfied?

D)
D)
F)

father
employer

G)
H)
I)

very
satisfied

fairly
satisfied

a llt,tle
sat,is fied

a Iltt,le
dissat,isfied

fairly
dissatis ffed

very
dissatisfied

Noüe: 1. Tou nay list, nore than one brother, fniend, etc.
T 2. Do not use names or nilltary posltions.



1 l,lhom can you really count on to listen to you when you need to talk?
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2)fairly 1)very
dissatisfied dissatisfied

No one

2. How sabisfied?

6) very 5)fairly
satlsfied satisfied

6)very 5)fatrly
satlsfied satlsfled

1)
2)
3)

)
)
)

7
I
9

7
I
9

4)
5)
6)

4)
5)
6)

)
)
)

T
8

9

7
I
I

)
)
)

4)a Ittt1e
satisfied

3 )a l-itble
dissat,isfied

}Jho could you really count on to help you if a person whon you thought ¡ras
a good friend insulted you and told you thab he,/she dldntt want to see you
agafn?

No one 1)
2)
3)

- 4; '' Ho¡r sátísfied?

3

6)very S)fairty 4)a lÍttle 3)a llttle 2)rainty
satisfied satisfled satisfied dissatisfied dissaülsfied

4)a llttle
satisfied

3)a little
dissatis fied

2)falrly
dissatlsfied

1)verT
dissatisfied

l)very
dÍssatisfied

5. tlfiose llves do you feel that you are an Ínpontant part of?

No one 1)
2)
3)

4)

6" How satÍsfied?

6)verV 5)fatrly 4)a l:fttle 3)a ltttle 2)fairty t)very
satlsfied satisfied satisfied dissatisfied dissat,Ísfied .dissatisfied

þIhom do you feel would help you lf you were married and had Just, separaüed
fron your spouse?

No one 1)
2)
3)

8. How satLsfied?

)
)

5
6

4

5
6

)
)
)

7

)
)
)
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llhom could you really count on to heJ-p you out in s crisis situation, even
though they would have to go out of theln way to do so?

No one

10, How satisfied?

6)very 5)falrly
satisfied satisfied

6 )very 5 )fairly
satisfied sabisfled

15.

16. Hov¡ satisfied?

6)very 5)falrly
sallsfled satisfled

1)
2)
3)

)
)
)

7
I
9

7
I
9

4)
5)
6)

)
)
)

11. Whom can you talk wlth frankly, wÍthout having to wat,ch v¡hab you say?

No one

4)a lltt1e
satisfied

3 )a littte
dissatLsfied

3)a little
dissatisfied

3)a Itttle
dissatlsfied

2 ) fairly
dlssatisfied

2)fairly
dÍssatisfied

T)
8)
e)

2)fairty
dlssatlsfied

1)very
dissatisfied

4

5
6

1)
2)
3)

1)
2)
3)

1)
2)
3)

4)
5)
6)

-- -12.-- .-How satisffed? '

13"

6)verry 5)fafrrv 4)a tfttle 3)a rlt,tre 2)fairry r)verysatÍsfied satisfied satisfied dissatisfi-ed dissatÍsfied dissatÍsfied

lJho helps you feel that you truly have something posltive to contrlbute to
others?

No one

14. How satisfied?

)
)
)

7''
8)
9)

4)a tfttle
satisfÍed

1 )very
dissatisfied

1)very
dissatisfied

tlho can you really counl on to distract you from your l¡orries when youfeel under stress?

No one 4)
5)
6)

4)a lltble
saülsfied



17 " I'lho can you rearly count on to be dependable when you need herp?

No one

168

2)fairly 1 )very
dissat,isfied dissatisfied

1)
2)
3)

4
5
6

4
5
6

)
)

)
)
)

7
I
9

18. How satisfled?

6)very 5)fatrly
satisfied satisfied

19.

4)a llttle
satis fied

3)a llttte
dissatlsfied

lJhon could you really count on to help you out lf you had just been firedfron your Job or expelled from school?

No one 1)
2)
3)

)
)
)

)
)
)

7
I
9

20; - llow saüisfÍed?

6)very 5)fairly 4)a ]-:i.ttle 3)a litttesatisfied satisfied satisfled dissabisfied

21. With whon can you tot,all! be yourself?

2 ) fairly
dLssatisfÍed

1 )very
dissatisfied

No one

22, How satisfied?

fi)very 5)ratrly 4)a }i.tt,Ie 3)a tit,tle 2)fairtysatlsfied satisfied satisfied dissatisfied dlssabisfied

23" llhon do you feel really appreciates you as a person?

1)
2)
3)

1)
2)
3)

)
)
)

)
)
)

4

5
6

7
I
9

7
I
I

No one

2U. How satisfied?

6)very 5)fairly
sabisffed satisfied

4 )a Ilt,tle
satisfied

3 )a lttble
dissatlsfied

2 )fa1rIy
dissatlsfled

1 )very
dlssaLisfied

1 ) very
dissatisfied

4)
5)
6)

)
)
)
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25. l{hom can you really counb on to glve you useful suggestions thab help you
to avold making nisbakes?

No one

26" How satÍsfied?

27.

6)ver1y 5)fatrly 4)a little 3)a ltttle Z)fairty t)very
satisfied satisfied satisfied dissatlsfied dissatisfied dissatisfied

llhom can you eount on to listen openly and uncrltieally to your Ínnernost
feel:lngs?

)
)
)

7
I
9

7
I
9

4
5
6

1)
2)
3)

)
)
)

No one 1)
2)
3)

4)
5)
6)

28" How satisfied?

6)very 5)fairly ll)a llttle 3)a ltttle 2)fairly 1)very
satisfied satisfled satisfied dissatisfied dissatlsfied dissatisfied

29. l,lho r¡111 comfort you when you need it, by hording you in their arms?

No one 1)
2)
3)

30. How satlsfÍed?

31.

6)very 5)falrly 4)a little 3)a ltttle 2)faÍrty t)very
satlsfied sat'isfied satisfied dissatisfied dÍssatisfied dlssatisfied

Hhon do you feel v¡ould help lf a good frlend of yours had been in a car
accldent and was hospital.ized in serlous condit,lon?

32. How sabisfied?

7
I
9

4

5
6

)
)
)

6)very 5)fairly
satisfied saüisfied

3)a }ittle
dlssatisfied

2 ) fafrly
dissatlsfied

1 )very
dissatisfied

4)a Itttle
satÍsfied
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33. t|hom can you really count on to hetp you feel more relaxed when you are
under pressure or tense?

No one

34. Hors satisfied?

35.

6)very 5)fairrv 4)a rittre 3)a rittre 2)fairry 1)very
satisfied sabisfied satisfied dissatisfied dissatisfied dissat,isfied

I{hom do you feer wouLd herp lf a faraily nember very close to you died?

4
5
6

4)
5)
6)

1)
2)
3)

)
)
)

)
)
)

)
)
)

7
I
I

7
I
9

No one

36;- llow -satfsffed?

37"

6)very 5)fairly 4)a little 3)a Llttte 2)fairty t)very
satisfÍed sabisfied satisfied dissatisfied dissatisfied dissatisfied

!üho accepts you t,otalIy, including both your l¡orat and your best poÍnts?

No one

38" How satisfÍed?

1)
2)
3)

4)
5)
6)

1)
2)
3)

T)
8)
9)

7
I
9

39. l'lhon can you really count on to care about you, regardless of ¡¡hat, is hap-
penlng bo you?

6)very 5)falrry
satisfied satisfied

No one 1)
2)
3)

40. How satisfled?

6)very 5)fatrly
sat,isfÍed satisfied

4)a llttle
satÍsfied

3)a little
dissat,Ísfied

3)a tlttle
dlssatisfied

2)faÍrly
dissatisfied

2 ) fairly
dlssatisfied

1 )very
dissatisfied

1 )very
dissatis fÍed

4)
5)
6)

)
)
)

4 )a Ilt,tle
satlsfied



ll1. lJhon can you rearry count on to risten to you when you are very angry at
someone else?

Noone t) 4) T)2) 5) s)3) ei e)

How satisfied?

4 )a Iit,tle
satisfied

3)a little
dissatlsfied

2 ) faÍrly
dissatisfied
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1 )very
dissatisfied

u2.

4¡" Whom can you really count on to teII you , 1n a thoughüful nanner, when youneed to improve ln some way?

No one

6)very 5)falrly
satisfied satisfied

6)very 5)fainty
satisfied satisfied

No one 1)
2)
3)

No one 1)
2)
3)

48. How satlsfied?

6)very 5)falrty
sat,lsfled satLsfied

1)
2)
3)

4)
5)
6)

T,)
8)
e)

- 44. How sãtisflô¿?

45. lJhom can you really count on to help you feel better when you are feelinggenerally down-in-the-dumps?

4)a littte
satis fied

3)a littte
dis satis fied

3)a ltttle
dissatlsfied

2)fatrty
dissatisfied

2)fatrty
dissatisfied

1 )very
dissatis fied

1 )very
dissatÍsfied

q)
5)
6)

4)
5)
6)

7
I
9

7)
8)
9)

)
)
)

46. How safisfled?

6)very 5)falrly 4)a litil.e 3 )a tltrlesatisfied satisfied satisfied dÍssatlsfied

4T " lrltron do you feel truì.y loves you deeply?

4 )a Ittt,Ie
satisfied

2)fairty
dlssatlsfied

1 )very
dlssatÍsfied
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49. lrlhom can you count on to console you when you are very upset?

No one l)
2)
3)

50. How satisfied?

4)
5)
6)

)
)
)

7)
s)
e)

4)
5)
6)

7
I
9

6)very 5)falrly
satÍsfied satisfied

3)a littte
dissatisfied

2)fainly
dissatisfied

1 )very
dissatis fied

4)a littLe
satisfied

51. llhom can you rearry count on to support you in major decÍsions you nake?

No one 1)
2)
3)

52. How satÍsfied?

53 tfhom can you rearry count on to help you feeL betber when you are verylrrltabte, ready to get angry at, alnoit anything?

No one

6 )very
satis fied

5)fairly
satis fied

4)a Iittle
satis fied

4)a lftt1e
satisfied

3 )a little
dissatisfied

3 )a tlt,tle
dissatis fied

2 ) fainly
dissatisfied

7)
8)
9)

2 )fairly
dissatisfied

1 )very
dissatis fied

1 )very
dissatisfied

1)
2)
3)

4)
5)
6)

54. How satÍsfied?

6)very 5)fairly
satLsfied satisfied
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Appendix f

Demographic Data Form
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Slx-diglt ldentifieation numbers:

Please give the following lnformation:

1. Age

2. Rank

3. sex

4" Number of cigarettes smoked per day

5. A brlef statement of bot,al weekly exeercises

In addltion lndicate whether any near blood relatives have, toyour knowredge, suffered fron heart att,acks, stroke or any other car-
diovasculer disorders.

Yes No
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Appendix J

Medlcal Data Form
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¡/Rank:

Ì Selected Code Numbers (Six Otgits):

f agnee to allow the following tnfornation, taken from medical records by hospital
¡onneLr to be used as part of a study comeLating physlology neasures r¡ilh environnental

Signature:

1978 1979 1 980 1981 1982 1 983 1 984 1 985 1 986 1987 1 e88

ood Pressure:

tolic

Diastolic

rm Cholesterol Levels:

cose Intolerance:

Abnormalities:

Please enclose and seal this sheet, ln ühe envelope roarked Base Surgeon.
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Appendix K

Tables of Results
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AGE

1.00000 0.43924
0.0000 0.0003

0.43972 1.00000
0.0003 0.0000

-0.02606 -0.09481
0.8380 0.4561

RA SM EX HIS GEFT

AGE

RA

SM

EX

HIS

-0.02606
0.8380

-0.0948 1

0.456 1

1.00000
0.0000

0.00864
0.9460

0.06486
0. 61 06

-0.33535
0.0068

-0.13614
0.2834

-o.tzgsï
0. 307 5

0. 1 0847
0.39 36

0.02598
o. 8385

1 .00000
0.0000

-0.12261
0.3345

0.00892
0.9442

-0.02429
0.8489

-0.18490
o. 1 436

-0.16573
0. 1 906

-0.19233
0.1279

-0.07856
0.5372

0.12057
0.3426

0.11767
o. 35411

0.2u268
0.0533

0.00402
0. 974 9

-0.02927
0 . 8184

0.00864 0.06486 -0.33535 1.00000
0.9460 0.6106 0.0068 0.0000

-0.13614 -0.12958 0.10847 0.02598
0.2834 0.3075 0.3936 0.8385

0 .0832 1

0. 51 33

0.05580
0. 661 4

1.00000
0.0000

GEFT -.012261 0.00892 -0.02429 0.08321 o .05 580
0. 66140.3345 0,9442 o.84gg 0.5133

Jrs 0.27374 0.21211 -0.12336 0.10428 -0.13353
0.0286 0.0924 0.3315 0.4122 0.2928

GSAT 0.17602 0.28468 0.14137 0.13531 -0.08863
0.1641 0 .0226 0.2652 0.2854 0.4861

ISAT 0. 1 6344 0 .25661 0 .05 1 85 0 .25335 -0.07873
0. 1 969 0.0407 0. 684 1 0 .0434 0. 5363

ESAT 0.09660 0.2U174 0.15669 -0.02360 -0.11593
0.4q76 0.0543 0.2163 0.8532 0.3617

0.32192 0.12908 0.03883 -0.02025 0.1 1012
0.0095 0.3094 0.7606 0.8738 0.3864

-0.15246 -0.07368 -0.17588 0.32186 0.22372
0.229 1 0.5629 0.1645 0.0095 0.0756

-0.257 64 -0.24275 0. 1 1 533 0. 1 5845 0.03586
0.0398 0.0533 0.3642 0.2111 0.7785

-0.08317 -.019719 o.ll998 0.07261 0.01020
0.5135 0.1 183 0.3450 0.5686 0.9362

-0.17165 0.03530 -0.00136 0.06532 0.04831
0.1750 0.7818 0.9915 0.6081 0.7046

WP

lJl.¡

}JM

lIc

PS

Table 1 Pearson Product Monent Correlat,ions
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AGE

RA

SM

EX

HTS

GEFT

JTS

0.2737u
0.0286

0 .21211
0.0924

-0.12336
0. 331 5

0. 1 0428
0.4122

-0.13353
0.2928

-0.18400
o. 1 432

1.00000
0.0000

0.25778
0.0397

0. 37045
0 .002 6

0. 08336
0.5126

0.09582
0.4513

0. 16210
0.2006

0. 1 6463
0.1936

0.3034 1

0.01 lt8

-0.07704
0. 545 1

0.17602
0. 1 641

0.281{68
0.0226

0. 14137
0.2652

0.13531
0.2864

-0.08863
0.486 1

0.25778
0.0397

1 .00000
0.0000

0.9 1 482
0.000 1

0.86842
0.000 1

0. 1 5954
0.2079

-0.07212
0.57 12

0. 1 3850
0.2751

0.11442
0.3680

-0.0 1 825
0.8862

GSAT ISAT ESAT t{P }ÍI.I

0.16344 0.09660 0.32192 -0.152460.1969 0.4476 0.0095 0.2291

0.25661 0.24174 0.12908 -0.07368
0.0407 0.0543 o.3og4 0.5629

0.05185 0.15669 0.03883 -0.175880.6841 0 .2163 0.7606 0.1645

0.25335 -0.02360 -0.02025 0.32186
0.0434 0.8532 0.9737 O.OOg5

-0,07873 -0.11593 0.11012 0.22372
0.5363 0.3617 0.3864 0.0756

-0.16573 -0.19233 -0.07856 0.12057 0.11767
0"1906 0.1279 - 0.5372 0.3426 O.3544

JIS

GSAT

ISAT

ESAT

0.37045 0.08336 0.09582 0.16210
0.0026 0.5126 0.4513 0.2006

ltP

t{t¡

WM

t{c

PS

0.91482 0.86842 0.15954
0.0001 0.0001 0.2079

0.00000 0.62205 0.13634
0.000 0.0001 0.2827

0.62205 1.00000 0.07158
0.000'l 0.0000 0. 5741

0.13634 0.07158 1.00000
0.2827 0.574 1 0.0OOO

0.05637 -0.22275 -0.05437
0.6582 0.0769 0.6696

0.15546 0.0T957 -0.02418
0.2199 0.5320 0.8496

0.10087 0.06418 -0.09126
0.4277 0.61 44 0.4733

-0.04846 -0.00066 -0.07533
0.7037 0.9959 0.5488

'o.oTztz
0.57 12

0.05637
0.6582

-0.22275
0.0769

-0.05437
0. 6696

1.00000
0.0000

0.52700
0.000 1

0.24103
0.0550

0.02912
0.819 3

Table 1 (Contlnued)
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SS

AGE

0.03189
0.8025

0.19395
0.1256

-0.035 1 0
0.783 1

-0.01694
0.8943

RA

0.24694
0.0492

0.23632
0 .060 1

-0.094 1 7
0.4592

-0.1 57 1 1

0.2150

HIS

-0.07377
0.5624

-0.09\26
0.4588

0.29132
0.01 95

-0.20260
0. 1 084

GEFT

0.07243
0. 5695

0.09 1 79
0.4707

MLC-I

MLC-P

MLC-C

SM EX

-0.22248 0 .21779
0.0772 0.0838

0.05730 -0.001 37
0.6529 o.gg14

0.05679 -0. 1 4092
0.6558 0.2667

0.01808 -0.24869
0.8872 0.0475

0.09838
0.4393

MHLC-I 0.24346
0.0526

MHLC-P -0.04181 -0.13248
' ' 0;7429' '0 ¿2967

MHLC-C -0.21258 -0.01528
0.0917 0.9046

SBP 0.001 32 -0.1 1 659
0.9918 0.3589

DBP -0.03908 -0.14135
0.7592 0.2652

c1 0.07018 -0.09929
0.5816 0.4351

PR 0.73u22 0.16979
0.0001 0.1798

TR -0.02304 0.04125
0.8566 0.7462

JAS-AB -0.07751 0.01925
0.5\26 0.8800

JAS-J 0.03850 0.28512
0.7626 0.0224

JAS-H -0.06591 -0.04662
0.6049 0.7145

-0.00554 -0.08932
0.9654 0.4828

0.04022 0.1gqg6 -0.05209
0.752\ 0.1226 0.6827

-0.00687 0.05470 0.04198
0;9570 - 0.6677 " 0;7419

0.08954 -0.05969 0.01434
0.4817 0.6394 0.9105

-0.21418 0.08798 0.04680
0.8892 0.4894 0.7134

-0.21960 -0.01790 0.12819
0.0812 0.ggg4 0.3217

0.04295 -0.17194 -0.02289
0.7361 0.1743 0.8575

0.07555 -0.07931 -0.074830.5529 0.5333 0.5567

-0.20208 -0.0201 6 -0.09929
o.1og3 0.8744 o.43sl

0.08799 0.16152 -0.04208
0.4893 0.2023 0.7413

-0.10372 0.19662 -0.14697
0.41117 0. 1 194 0.2U65

-0.03271' 0.23486 0.03985
0.7975 0.0617 0.7546

-0.06488 0.14744 -0.09010
0.6105 0.2450 0.4789

0.21466
0.0885

0.25\56
0.0424

- 0.03857
0.7622

0.13177
0.2993

0.067 1 4

0. 598 1

- 0 .02200
0.8630

0 .0690 1

0. 5879

-0.08408
o. 5089

-0. 1 3868
0.2744

0 .067 17
0. 5980

0.09719
0.4449

0 .00480
0.9700

0. 1 7849
0.1582

-0.05908
0.6429

JAS.S
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-0.12519
0.3243

0.08200
0. 5195

-0.23113
0.066 1

-0.1 5428
0.2235

0 .04240
0. 7394

0.30129
0 ¡ 0'l 55..

0.06129
0.6304

0.18819
0.1364

0.23620
0 .06 02

SS

MLC.I

MLC-P

MLC-C

MHLC-T

JAS-J

JAS.H

-0.33280
0.0072

0. 1 3077
0.3030

0.08659
0.4963

-0.22624
0.0722

0.13774
0,2777

-0.06264
0.6229

0.05878
0. 6445

0 .05788
0. 6496

0.14379
0.2570

0.21072
0.0947

-0.05647
0.657 6

0.4 1 842
0.0006

0.422t+0
0.0005

0.39866
0.001 1

0.391{47
0.001 3

0.10952
0.3890

0.12540
0.3235

-0. 1 8332
0. 1 471

0.00572
0.9642

-0.005 1 6

0.9677

0 .09928
0.4 351

-0. 1 0362
0.4152

-0.06169
0.6282

0 .02070
0.871o

0.22001
0.0807

-0.09912
0.4359

-0.12556
0.3229

0 .04087
0. 74 85

-0.05489
0. 6666

-0.27614
0.0272

0.05838
0. 6468

0.03332 0.01 387 0.04333
0.7938 0.9 140 0.7339

-0.00175 0.03268 -0.072560.9890 0.7977 0.5688

-0.1 og34 -0.1 1 1 56 -0.03667
0.3898 0.3802 0.7736

-0.03840 -0.12778 0.07897
0.7632 0.31 43 0.5351

-0.07245 -0.03238 -0.14824
0.5694 0.7995 0.2424

0. 1 1 636 0.029 18 0. 1 6343
0.3598 0.8189 0.1969

0.03380 0.01837 0.02217
0.7909 0.8855 0.8619

-0.14498 -0.1 1846 -0.1 5139
0.2530 0.3¡l 2 0.2324

-0.081{92 -0.07786 -0.05490
0.5046 0.5408 0.667 1

0.07190 0.05390 0.03678
0.5723 0.6723 0.7729

-0.0779 1 -0.07026 0.03027
0.5406 0.5812 0.9123

0.14179 0.20418 0.01 1 17
0.2637 0.1056 0.9302

0.36386 0.38045 0.28836
0.0031 0.0019 0.0208

0.1402r.r 0.24755 -0.047310.2690 0.0486 0.71 05

0.08990 0.07075 o.og8g1
0.4799 0.5785 o.43Og

MHLC-P 0.20120 -0.13\62 -0.16028 -0.06656 -0.09814

MHLC-C

SBP

DBP

CI

PR

TR

JAS-AB

0.03 1 01

0. 8078

0.19595
0 .1207

0.21144
0.0935

-0.13707
0.280 1

0.q3855
0.0003

0.06025
0. 63 63

JAS-S
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WM t.¡c PS

-0.08317 -0.17 165
0.5135 0.1750

SS MLC-I MLC-P

AGE

RA

SM

EX

HIS

-0.25764
0 .0398

-0.2\275
0.0533

0.03189
0.8025

0.2469\
0.0492

-0.22248
0.0772

0.21779
0.0838

-0.07377
0.542\

-0.33280
0.0072

0.03332
0.7938

0.0 1 376
0. 9140

0 .04333
0.7339

0.10952
0.3890

-0.12519
0.3243

-0.12088
0.3413

-0.40272
0.001 0

0.16691
0.1874

0.19395
0.1246

0.23632
0 .060 1

0.05730
0.6529

-0.001 37
0. 99 14

-0.09426
0.4588

0 .13077
0.3030

-0.001 75
0.9890

0.03268
0.7977

-0.07256
0. 5688

0. 1 2540
0.3235

0 .08200
0. 51 g5

0.01079
0.9325

0. 1 3888
0.2737

0.27112
0.0302

-0.03510
0. 783 1

-0.094 1 7
0.4592

0.05679
0. 6558

-0.14092
0.2667

-0.29 132
0.0195

0.09838
'0 ¡ 4'393

0.08659
0.4963

-0. 1 0934
0.3898

0.1 5845
0 .2111

0.03586
0.7785

cEF T 0.2\268
0. 0533

JIS 0. 1 6463
0. 19 36

GSAT 0. 1 3850
0.2751

ISAT 0. 1 5546
0.2199

ESAT 0.07957
0.5320

-0.024 1 I
0.8492

0.52700
0.0001

1 .00000
0.0000

0.45959
0.0001

0. 1 5509
0.2211

-0.19719 0.03530
0.1183 0.7818

0.1 1 1gg8 -0.00136
0.3450 0.9915

0.07261 0.06532
0.5686 0.6081

0.01 020 0.04831
0.9362 0.7046

0.00402 -0.029270.9749 0.8184

0.30341 -0.07704
0.0148 0.5451

0.1 1442 -0.01925
0.3680 0.8862

0.10087 -0.04946
0.4277 0.7037

0.06418 -0.00066
0.61 44 0.9959

-0.09126 0.07633
0.4733 0.5488

0.24103 0.02912
0.0550 0.8193

0.45959 0.1 5509
0. 0001 0 .2211

0.07243 0.09 179
0.5695 0'4707

0.1 1 533
0.36t+2

-0.1 1 1 56
0.3802

þJP

t'll,j

WM

I.¡c

PS

1.00000
0.0000

0 .04589
0.7188

0.04589
0 . 7188

'l .00000
0.0000

0.03667
0.7736

-0.18332
0. 1 471

-0.23 1 1 3
0.066 1

-0.14132
0.2653

0. 14717
0.2459

-0.19816
0. 1 165
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MLC-C MHLC-] MHLC-P MHLC-C SBP DBP

-o. o 39oB
0.7592

-0.14135
0.2652

-0.21960
0.0812

AGE

RA

s"f

EX

HÏS

-0.0 1 694
o. 8943

-0.157 11

0.2150

0.0 1 808
0.8872

-0.24869
0.0475

-0.20260
0. 1 084

-0.22624
0.0722

-0.03840
0.7632

-0.12778
0.3143

0.07897
0. 535 1

0.00572
0.9642

-0.1 5428
0.2235

-0.18395
0 .1457

0.24346 -0.04181 -0.21259 0.00132
0.0526 0.7429 o.091z 0.9918

0.21466 -0.13248 -0.01529 -0.116590.0885 0.2967 0.9046 0.3589

0,04022 -0.00687 0.09954 -0.214190.Tszu 0.9570 0.4817 0.0992

0.19496 0.05470 -0,05969
0.1226 0.6677 0.6394

GEFT 0.25456 -0.03952 0.j31TT 0.06215 _0.02200 0.06901

JIS

0.05209 0.04198 0.01434 0.04680 0.12819
0.6827 0.7419 0.91 05 0.7134 0.3127

0.13774 0.20120 -0.06264 0.05878 O.O57g8
0.2777 0.1 109 0.6229 0.6445 o.6qg6

-0.07245 -0.13462 0.11636 0.03390 -0.144980.5694 0.2889 0.3599 0.7909 0.2530

-0.03238 -0.16028 0.02918 O.O1B37 -0.1 1946
0.7995 0.2058 0.8189 0.9855 0.3512

-0.14824 -0.06656 0.16343 0.02217 -0.151390.2424 0.6013 0.1969 o.g61g 0.23/1

-0.00516 -0.09814 0.09928 -0.10362 _0.06169
0.9677 0,4404 0.43sr 0.1{152 0.6282

0.28055
0.0247

0.08798 -0.01?90
0.4894 0.8884

0.06129 0.18819 0.23620
0.6304 0.1364 0.0602

-0.12008 0.26928 0.24931
0.3446 0.0311{ 0.0479

0.05297 0,00595 0.03603
0.6777 0.9628 0.7775

0.04275 0.04215 0.06311
0.7373 0.7408 0.6203

GSAT

ISAT

ESAT

l,lP

ItIt.I

Wl,f

lJc

PS

-0. 1 41 76
0.2638

0.04240
0.7394

0.03454
0.7865

0.06552
0. 6070

0.08299
0. 5144

0.18526
0.1417

0.30129
0.01 55

0.30854
0.0131

-0.12752
0.31 53
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I,JM t{c PS

0.16691
0.1874

0.27112
0.0302

-0.19816
0.1165

-0.12752
0.3153

0.08299
0.5144

0 .28055
0.02,+7

SS MLC-T MLC-P

SS -0. 1 2088
0.3¡J 13

0.0 1 079
0.9325

-0.14132
0.2653

-0.18395
0.1457

0.03454
0. 7864

0.18576
0.1417

-0.40272
0.0010

0. 1 3888
0.2737

0.147 17
0.2459

-0.14176
0.2638

0.06552
0. 6070

0.30854
0.013 1

1.00000
0.0000

0 .04324
0.734q

-0.277\6
0.0264

-0.1 1 645
0.3595

-0.030 1 3
0.8132

-0.21250
0.0918

0.04324
0.7344

1.00000
0.0000

-0.23633
0.0601

0.37948
0.0020

-0.02762
0.8285

-0.27746
0.0264

MLC-I

MLC-P

MLC.C

MHLC-I

MHLC-P

-0. 1 3443
0.289 6

-0. 1 34q3
0.2896

1.00000
0.0000

0.35356
0.0042

-0.04560
0.7205

0.23796
0.0583

SBP

DBP

CL

PR

TR

MHLC-C -0.12008
0.31{46

0.26928
0.0314

0.2483 1

0.0479

0.05082
0.6901

0.057 17
0. 653 6

0.15327
0.2260

0.26809
0.0322

JAS-J 0.04734
0. 71 03

JAS-H 0.39734
0.0012

0.07968
0. 5314

0.05297
0.6777

0.00595
0.9628

0.03603
0.7775

0.06094
0.6324

-0.00478
0.970 1

-0.14142
0.2650

0.38040
0 .001 g

0. 10910
0.3908

0.54836
0 .000 1

0.22781
0.0702

-0.12643
0.3195

-0.21225
0.0922

-0.18420
0. 1451

-0. 1 5435
0.2233

0 .0645 1

0.6126

-0.05 1 42
0. 6865

0.12774
0.3 144

o.03706
0.7713

0. 12168
0.3382

-0.12739
0.3158

0.29667
0.01 73

0 .03996
0.7539

0.04314
0.7350

0.27725
0.0266

0.06691
0. 5ggl{

0.00653
0. 588q

-0. 1 9664
0.1194

-0.10499
0. 40 g0

-0. 1 1 0gg
0.3826

o. 1 4653
0.2479

0.04275 0.11936
0.7373 0.3475

0.04215 -0.23376
0.7408 0.0630

0.0631 1 -0.19607
0.6203 0.1205

-0.02373 -0.10515
0.8523 o.40g3

-0.13061 -0.06803
0.3036 0.5933

0.05043 -0.01668
0.6923 0.8959

-o.021oB -o.z42jo0.8682 0.0535

0.'t7022 -0.00005
0.'t787 0.ggg7

0.13946 -0.24909
0.27 17 0.0472

-0.1 5940 -0.24354
0.2083 0.0525

JAS-AB

JAS-S
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-0.1 1645
0.3595

-0.23633
0.0601

0.35356
0.0042

1 .00000
0.0000

-0.22474
0.0742

0.1 1918
0. 34 83

0.33036
0.0077

-0.0334 3
0.7931

-0.13101
0. 302 1

0.13031
0.3048

-0.01672
0. 8957

0.04947
0.6978

-0.17147
0 .17 55

-0.17310
0.1714

-0.03013
0 . 8132

0.37948
0.0020

-0.04560
0.7205

-0.22474
0.0742

1.00000
0.0000

0.20302
0. 1 076

0.0406 1

0. 7500

-0.21250
o .0918

-0.02762
0.8295

0.23796
0.0583

0.11936
0. 3l{ 75

-0.23376
0,0630

-0.21225
0.0922

0.03996
0.7539

- 0.03343
0.7931

0.17391
0.1 693

0.0875 1

0.4917

0 .0654 1

0 .607 6

0.12584
0.3218

DBP

-0.19607
0.1205

-0.18420
0. 1451

0.043 1 4
0.7350

-0.13101
0.302 1

-0.0121 5
0. 924 1

0.08332
0.5127

-0.04750
0.7094

0.677 17
0.000 1

1.00000
0.0000

o.29o03
0.0201

0.27899
0.0256

0.18751
0. 1 378

0 .09700
0.4q58

-0. 1 0457
0.41 09

0.11312
0.3735

0.07884
0.5358

MLC-C MHLC-I MHLC-P MHLC-C SBP

ss

MLC-T

MLC-P

MLC-C

MHLC-T

MHLC-P

JAS-J

JAS-H

0.11918
0.3483

-0.12643
0.3195

0.29667
0.01 73

0.33036
0.0077

- 0. 38283
0.0018

0.31896
0.0'l 02

-0.1 0623
0.4035

0.01932
0.8795

-0.11125 1.00000
0.3815 0.0000

-0.1 1 125
0.38 1 5

0 .19 152
0.1295

0 .03253
0.7986

SBP

DBP

CL

PR

TR

'-0.38283'- . 
0.31896' '--r.00000 

-o .1oogz0.0018 0.01 02 0.0000 0.4275

0.1739 1 0.08751 -0.10092 1.oO0oO
0.1693 0.4917 0.4275 0.0000

-0.01215 0.08332 -0.04750 0.677 17
0.924'r 0.5127 0.7094 0.0001

-0.17310 0.20260 0.29187 0.13472
0.1714 0.1084 0.0193 0.2885

0.17342 0.05121 -0.14309 o.2gg77
0. 1 706 0. 6878 0.2593 0. 01 65

0.06893 -0.0427 1 -0.13335 0.32763
0.588q 0.7376 0.2835 0.0082

JAS-AB

-0.059 19

0.6422
0.1224u 0.23 190 -0,04612 o.0g376
0.3351 0.0653 0.7174 0.5105

0.15028 0.33478 0.05197 0.19069
0.2359 0.0069 0.6834 0.1312
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JAS-AB JAS-J JAS-H JAS.S

AGE

RA

SM

EX

HIS

0.070r8 0.73422 -0.023040.5816 0.0001 0.9566

-0.09929 0.16979 0.04125
0.43E1 0.1798 0.7462

0.04295 0.07555 -0.202080.7361 0.5529 0.1093

-0.17194 -0.07931 -0.020160.1743 0.5333 0.9744

-0.02289 -0.07rr83 -0.099280.8575 0.556T 0,4351

c¡r'T -0.08408 -0.13968 0.06717
0,5089 0.27uu 0.5990

JIS 0.14379 0.21072 -0.05647
0.2570 0.0947 0.6576

GSAT -0.08492 0.07190 -0.077910.5046 0.5723 0.5406

rsAT -0.07786 0.05390 -0.070260.5408 0.6723 0.5912

ESAT -0.05480 0.03678 O.O3O27
0.6671 0.7729 0.9123

0.02070 0.22001 -0.09912
0.8710 0.0807 0.4359

0.05838 0.03lol o.19595
0.6468 0.8078 0.1207

0.05082 0.057 17 0.15327
0.6901 0,6536 0.2266

o.060g4 -0.00478 -0.14142
0.6324 0.9201 0.2650

-0.02373 -0.13061 0.05043
0.8523 0.3036 0.6923

-0.07751
0.5427

0.01925
0.8800

0 .0879 9
0.4893

0.16152
0.2023

-0.01{208
0.7413

0,09719
0.4449

0.418112
0.0006

0.1\179
o.263T

0.20418
0. 1 056

0.01 1 17
0.9302

-0.12556
0.3229

0.21144
0.0935

0.26809
o-o3zz

0.38040
0.0019

-0.02 1 08
0. 8687

0.0385 0
0.7626

0.28512
0.022\

-0.06591 -0.0055t1
0.6049 0.9654

-0.04662 -0.09932
0.7145 0.4828

}JP

t'¡[.J

l'¡M

t'lc

PS

-0.10372 -0.3271 -0.06488
0.41 47 0.7975 o. 61 05

o .19662 0.23486 o. 1 4744
0.1 194 0.0617 o.2U5o

-0.14697 0.o3gg5 -0.ogo1o0.2465 0.7546 0.4789

o.oo480 0.17849 -o.o5go8
0.9700' -0.1582 -0;6429 --

0.42240 0.39866 0.39447
0.0005 0.001 1 0.0013

0.36386 0.14024 0.08990
0.0031 0.2690 0.4799

0.38045 0.24755 0.07075
0.0019 0.0496 0.5795

0.28836 -0.01{731 0.09891
0.0208 0.71 05 0.4368

0.04087 -0,05489 -0.276140.7485 0.6666 0.0272

-0.13707 0.43844 0.06025
0.280'l 0.0003 0.6363

0.04753 0.39734 0.07968
0.7103 0.0012 0.5314

0. 10910 0. 5r.l836 0 .22791
0.3908 0.0001 o.o702

0.17022 0.1391{6 -0.159400.1787 0.2717 o.2Og3
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TR JAS-AB JAS-J JAS-H JAS-S

SS -0.10515
0.4083

MLC-r -0.15435
0.2233

MLC-P 0.27725
0. 02 66

MLC-C 0.13031
0.3048

MHLC-P 0.20260
0, 1 084

MHLC-C 0.2g1gT
0.0193

SBP 0.13472
0.2885

DBP 0.29003
0.020 1

CL 1 .00000
0.0000

PR 0.51615
0.000 1

TR 0.14018
0.2692

JAS-AB-0.17117
0 .17 62

JAS-J -0.14800
0.2432

JAS-H -0.04919
0.6995

JAS-S -0.07312
0. 5658

-0.06803
0. 5933

0.0645 1

0.6126

0.0669 1

0.5994

-0.01672
0.8957

0.05121
0. 6878

-0.01 668
0.8959

-0.05 1 42
0.6865

0.00653
0.9592

0.0t]947
0. 6978

0.0689 3
0.5884

-0.0427 1

0.7376

-0.24250
0.0535

o .12774
0.3144

-0.19664
0. 1 1gl{

-0.17 147
0.1755

0.20302
0. 1 076

0.19152
0.1295

- 0. 00005
0.9997

o. o3706
0.77 13

- 0. 1 0499
0.40 g0

-0.17310
0.1714

0 .0406 1

0.7500

0.03253
0.7986

0 .019 32
0.8795

0.12584
0. 3218

-0,1 0457
0.1{ 1 0g

-0. 1 4800
0.2432

-0.05678
0. 6559

-0.24909
0.0472

0. 121 68
0.3382

-0.1 1 0gg
0.3826

-0.059 1g

0.6422

0.12244
0.335 1

0.23 1 80
0.06 53

-0.046 1 2
0.7174

0.08376
0. 51 05

0 .1 1312
0.3735

-0.049 1 9
0. 6995

-0.08290
o. 51 49

o .063q 3
0. 6185

0.62207
0.000 1

0.24328
0.0527

1.00000
0.0000

0.21763
0.084 1

-0.21{354
0.0525

-0.12739
0.3158

0. 1 4653
0.2479

- 0.0996 1

0.4330

0, 1 5028
0.2359

0.33478
0.0069

0.05 1 97
o. 6834

0.19069
o.13tz

0.07884
0. 5358

-0.07312
0.5658

-0.07t{ 36
0.5593

-0.13365
0.2924

0.62001
0"0001

0.17579
0. 1 647

0 .217 63
0.084 1

1.00000
0.0000

MHLC-r -0.17310 0.17342
o.t7 t4 0. 1 706

-0. 1 4309
0.2593

0.29877
0 .01 65

0.27899
0.0256

0.51 61 5
0.000 1

1 .00000
0.0000

0.17526
0. 1 660

-0. 1 0960
0.3886

- 0.05678
0.6559

-0.08290
0.5149

-0.07436
0. 5593

0.070 1 7
0. 581 6

-0.13335 -0.10623
0.2935 0.4035

0.32763 0.06541
0.0082 0.6076

0.18751 0.09200
0.1379 0.4418

0.14018 -0.17117
0.2692 0.1762

0.17526 -0.10960
0.1660 0.3996

1.009000 -0.17446
0.0000 0.1690

-0.17446 1.0oooo
0.1 680 0.0000

0.07017
0. 581 6

0.06343
0. 6185

-0. 1 3365
0.2924

Table 1

0.30495
0.01 43

0.62207
0.000 1

0. 62001
0.000 1

0.30495
0 .01 43

1.00000
0.0000

0.24328
0.0527

0.17579
0. 1 647

( continued )
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FACMR FÁC1DR FACÏCR FÁCTICR FACTOR

IIITTIVV
FACTOR FACTOR FAC1OR FACTICR

xD(VIIVII FAClOR

vtn
ÆE 0.076
RA 0.m
s't 0.145
E( 0.116
HIS -0.121cEF.r -0.119Jrs 0.206
GSAT 0.959
rsAr 0.856
ESAI 0.881
}lP 0.129
I'Jl.¡ -0.159hD,t 0.159
I,¡c 0.056
PS -0.004ss 0.068
MLC-I -0.112Mr,c-P -0.145
MLC-C -0.0æMHrX-r -0.141
MHLC-P -0.2æ.
MHL,C-C 0.101
sæ 0.0R
DP -0.1p
cL -0.156
m 0.004
JAS-J 0.503
JA$H 0.110
JAS-S 0.0n

-0.134 0.025
-0.188 -0.106
0.054 -0.21t0
0.249 -0.050
0.066 0.114
0.183 0.015
0.rt05 0.62
0.086 -0.049
o.Nt -0.067

-o.0æ 0.003
-0.026 -0.045
0.730 0.1611

0.732 0.246
0,701 =0.1ø0.062 0.061

-0.347 -0.248
0.243 -0.323

-0.071 0.042
-0.173 -0.020
0.0w 0.069
0.318 0.071

-0.042 {.136
0.046 0.Ðo
0.117 0.826
0.120 0.316
0.108 0,4911

0.014 0.053
0.748 0.012
0.115 0.093

-0.128 0.909
-0.12t 0,585
-0.03{ -0.079
-0.126 -0.012
0.037 -0.068

-0.002 0.021
0.018 0.4t/
0.043 0.12

-0.005 0.160
0.098 -0.010
0.137 0.56
0.096 -0.0p

-0.081 -0.244
0.oz| -0.071
0.042 4.073
0.051 -0.005

-0.330 0.gz
0.339 0.008
0.387 -0.059

-0.61111 0.312
0.q68 0.002
0.799 -0.047

-0.106 -0.054
0.071 0.003
0.604 0.203

-0.ogT -0.047
-0.115 0.109
-0.08+ 0.0æ
-0.051 -0.1@

-0.019 -0.051 -o.160
0.245 -0.138 0.180
-0.742 0.1611 0.67
0.705 0.112 0.001

-0.059 0.790 -0.011
o.o6 0.030 0.033
0.063 -0.1J10 -0.051
-0.026 0.028 -0.0380.108 0.024 -0.1ül
-0.134 -0.066 0.0?
-0.071 0.398 0.047
0.341 0.17{ -0.62

-0.040 0.076 0.1æ
-0-2tl -0¡045 '0;G54

0.006 0.076 0.æ4
0.539 0.065 0.248

-0.09.t -0.109 0,43r
-0.26 -0.R3 -0.174
-0.194 -0.328 -0.26
-0.017 -0.114 0.173
-0.008 -0.024 0.339
0.014 0.004 0.13S
0.045 -0.001 o.o4
0.015 0.137 -0.002

-0.188 -0.185 -0.051
0.139 -0.433 0.063

4.215 -0.124 0.348
0.1æ -0.016 0.0æ
0.099 -0.059 -0.101

0.039
-0.047
-0.045

0.151

-0.02.
-o.056

0.456
0.0û7
0.003

-0.003
-0.234
{'136
-0.133
0.æ7

-o.o8z
-0.¡83
-0.133
-o.3zu
-0.0m
0.150
0.458
0.1m
0.150
0.035

-0.1p
-0.3ET
0.42
0.2a7
0.800

-0.068
-0.008
0.026
0.037
0.002
0.86t+

-0.313
-0.066
-0.161
0.049
0.25

-0.020
0.'loLl

-0;CI71

-0.037
0.041

-0.008
0.162
0.fi1

-0.003
0.119
0.153
o.o3s

-o.oq7
4.276
0.059
0.016
0.116

-0.061

Variance
Eælajred 3.118 e.883 2.224 2.161 1.996 1.%O 1.973 1.593 1.534 1.42.

Ibble 2 Rotated (VarlnÐr) Fäctcr pattern
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FACTM UI FASIW \TII FACIffi 1TIII

Social Field

fupport Deperderce Ty€rìd

FACIOR V

Job

Erperialce

T'JC

SS

ü¡,r

JIS

hil'J

MILÈP

M]LÈI

MiLc-C

}LC-I

l"Lc-P

HIS

Ð(

94

WP

RA

PS

MFI

TR

¡,f,Gc

.7u

.638

.619

.*5

.559

.538

.\Jt

.503

.\zt

-.751

-.738

-.523

428

.452

.756

-.713

.686

.66

lable 3 Sorted Rotated (Va^simx) Fäctor

Pattern - Reduced Data.

.820

_.6w

.886

.891

.899

.4S454

Variar¡ce 2,\78

Brplained

1.984 1.788 1.6W 1.441 1.433 i.393 1,2t0
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Standard Coefficients for Canonical Variables for
AB and PR Seores (CNVRF). Mean = 1, Standard
Deviation - 1.

CNVRF( 1 )

PR 0.407

JAS-AB Score 0.951

Standardized Coefficients for Canonical_ Variables
for Factor Scores (Ct{VnS). Mean - 0, Standard
Deviation = 1.

cNvRS( 1 )

Factor I 0.819

fr -0.427
IIï -0.01 0

rv 0.131

v 0.274

vr -0.148
vrr -0.101
VIII -0.119

Canonical- Correl_ation between CNVRF( 1 ) and CNVRS( 1 )

= .882, pl .0e3

Canonical Cornelation between CNVRF(2) an¿ CNVRS(Z)

=.602, p(.437

Table 4 canonical cornerations between JAS - ABlpR scores,
and Subject Faclor Scores for t'irst Eight Factors -
Reduced Data.




